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ABSTRACT
2H-NMR is a  powerful spectroscopic technique for investigating molecular motion 
in  solids. In  order to  extend the range of motional rates th a t can be quantitatively in­
vestigated, a  new approach for measuring the quadrupolar spin-lattice relaxation time 
T \q was developed. This uses the Broadband Jeener-Broekaert (BBJB) sequence w ith 
echo detection, which avoids the problems intrinsic to the conventional Jeener-Broekaert 
(JB ): a  frequency discrim inated excitation profile and spectral baseline distortions. By 
combining the  BB JB experiment w ith an inversion- recovery sequence and  echo de­
tection (IRQE), two independent longitudinal relaxation times, T \q and 2 iz ,  can be 
m easured accurately.
The advantages o f the  new approach were first dem onstrated on a  binary nematic 
liquid crystal m ixture of 4-methyl-4'-cyanobiphenyl-dn (1CB) and 4-n- penty l-4- 
cyanobiphenyl-ds (5CB). T he new methodology of performing two separate experiments 
B B JB /IR Q E  proved to be more accurate and less susceptible to system atic error than  
th e  conventional JB  experiment, which acquires both relaxation times simultaneously. 
T he  two relaxation tim es can be used to extract the spectral densities of m otion Ji(w 0) 
a n d  J2(2w0) w ith high accuracy. These allowed molecular m otion in the  1CB:5CB 
m ixtures to  be investigated in more detail. Measurements on 10 and 25 mol% m ixtures 
showed th a t the correlation times and activation energies for the ro tational m otion of 
th e  th ird  ra te  model [1] of bo th  1CB and 5CB are concentration independent.
Having proved th is approach is quantitatively superior for a  discrete m ultiline liquid 
crystal spectrum , a  solid powder spectrum  (continuous distribution of quadrupole fre­
quencies) was considered. In Hexamethylbenzene (HMB), the orientation dependence 
of spectral densities is dem onstrated to  be a  powerful tool for extracting geometric and 
kinetic information. The technique works well for solids when the m otions are  in the 
fast regime (fc >  107 s -1 ) and contribute to relaxation. A t ambient tem perature, the 
experim ental d a ta  were best fit by a  simulation which included sim ultaneous threefold 
an d  sixfold rotations, w ith geometric distortions of the electric field gradient tensors of 
th e  methyl group. T he best fit jum p rates are £3 =  5.0xl0u  s -1  and ke =  3.85x10s a-1  
for threefold m ethyl and sixfold arom atic ro tation respectively w ith out-of-plane and 
in-plane distortions 2.5° and 1.2° respectively.
Finally using B B JB /IR Q E  techniques, a  polymer system, Bisphenol-A Polycarbon­
a te  (BPA-PC), and its  monomer (BPA) were investigated. Relaxation times were mea­
sured for tem peratures between 250K to  400K and the d a ta  were fit to several models 
o f molecular motion. Simple threefold methyl ro tation is successful a t predicting the 
spectral densities of the  BPA monomer unit w ithin experimental error. For the  BPA- 
P C  polymer, simple m ethyl ro tation is incapable of reproducing the experim ental data. 
Inclusion of a  semilogarithmic distribution of jum p rates ,kz, improved the agreement 
qualitatively not quantitatively. A libration of the C zv  axis was therefore added to 
the  description. T he m odulation of the threefold methyl jum ps by the lib ration  of Czv  
axis was treated  w ith  Stochastic Liouville formalism. Best agreement is found if the 
two motions are correlated. The activation energies for the  methyl group ro tation  are
19.2 ±  2.0 k J/m o l and 13.0 ±  0.8 kJ/m ol in monomer and polymer respectively.
DEUTERON NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE STUDIES 
OF MOLECULAR MOTION IN SOLIDS
Chapter 1
Introduction
A variety of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) techniques have been developed 
for studying molecular m otion in solids. In solids NMR interactions, such as chemical 
shielding, dipolar and nuclear electric quadrupole interactions, are spatially anisotropic 
and thus provide interesting and relevant information about trajectories of m otion as 
well as rates. In liquids, fast isotropic motion averages these interaction and leads to 
an isotropic chemical shift and no observable dipolar or quadrupole couplings. Unfor­
tunately, for a  variety of reasons, NMR experiments are technically more difficult to  
perform  on solids than solutions. First, most solids are polycrystallite and therefore 
have powder spectra with large bandwidths. The short spin-spin relaxation tim e T2 
characteristic of a  polycrystalline solid results in a  receiver dead time problem which 
lim its the m otional regime th a t can be investigated. Second, for protons the dipolar cou­
pling is a  many body interaction with inter- and intramolecular contributions and this 
makes the  in terpretation and simulation of spectra and proton relaxation d a ta  trem en­
dously complicated. Third but not least, since the anisotropic interaction strength  can 
range from kHz to several MHz, it is technically difficult to generate sufficient power 
to  produce a  broadband excitation of all spins in the solid. Fortunately, many of these 
problems have been minimized by advances in high power amplifiers, use of com pos­
ite  pulse sequences and inclusion of refocusing pulses to overcome dead time problems. 
Com pared to  many other quadrupole nuclei (27A1, I4N, 170 ) , deuterons have a  small 
quadrupole moment and this means broadband excitation of a  s ta tic  powder p a tte rn  is 
possible.
To determine which methodology provides the most reliable and useful dynam ic
2
3inform ation in solids, we m ust compare information on the geometry, timescale and 
d istribution of molecular motion. Deuteron NMR. is an excellent probe of molecular 
m otions for several reasons.
T he single particle quadrupole interaction between the deuteron nucleus and the 
local electric field gradient makes the analysis of motion more direct than other NM R 
techniques, such as dipole-dipole interactions of protons. Thus, the interpretation of 
the resu lts in terms of m otional models is less ambiguous. Besides, the ability to  do 
site-specific labelling of deuterium  allows us to  observe selectively the location where 
m otion is interesting.
T he dynamic range of motions that can be investigated using deuterium NM R is ex­
trem ely large. By combining spin-lattice relaxation times, quadrupole echo lineshapes, 
spin alignm ent echoes, two-dimensional exchange spectra, and selective excitation, mo­
tions w ith  rates from 10-2  to  1012 Hz can be probed.
W hich experiment to  do depends on the m otional regime. W hen the rate of molecu­
lar m otion  is in the interm ediate NMR time scale (103 < k  < 107 Hz), the quadrupolar 
echo lineshape is sensitive to  the motion and this can help establish the ra te  and ge­
om etry [2]. Numerous researchers [3] [4] [5] have used the quadrupole echo lineshapes 
to  s tu d y  molecular m otion. In the fast motional regime, k > 107 , for instance in 
m ethyl ro tation, the m otional averaging is complete and the quadrupolar echo line­
shape is independent of pulse spacing and jum p rates. Information about the m otion is 
accessible from relaxation studies. When the motional rate is slower than I03 Hz, the 
lineshape is insensitive to  m otion. In this slow to ultraslow motional regime, studies of 
the quadrupolar order relaxation time T iq  are the most powerful. Spiess et.al. [3] [6] 
have used this technique to  study slow and ultraslow motions of main chain polymers. 
Two dimensional slow exchange spectra [7] and selective excitation experiments [8] are 
also su itab le for studying m otion in the slow to ultraslow timescale. The advantages
4of using deuteron NMR to probe molecular m otion will be elaborately discussed in 
subsequent chapters of this thesis.
For a  spin-one deuteron, there are two spin-lattice or longitudinal relaxation tim es, 
T \z  and T \q . These are particularly sensitive to  m otion and their anisotropy across the 
powder lineshape can provide reliable verification of motional models. Until recently, 
accurate m easurement of T \q relaxation time anisotropy in polycrystalline solids was 
hindered by difficulty in exciting quadrupole order uniformly. This problem is pa rtic ­
ularly acute for powder spectra of rigid solids, whose bandwidth is typically 200 kHz. 
Jeener and Broekaert [9] first proposed the (90£— r  — 45£) pulse sequence to create d ipo­
lar order of protons in solids. Later, this sequence was modified using composite pulses 
to generate broadband excitation [10] and addition of a  refocusing pulse was shown to  
overcome a  severe dead tim e problem [11]. As a  result, it is now possible to generate 
uniform quadrupolar order over a  full width powder lineshape [11] and thus the  T xq 
anisotropy can be accurately measured. The im portance of measuring two independent 
relaxation tim es, Txz  and T xq , has been dem onstrated [12] [13].
In C hapter 3 of this dissertation, two different experimental m ethods used to m ea­
sure both T \z  and Txq are compared quantitatively. The first one is based on the con­
ventional Jeener-Broekaert (JB ) sequence and is used to  acquire bo th  relaxation tim es 
simultaneously. The second technique uses two separate pulse sequences: inversion 
recovery sequence with quadrupole echo detection (IRQE) to m easure T \z  and b road­
band Jeener-Broekaert sequence with echo (BBJB) to  measure T xq . This methodology 
is first evaluated using measurements on a  binary liquid crystal m ixture 1CB:5CB where 
the ro tational motion is described by three independent correlational times. These ex­
perim ents dem onstrate the advantage of having additional experimental data to  probe 
complicated motions. Having proved the latter methodology is superior, measurements 
of both relaxation times (Txz  and T Xq ) of solid Hexamethylbenzene (HMB) will be
5presented in C hapter 6 . These experiments dem onstrate how the individual spectral 
densities of m otion can be obtained and used to  verify motional models. Hexamethyl- 
benzene was selected because previous research had identified tha t sixfold and threefold 
m otions occur [14] [15]. Thus, the success and lim itations of the new methodology can 
be quantitatively assessed. The results illustrate the significant advantage of having 
additional 2 \ q  measurement to  probe complicated molecular motions in polycrystalline 
m aterials.
For decades, there has been a  sustained research effort to elucidate correlations be­
tween the macroscopic mechanical properties of polymer systems and their microscopic 
structure. A lthough establishing such correlations has been proved to  be an elusive 
and difficult task , it is clear th a t molecular m otion is an im portant link tha t connects 
these two regimes. Nuclear M agnetic Resonance has been widely used to investigate 
b o th  intermolecular and intramolecular motions. Synthetic polymers in solution have 
been extensively investigated by NM R [16]; here the m ajor constraint to  local motion is 
intramolecular potential. To a certain extent, the  rates and energies of these m otional 
processes can be related to bulk properties of the solid polymer: glass transition tem ­
perature, impact resistance, dynamic mechanical relaxation and dielectric relaxation. 
Since the ultim ate application of most polymers is in solid sta te , it is crucial to de­
velop a fundam ental understanding of structure and motion in the solid state . In solids, 
there  are both intramolecular and intermolecular contributions to the potentials which 
control local motions. Indeed, segmental motions of polymers are known to become 
m ore restricted and anisotropic. It is obvious th a t  the nature of motions will change 
from  solution to  solid. For example in bisphenol-A polycarbonate, the  phenylene group 
m otion has four-fold symmetry in solution [17] [18] [19] and two-fold symm etry in the 
solid [20]. The fast methyl rotation has three-fold symmetry in both states. Solid sta te  
N M R studies can make an im portant contribution to the understanding of structure
6and dynamics in polymers.
In the last chapter, the methyl group motion in Bisphenol-A polycarbonate is inves­
tigated. By measuring the spin-lattice relaxation times of the methyl group, the details 
of the m otion around Czv axis can be investigated. Evaluation of a  variety of motional 
models is carried out using both the Redfield formalism (fast motion) and Stochastic 
Liouville equation (interm ediate to slow motion). We show th a t these relaxation studies 
provide detailed motional information on methyl groups and speculate th a t the motion 
of the C zv  axis can shed some light on the backbone motions of the polycarbonate. 
Thus, they can supplement experimental results from other techniques and provide a 
more complete understanding of molecular motion in polycarbonate.
Chapter 2
Background Knowledge
2.1 Q uadrupolar Interaction
T he deuteron has a  nuclear spin angular momentum of m agnitude 1=1 and there­
fore possesses an electric quadrupole moment (eQ) arising from a  non-spherical nuclear 
charge distribution. The interaction between the  quadrupole moment and the sur­
rounding electric field gradient (EFG) tensor dominates the deuteron NMR spectrum  
and spin relaxation behaviour. O ther magnetic interactions, such as dipole-dipole or 
chemical shielding, are negligible in comparison. Because the quadrupolar interaction 
is a  one-particle property, the analysis of its effects on lineshape and relaxation are un­
ambiguous. Since the  natural abundance of the deuteron is vanishingly low, 0.0156%, it 
is usually necessary to isotopically enriched the sample in order to observe a solid s ta te  
deuteron NM R spectrum. However, site specific labelling of molecules affords a  very 
high degree of selectivity when studying local order and motion.
T he two transition frequencies of a deuteron in a  strong magnetic field can be de­
scribed using first order perturbation theory. The static Hamiltonian %0 (in radian per 
second) consists of time-independent Zeeman and quadrupolar terms:
n 0 = H A < ' H q > (2-1)
Here the  Zeeman Hamiltonian, H z =  - 7 B 0IZ, accounts for the large interaction between 
the spins and the external static  magnetic field B 0. < H q > represents the static  
quadrupolar Hamiltonian averaged over fast molecular motions. For deuterons, H z is 
significantly larger than  H q (MHz compared to  kHz respectively). So <  H q > acts as 
a  pertu rbation  on the Zeeman term .
7
8In a  medium w here molecular m otion is isotropic and H q is averaged to zero, only 
the Zeeman in terac tion  remains . W ith  the Zeeman Hamiltonian only, the deuteron 
nucleus has three equally spaced energy levels corresponding to: I z  =  + 1 , 0 and - 
1. T he resonance frequencies observed in a deuteron NMR spectrum  correspond to  
transitions between these nuclear spin energy levels. The two single quantum  transition 
frequencies between th e  Zeeman levels are identical and equal to  the  Larm or frequency
U q .
A E  =  f iB 0 =  fry B0 = hu}0 (2-2)
Here -y is the nuclear gyromagnetic ra tio , h = h /2n  where h is P lanck’s constant, and 
fi is the  nuclear m agnetic dipole m om ent.
In  an anisotropic medium where molecular motion is restricted by the  intermolecu­
lar potential, m olecular orientations a re  no longer equally likely. Thus, the  quadrupolar 
term  is not averaged to  zero. Since th e  three Zeeman eigenstates are perturbed  differ­
ently by the  quadrupolar Hamiltonian, two different transition frequencies are observed 
centered around th e  Larmor frequency a t (w0 -  u q )  and (w0 +  u q ) .  T he energy levels, 
transitions and sp ec tra l frequencies a re  illustrated in Fig. (2-1).
T he quadrupole Hamiltonian H q  can be expressed in terms of second rank irre­
ducible spherical tensors in an a rb itra ry  reference frame,
H q =  A  ' T
=  (2-3)
M
In th e  principal axis system (PAS) denoted by superscript (P ), the  components of the 
electric field gradient tensor EFG are given as follows:
t £ ' p) =  r £ ’P) =  0 r i f  > =  l- nu Q (2-4)
where
UQ =  T ~ Y ~  and ^ =  - SX-J Vi> with | |> | qn  |> | qxx | (2-5)
9|3 >
H z  =  " 1 >
!2>
| I Z =  0 >
I l >  
Hz = + 1 >
I
” W q  0 ) o  0 3 q
Figure 2 -1 : For the deuteron, the quadrupolar Hamiltonian acts as a  small pertu rbation  
o f the Zeeman Hamiltonian. In isotropic medium (a), the energy levels are equally 
spaced and one transition frequency is observed a t w0. In a solid m edium  (b), this 
degeneracy is removed and a  doublet is observed, centered at
a
Hz
b
Hz + <Hq>
( 0 o ( 0 q  +  COq
..................
CD0
 - 4-
I c o o - w Q
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For deuterons, the largest component of the EFG tensor, eqz z , is usually aligned very 
close to  the  C-D bond. T he asymmetry param eter q denotes the  deviation of th e  EFG 
tensor from  cylindrical sym m etry and is normally very sm all for C-D deuterons. The 
tensor spin operators in Eq.(2-3) are given by
4 21 = ^(3 n-i-t)  (2-6)
^ S  = j ( W ± + 4 A )  (2-7)
=  \< l  (2-8 )
Only secular (diagonal) terms have to  be considered, because the non-secular (off- 
diagonal) term s are second or third order perturbations and a re  negligible. T he  Hamil­
tonian then  reduces to
n 0 = -~tB0i z +  (2-9)
Only th e  EFG tensors in th e  PAS (Tjy,f^) are known. Since measurements are made 
in the LAB frame (1) , the tensors m ust be transformed to  Tq2,1^ using a  Wigner
rotation m atrix,
T0(w > =  £ > $ > , , 3 , 7 ) 1 * ' ’'  (2-10)
N
where are the Euler angles (in Roses’s convention [21]) th a t define th e  orienta­
tion of the  PAS in the LAB frames. From now on, the superscript (2) on second rank
tensors will be omitted for clarity. Substituting Eq.(2-4), (2-8) and (2-10) into Eq.(2-9) 
and expanding the sum yields,
‘H0 =  - 7 B oL  +  Cg ^  (3/ 2 -  I  ■ J)[(3cos2/? -  1) +  t]sin2f3cos2-y] (2-11)
Using th e  eigenstates of th e  Zeeman Hamiltonian as an orthogonal basis se t, the  per­
turbed energy levels are
i? - l  = <  - 1  | W | —1 > =  f  ^  [(3cos2/? -  1) +  Tjsin2/3cos2'f] (2-12)
O
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E 0 = <  0  | % | 0  > =  - 2 —- — [(3cos2/3 -  1) +  r)sin2/3cos2j] (2-13)
o
e2aO
E i  = <  1 | 7i | 1 > =  —hyBo  +  ——  [(Zcos2p  — 1) +  r}sin2Pcos2'f] (2-14)
O
The transition frequencies are
w_i,o =  = 7 b ° +  ~ 3 ^ [(3C0$2P “  !)  +  r}sin2Pcos2‘y] (2-15)
wo.i =  E ° E l =  7 B 0 -  [(3cos2(3 -  1) +  risin2l3cos2'y] (2-16)
Thus two transitions are observed centered around the Larmor frequency, separated by
2 uq = tJ~1'°27r =  ^ i ^ c0$2P -  1) +  ’r}sinl ^cos2'y] (2-17)
The characteristic quadrupolar coupling constant is defined by the principal com­
ponent of the EFG tensor as Q C C  =  e2qtzQ /h  and is of the order of 200  kHz. T he 
m agnitude of the observed splitting depends on QCC, 17, and orientation as specified by 
/3 and 7 . W hen r) is small (<  0.1), the splitting is primarily determined by the angle, 
/3, between the LAB z-axis (B 0) and z-component of the EFG in the PAS. Thus, for 
C-D bonds, the splitting is directly related to the orientation of the bond relative to the 
s ta tic  magnetic field.
2.2 Density M atrix
A t any instan t of time, a  single nuclear spin is described by a wave function 1}). T he 
expectation value of an arbitrary operator < O > can be determined by expanding V iu 
a  complete set of orthonorm al eigenfunctions |n > of the time-independent Hamiltonian 
Ho
V> =  ] £ c n|n >  (2-18)
n
T he expectation value of any operator <  Q  > is thus given by
< 0 > = £ cmcn < m | O | n >  (2-19)
mn
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If a  probability m atrix  P  is defined such that
P n m  =  cncm (2 - 2 0 )
then the  expectation value is given by
<  O  > =  £  Pnm < m \0 \n  > =  Tr[PO]  (2-21)
mn
In this representation, the  time-dependent information about the spin system is con­
tained entirely in the P  operator.
Since measurem ents of isolated spins are rarely feasible, an ensemble of spin systems 
must be considered. If pj  is the probability that a  single spin is in s ta te  ipj, an ensemble 
density matrix, p , can be defined;
Pnm =  P jP n m  =  cnc m (2-22)
i
where the  bar is used to  denote the ensemble average. Thus, the ensemble average of 
the expectation value <  O  > is
< C r > =  < rn\0\n > =  Tr[pO) (2-23)
m n j
The m atrix  elements pnm vary from spin to spin within the ensemble, but the m atrix 
elements of the operators < m |0 |n  >  are constants. Note tha t the  m atrix  elements 
{pnm} represent a  s ta te  of the ensemble, and their time evolution determines the tim e 
evolution of the ensemble average of any operator O. The diagonal elements of the 
density operator pa represent the probability that a  spin in the ensemble is in a  particular 
eigenstate i. Off-diagonal elements /),j represent a  coherent superposition of eigenstates 
i and j .
2.3 E quation of M otion
The tim e evolution of the single spin probability m atrix P resulting from the influ­
ence o f a  time-dependent Hamiltonian H  is calculated from the Schrddinger equation,
d i b
=  (2-24)
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The time derivative of one particular coefficient ck can be obtained by substituting the 
general wavefunction ip from Eq.(2-18) into this differential equation, multiplying both 
sides by c*k and integrating.
ifa r  =  £  <  > <2‘25)
Since the time dependence of ip is embedded in the coefficients cn , this differential 
equation can be rew ritten using the definition of the probability m atrix  P  in Eq.(2-20).
~  < k \P \m  > =  ^c*mck = i < k\[P,?i]\m >  (2-26)
The equation of m otion of the probability m atrix P  is thus,
= (2-27)
Assuming the Hamiltonian 7i is identical for all spins in the ensemble, an analogous 
equation of motion for the ensemble density m atrix  p can be derived;
j t P = i[P)H] (2-28)
This is the Von Neumann equation.
In NMR, the Hamiltonian PL typically consists of a large time- independent interac­
tion H 0 and a  much smaller time- dependent part 'Hi. So the equation of m otion of the 
ensemble density m atrix  is then
j t P = i[p,K0 + Hi\  (2-29)
An interaction representation p* can be defined such that
p*(t) =  e,WoV (f)c_ 'Wo‘ (2-30)
This interaction representation corresponds to the Heisenberg picture of quantum  me­
chanics. It provides a  useful simplification such th a t the secular Hamiltonian H 0, which
14
is responsible for the static  frequency spectrum, can be om itted from all relaxation cal­
culations. If the perturbing Hamiltonian H\  were zero, pm{t) would be a  constant p"(0).
The Hamiltonian can be redefined in this interaction representation,
n i  =  (2-31)
Substitu ting Eqs.(2-30) and (2-31) into Eq.(2-29), the equation of m otion in the in ter­
action fram e becomes,
j t p* =  i [p \H l ( i ) )  (2-32)
Now, we proceed to solve the equation of motion of p“ by integrating from t= 0  to  t,
P V )  =  / (O )  +  i f W W i i ' W  (2-33)
Jo
This exact expression is not yet a solution because p~{t') in the integral is unknown. 
However, we can truncate the iteration procedure a t second order in % J. This is suffi­
ciently accurate when H \  is small compared to H 0 and gives,
P-(t) =  p * (o )+ i
Jo
-  f  d f  f \ { p ’(Q), dl" (2-34)
Jo Jo
It is often more convenient to  calculate the derivative of p*,
=  V ( 0 ) t 7fl(0 ] -  j f  V ( 0 ) ,« ; ( O ) .  W ) ] * '  (2-35)
This is tantam ount to  solving ordinary time-dependent perturbation theory for the
wavefunction ^  carried to second order. However, we are solving for the time evolution
of the  products Cncjj, instead of the tim e evolution of individual coefficients cn.
2.4 Redfield Theory
T he derivation of the Redfield equation for time evolution of density m atrix  elements 
begins with solving the equation of motion of pm in Eq.(2-35). For deuterons, fluc tuat­
ing fields due to the quadrupolar interaction dominate the  relaxation behaviour. It is
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convenient to partition  H q such that the tim e dependent part HQ(t)  causing relaxation 
fluctuates about a  zero average value:
H  = H z  +  < H q > + (H q{ t ) ~ < H q >) (2-36)
Com parison to  the general form in Eq.(2-30) gives,
Ho =  H z  +  <  H q > (2-37)
H i( l )  = H Q(t) - < H q > (2-38)
According to the ergodic assumption, the ensemble average of H \( t )  is equivalent to  its 
tim e average which is equal to  zero.
< >  = 0 (2-39)
If the  correlation tim e of motion described by H\{t)  is assumed to be much shorter 
th an  the spin relaxation time, then there exists a  time interval A t  for which Eq.(2-35) 
is valid, bu t after which p0 and H \  are uncorrelated. Thus, if attention is restricted to  
tim es t > A t ,  the ensemble averages can be independently calculated. As a  result the 
first term  on the right of Eq.(2-35) makes no contribution.
£  < * |p“(0)|/ >  < l \H\{t)\m  >  -  <  fc |ft;(t)|/ > <  /|p ’(0 )|m  > -  0 (2-40)
I
In order to calculate the time derivative of p'km from the second term  in Eq.(2-35), the 
double com m utator must be expanded, which gives
E in  [ - <  fc|P*(0)K >  < i \H\[t ') \n > < n |w ;(< )|m  >
+ <  fc|WI(/')|/ >  <  i|p*(0)|n >  <  n |7 ij(f) |m  >
+ <  fc|WK*)K >  <  J|/>*(0 )|n  > <  n |W ;(* ')|m  >
- <  fc|WI(l)|/ >  < l \Hl{t ')\n > < n|/»-(0)|m  > ] (2-41)
Following the same assumption tha t p0 and Hi  are uncorrelated,
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[ - <  l \H\{t ')\n >  <  > < fc|/»*(0 )|/ >
+ <  iS?lW;(i')K >  <  n |W I(t)|m  > <  /|p -(0 ) |n  >
+< k[Hl(t)\l  > < n |7ij(f')lm > <  /|/J*(0)ln >
- <  * |W J(t)|/ >  <  l \Hi(t ' )\n > <  n|/**(0)|m > ] (2-42)
Because of the  short r c approximation, the change of p* during interval A t is negligible 
and  thus p“(t) can be substituted for p"(0). The second and third term s in Eq.(2-41) 
describe the coupling between density m atrix  elements pjn and p l m. Since |/ >  and |n > 
are arbitrary  running indices, they can be interchanged . The first and fourth term  can 
be rearranged to ,
£ ( * [  - <  m u m  >< w m *  > <  * i?-(o)i»  >
- <  Jfc|«;(OI» > <  n |« i(i ') l^  > < /|/>“(0 ) |m  > ] (2-43)
If |j  >  is used to  denote the  running indices |f > and |n  >  in the first and fourth term
respectively, then
E jn  - < n \ H W ) \ j x j \ H m ™ >  <  *lp*(0 )|n >
E ,j  - <  *|W ;(0 Ij > <  m m \ l  > < ^ * ( 0 )|m  > (2-44)
Label k  in the first term by I and m in the first term by n. Now I and n represent fixed 
eigenstates in these two rows, not running indices anymore. Thus, the first and fourth 
term s may be w ritten
E jn  "  h i  < n\H\( t ' ) \ j  >< j \H \{ t) \m > < l|p*(0 )jn >
E ij Smn < W l ( t ) \ 3 > <  i l W ) K  >  <  /|p*(0)|n >  (2-45)
Hence by m anipulating the indices, it can be seen that the first and fourth rows represent
coupling between pkm and pi„, just as for the other two rows.
We define the  time period r  within which the Hamiltonians are correlated as,
t  — t — t'
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and use the  fact tha t
< l \Hl(t)\n  > =  < l\Hi{t)\n  > (2-46)
where I and  n in the exponential represent the eigenfrequencies of the Zeeman term. 
Since the perturbation is stationary, the terms of the form
< -  t ) | /  > <  n\7ii (t )\m >  (2-47)
are independent of t  and we also assume that these terms go to  zero when r  exceeds 
some critical value rc. This correlation time r c of the motion is the interval after which 
the Hamiltonian m atrix  elements are not correlated anymore. Only times t  <  rc are 
considered and this effectively extends the upper limits of integration in Eq.(2-35) to
T  =  + 0 0 .
In summ ary, the contribution of the second term  of the equation of motion to  density 
m atrix element p*km is
—d'r  = F l  ~  ^ p < n i ^ ( i - r ) i j > < j i ^ ( f) h >
° j\n
e - H n - i ) T e i { n - m ) t p fn
+  < k\Hi(t  -  r ) |/  > <  n[Hi ( t ) \m  >
/,n
e -i{fc—i)r  m)t
+  < A |? fi(f) |/> <  n|W i(i -  r ) |m  >
i, n
e i ( m - n ) r e i ( / : - i+ n -m ) ip »
-  Smn  E  <  > <  J l « l ( <  “  O K  >
u
e- i ( i - 0 r ei ( t - 0 tp*m ] dr  (2-48)
The imaginary part of the above equation can be discarded because it does not cause 
relaxation. It corresponds to a  second order frequency shift in the static  spectrum . We 
define the correlation function Gjtim n( r )  as
Gklmn(r) =  Re [< fc|7fi(t)|i > <  n\H\{t  +  r ) |m  > ] (2-49)
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and the spectral density Jkmln(v) as
Jktmn(v) =  Re [ J  Gktmn(r) e~'wrdr ] (2-50)
By summing all four terms, the famous Redfield Equation is obtained [22].
v ; „  ( 2 - 5 1 )
t, n
T he relaxation superm atrix elements, Rkmln> are given by
Rkmln — “  n) +  Jklmn(k — 0
~Smn Jjljk(j — I) — Ski ~  (2-52)
J J
Thus, the Redfield equation provides a set of linear differential equations for the tim e
evolution of the density matrix elements. The Rkmln are independent of time t. The
tim e dependent exponential factors in Eq. (2-51) ensure tha t only "secular” terms with 
k — m  =  I — n  contribute significantly. Thus we can simplify:
^  Pkm = RkminPln (2-53)
In
Two im portant approximations have been made in deriving the Redfield Equation. The 
first one, A t »  r c, perm itted the  upper limit o f the integral over r  in Eq.(2-47) to  be 
set to  oo. This corresponds to  the  existence of a  time interval A t which is much longer 
than  t c of motion. We do not follow the details o f time evolution of p '  within the period 
r c, and assume th a t Rkmln are tim e independent within r c. The second approxim ation, 
>  A t, ensures tha t the density matrix does not change drastically in the interval 
A t. This means th a t the second order perturbation approximation to the equation of 
m otion is valid. This completes the derivation of Redfield Theory and in C hapter 4 
we will use this to calculate the relaxation superm atrix element Rkmln for particular 
models of molecular motion.
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2.5 Relaxation Times
In this section, the relaxation times T\z  and T \ q are derived using th e  Redfield 
formalism. The asterisk is dropped for clarity, bu t we remain in the interaction repre­
sentation. Terms of the form pln(oo) are included to ensure p,n(t) approaches thermal 
equilibrium values as time goes to infinity. Expanding the Redfield formula in  Eq.(2-51) 
for the  case of one spin 1=1 [23] [24],
P n  =  ^ i i i i [ P j i  ~ ^ >n ( 0 0 ) ] d "  R n i A P n  ~  ^ 2 2 ( ° o ) ]  " b  - ^ 1133 [ ^ 3 3  —  A n t 0 0 ) ]
P l l  =  ^ 3 3 1 1  \ P t l  “  P u t 0 0 ) ]  " b  - ^ 2 2 2 2  [P33 ~  ^ C 0 0 ) ]  " I "  - ^ 2 2 3 3  [ ^ 3 3  —  ^ 3 3  C 0 0 ) ]
A > 3 =  -^ 3311  ( P l l  ~  P l l f 0 0 ) ]  *b "^33221/^22 “  / ^ C 0 0 ) ]  "b -^ 3333 [A )3  — ^ 3 3  ( ° ® ) ]
P\3 = ^1313Pl3 "h ■^ 12I3/)23
P33 = R 3H3 P13 "b '^2323/523
P 3 I  —  ^ 3 \ 3 l P 3 l  " b  ■ ^ 2 1 3 2 / J 3 2
P 32  =  -^ 3 2 2 1  P 3 \ "b ^ 3 3 3 3 p 33
P\3 =  RmaPi3
P31 = *^ 3131P31 (2*54)
The first three of the  above equations correspond to  the m aster equation [25] describing 
the tim e evolution of the populations.
^  =  B ^ (p , - p , V F j  (2-55)
For a  single deuteron, we use p i, P2 and pz to represent the population of the three 
eigenstates |1 > , |2 >  and |3 > with I z =  1 ,0 , —1 respectively as shown in Fig.(2-1). 
Wki  is the transition rate; the probability that the lattice will induce a  transition  of the 
spin from eigenstate I to  ft. Thus, Wki  is equivalent to  Redfield matrix element Rkkil 
and pi is equivalent to  p//. The advantage of the Redfield formalism over transition 
probability formalism is tha t relaxation of the off-diagonal density m atrix  elements 
yields the relaxation behaviour of phase coherent sta tes of the ensemble.
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T he definition o f spectral density Jkimn{u) given in Eq. (2-50) is expressed in terms 
of the  Hamiltonian H \ .  This may be further decomposed as a  product of two irreducible 
second rank tensors, yielding the expression
Jklmn(w) =  5 Z ( - 1)M+M’ < k \A-M\l  >< ™ \A'-M‘\n >
MM1
• / +“ rS)(t)I,$ '(t  + r)e-'w <*r (2-56)
Jo
The spin m atrix  elements A m  are the same for all spins in the ensemble, but molec­
ular m otion leads to  random  variation of the spatial components, T $ ( t ) ,  of the EFG 
tensor. Because of the  secular approximation (k  -  m  = I -  n), M  is equal to M f. The 
spectral density can be expressed such tha t the time integral carries only the spatial 
variable and is independent of interaction strength (QCC).
Jkimn{Mu0) = ' £ <  W - m V >< m \ A 1 M \n > ( T ^ ) 2 Jm {M u 0) (2-57)
M
where the reduced spectral density is defined as,
Jm {M u 0) =  ( I t * ) " 2 / +°° T $ ( t ) T $ m(t + T)e - iM“°TdT (2-58)
Jo
W ith the formulae for A m  and (!rjp^)” 2 given in Eqs.(2-8) and (2-4), Jklmn(Mw0) can 
be calculated as follows [23] [24]:
7T2
<7mi =  *fii33 =  <^ 3311 =  <73333 =  [“2- (Q C 'C )2] Jo(0)
J 22II =  <72233 =  <7ll22 =  ^3322 =  — [tT2 (Q C 'C )2] <7o(0)
<72222 =  [2?r2(Q C C )2] J o(0)
— .  _ w 3^2
<72323 =  <73232 =  <72121 =  *7l212 = [—^ ( Q C C )  ] <7l(wo)
3 7T2
<72312 =  <73221 =  <72132 =  <7l223 =  ~[~2~(QCC)  ] Jl(wo)
<7l313 — <73131 “  [37T2(QCC)2] J2(2u0) (2-59)
Using these spectral densities, Rkimn can be evaluated using Eq.(2-52).
3 —2
7^1212 =  7^ 2323 =  7?2121 = R&32 =  ~[~^~{QCC)2\ [3Jq(0) +  3Ji(ojq) +  2J’2(2oj0)]
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37T2
A n n  =  A3333 =  A1313 =  A3131 =  —[—£ - { Q C C ) 2\ [Ji(wo) +  2 J 2(2wo)]
37T2
A 1223 =  A 2312 =  A 2132 =  A 3221 = —[—£ - { Q C C ) 2\ Ji(wo)
3ir2
A1122 =  A2211 =  A2233 =  A3322 =  [~^~{QCC'f  \ M u o )
A1133 =  A3311 =  [—Z - {Q C C ) 2] ^2(2Wo)
3ir2
A2222 =  - R r ( Q C C ) 2] J i M  (2-60)
2
!
2 ~(0<
After calculating these spectral densities, we now proceed to  relate  them to relaxation 
tim e of Zeeman and quadrupolar order.
L and R represent the  left hand side and right hand side of the doublets respectively 
as shown in Fig.(2-1). They are related to the population difference in the three-level 
system as follows:
L  — pu — p22
A = P22 — P33 (^"61)
The Zeeman order is defined by spin operator I z for spin 1 system and the trace of [p l z]
is equal to  p u  -  /J 3 3 .  Thus, the sum of the doublet components represents the m agneti­
zation due to  Zeeman order and its relaxation rate \ ^ - { Q C C ) 2} [Ji(w0) +  4 J 2 (2w0)] is 
calculated using the spectral densities in Eq.(2-59).
L + R  = p'u ~ p „  (2-62)
*1—2
=  - [ ^ - ( Q C C ) 2} [ J r K )  +  4 J 2(2w0)} [ L + R -  L (  0 0 ) -  A(oo)]
Q uadrupolar order is defined by the spin operator < Qz > for the  1 = 1  system  and 
the trace of [pQz] is equal to  pu -  2pti +  p33. Thus, the difference of the doublets is the 
m agnetization from quadrupolar order and its relaxation rate is [^ - (Q C C )2] J i(u ;0).
L  — R  — p j , — 2 p 22 +  p 33
,9r2
=  ~ { ^ r { Q O C f ]  J i K ) [ i  -  A -  £(oo) +  R(oo)) (2-63)2
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Finally, the  relaxation times can be expressed in term s of the reduced spectral densities 
in closed form:
1 l ir2
R iZ  = ^  = ~ ( Q C C ) 2 [J1(u 0) + 4J2(2oj0)} (2-64)
1 Qff2
RiQ =  ™t- =  J i ( Wo) (2-65)llQ  ^
T iz  and T ig  can be measured experimentally and used to derive the  spectral densities 
Ji(cj0) and J 2(2w0). These quantities are highly useful in describing fast motion. In 
chapter 3 and  4, we shall discuss how the relaxation times are measured and how spectral 
densities can be used to  describe details of motion.
2.6 Stochastic Liouville Equation
W hen molecular motion is slow, the approximations of Redfield formalism break 
down and it can no longer be used to describe relaxation. The Stochastic Liouville 
(S.L.) equation, which makes no assumptions about the m agnitude of the correlation 
times, m ust be used instead. This section presents a  brief outline of how to construct 
and solve th e  Stochastic Liouville equation.
The Hamiltonian defined in Eq.(2-36) is substituted into the equation of m otion in 
Eq.(2-32). In a  frame rotating at the Larmor frequency, the equation of motion becomes,
j t p ' = i [p \  < H q  > 1  +  i \p \  Hl(t)]  (2-66)
From now on, the superscript * will be discarded for clarity. T he first term on the 
right hand side of the above equation is responsible for a  static frequency shift bu t no 
relaxation. The second term  contributes to relaxation of the spins. The com m utator 
relationship can be reduced to a  m atrix  eigenvalue problem; where the [pm, < H q > ’ ]
is expressed as m atrix ft and [/?*, WJ(f)] by a  m atrix IZ. Rewriting the equation in this
form gives the  S.L. equation,
p(t)  =  ( ti l  +  K)(p(t)  -  p(oo)) (2-67)
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In Eq. (2-67), the density m atrix elements pij are arranged as a  single column vector 
given by [26] column vector,
P =
( \ 
P
M+
where P represents the populations
(  f  ^P u  ~  pn(co)
P  = P22 ~  P22(oo)
^ p33 ~  P 33 (t» )
and the  ofF-diagonal elements are grouped as
/
M + =
/  \  
Pl2
P23
P l3
,M-  =
P21
P32
P31
Using this basis set to  construct the (ift +  f t)  m atrix gives,
d_
d t
f  \ (
p #1
M+ = 0
I °
0 0
0
\
'  e  \
M+
/ { M ~  }
(2-68)
(2-69)
(2-70)
(2-71) i u  -  R 2 
0
where w is a  diagonal m atrix whose elements are site precession frequencies for the 
single quantum  coherences, pi2 and p 23 , and the double quantum  coherence, P13. R \  
and R 2 relaxation superm atrices are obtained from Redfield theory and represent tra n ­
sition probabilities between eigenstates and relaxation of coherence between eigenstates 
respectively.
/  \  ( \
f ti  =
■ R un # 1 1 2 2 #1133
# 2 2 1 1 # 2 2 2 2 #2233
#3311 #3322 #3333
f t 2 =
#1212 #1223 0
#2312 #2323 0
0 0 #1313
(2-72)
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Invoking the secular approximation in Eq.(2-52) allows the off-diagonal elements of the 
m atrix  H 2 (k  — m  ^  I -  n)  with a  change in phase coherence order to  be zero. W ith 
Rkmln =  Rmknh R-v for M ~  and M + are the same.
Extending this description to  N-site jumps gives the Stochastic Liouville equation. 
Suppose molecular motion reorients the deuteron EFG tensor am ong N different sites. 
Since we are interested in the exchange between sites and each site has nine density 
m atrix  elements, the dimension is extended to  nine times N [26].
(  *(0  ^
d p<2)
d t
 ^ P<N> J \ *AT1
*12
iflj + + *22
k N 2
*1 tr 
*2 N
\ ( p(>) \
(2-73)
i(lN + + kf/u }  \  fi(N) j
where kij represents jump rate  from site j  to site i, p ^  represents the  entire density 
m atrix p for site i and the exchange rate k  has to  fulfill the condition for microscopic 
reversibility (’’detailed balance” ),
ku = (2-74)
where means j  ^  i. Since the spins are assumed not to change spin sta te  during the 
jum p, k  is a  diagonal matrix.
If only the  tim e evolution of the signal is wanted, then it is not necessary to solve 
the complete S.L. equation. Only its sub-matrix Af+ need be considered because only 
pn  and p13 give detectable transverse magnetization M(t)  = TV {p(i)/+ }. A collection 
of iW+<2),- • is chosen to form a  subset. A simpler m atrix  equation can
be extracted from Eq.(2-73) and this is referred as the semi-classical equation for the 
m agnetization.
M {t)  =  (iJI +  K )  M ( t ) 
The formal solution is given by,
M{t)  =  e(in+^ ‘M (0)
(2-75)
(2-76)
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The transverse magnetization due to  M ~  is just the complex conjugate of th a t for M + 
with the opposite sense of precession frequency. Since this gives equivalent information, 
only M + need to  be considered. The m atrix Q contains the precession frequencies for 
each site. The frequencies are defined in terms of two sets of Euler angles: (/3iXfyix) 
which describe the orientation of a  crystallite in the powder sample with respect to the 
B 0 field, and (a*:ni(t)» Asm(i)i7*m(*)) which describes the orientation within a  crystal­
lite corresponding to site i. The frequencies in the NMR spectrum  are a complicated 
function of these angles,
In  the case of unequal site populations, the m atrix K  is not symmetric. A diagonal 
sim ilarity transform ation can be used to symmetrize it to  K '  [27] [28],
K '  = U~l I (U  (2-77)
where
Ua =  (p iY^Si j  (2-78)
and Pi is the population of site i. The symmetric matrix C7-1 (ifI + K ) U  has orthogonal 
eigenvectors X M ,
=  (2-79)
3
and the diagonal eigenvalue m atrix A is given by
A = X ~ l U~x{i9. +  K ) U X  (2-80)
Using these eigenvalues and eigenvectors, the solution to Eq.(2-76) is,
M (i )  =  U X e ^ X - ' U - ' M i  0 ) (2-81)
This solution can be used to evaluate the time evolution of M  between pulses in 
a  generic multipulse NM R experiment. The effect of a  pair of refocusing 90° pulses
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can be included as boundary conditions, to  simulate the quadrupole echo experiment as 
described in Chapter (3.2.1). Thus, the effect of the second pulse is to convert M  to its 
complex conjugate [28]. The magnetization acquired at time t after a  quadrupole echo 
is then given by,
M ( 2 r  + t) =  U X e ^ ^ X - ' U - 1 [UXeytX ~ xU ' 1}' M (0) (2-82)
The spectrum  from a  crystalline domain (0 i x , j i x )  can be obtained by summing the 
components of M , followed by Fourier transform ation with respect to  the acquisition 
tim e t.
N  [CO
J (w ,2r,/?/r , 7 te) =  /  Mi(2r + t) e~twi dt (2-83)
1=1 Jo
Substituting the eigenvalues and eigenvectors from Eqs.(2-78-2-80) into the above equa­
tion, the spectrum  from one crystalline domain becomes
N N
/ ( a . , 2 7 ,^ ,7 ^ )  =  £  a fca ; £ * n fc,4 m)‘e(A*+^ )r (2-84)
k ,m = l  n = l
roo
/  e kt e~',Jjt dt 
Jo
where ajt represents the eigenvector X ^  weighted by the site population.
= E ( P 0 1/2^  (2-85)
i
The powder pattern  is finally obtained by integration (summation) of Eq. (2-84) over 
all possible orientations of the crystallite relative to  the magnetic field,
[ 2 x  [ i r
I ( u , 2 t )  =  I I  t ,  p ix i  7fx) sin  Pix  d(3\x d y i x  (2 -8 6 )
v 0 J  0
Before discussing the relaxation behaviour, two extreme cases are worth mentioning. 
The fast lim it K  »  gives [28],
X ^  = X f ] (2-87)
A* = A* +  * E  ( X f )2 Wj- (2-88 )
j
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Here, and A* are the corresponding eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the symmetrized 
ra te  m atrix  I i f . One term , corresponding to the zero eigenvalue and its eigenvectors,
1 /2 • 4pj  dom inates. Substituting only this eigenvalue and its eigenvector into Eq.(2-84), 
one obtains
/ ( w ,2T,/?js , 7 t l) =  i2  +  [ w _ ^ i ) 7 ( i ) ] 2 (2-89)
where 6 is the intrinsic linewidth in absence of jum ps and the motionally averaged 
frequency is
N
7(*) =  (2‘90)
{=1
W ithin a single crystalline domain, one doublet corresponding to ±w  can be seen. This 
spectrum  is a  motionally averaged powder pattern due to the fast motion.
In the opposite limit of slow motion, where K  <  fl,
X j k) =  6kj (2-91)
Afc =  Kkk +  iuk (2-92)
Substitu ting these approxim ate eigenvalues and eigenvectors into Eq.(2-84),
J(w, 27-, p lx, 7(i) =  E  ( / f fcfc- Pfi)a +  [w _ Wjt]a (2' 93)
For one crystalline domain, N different doublets are observed. This im portant point is
the  reason why slow m otion can be detected in quadrupolar echo line shapes.
In C hapter (4.4), we will discuss the case when either Zeeman or quadrupole order is 
created prior to  the quadrupole echo detection. How slow exchange during the refocusing 
sequence can change the apparent relaxation anisotropy will be explained.
Chapter 3
Experimental Procedures
3.1 Hardware
All the  2H-NMR experiments discussed in this dissertation were performed using a  
home-built high power pulsed spectrometer, constructed at William and Mary by Dr. 
Hoatson. T h e  following gives a  brief description of th e  spectrometer, starting with the 
radio frequency (rf) pulse generation and  ending with th e  acquisition o f a free induction 
decay (F ID ) signal. A schematic diagram of the spectrom eter is illustrated  in Fig (3-2).
A radio frequency (rf)  synthesizer generates continuous radiation at a frequency 
of 76 MHz . Two rf switches are used and controlled by a LIBRA pulse program mer 
(TecMag, Inc) using T T L  logic. The pulse programmer is interfaced to  a Macintosh II 
CX com puter running MacNMR software from TecM ag Inc. The rf  switch gates the 
continuous radiation to  give pulses of any desired length, typically 1.6  fis for a deuteron 
90° pulse in  a 6 mm coil. The rf switch also controls th e  phase ( x , x , y , y )  of the pulse. 
This is done at an interm ediate frequency, 30 MHz. A mixer is used to frequency- 
modulate th e  continuous 76 MHz with gated and phased shifted 30 MHz. Thus, phase 
shifted pulses are produced at the Larm or frequency o f  the deuteron (46 MHz). Pulses 
from the r f  switch (~  1 volt) are fed to  a  high power amplifier (ENI Model L P I 10) and
1.6 kW atts power is transm itted  to the  probe.
An OXFORD superconducting m agnet provides a  uniform 7 T esla magnetic field. 
The probe is placed in th e  bore of the m agnet. The probe is essentially a  L-C-R circuit, 
where the inductor is a  5 mm copper coil in which th e  sample is placed. The L-C-R 
circuit components include variable capacitors, which m ake it possible to  tune the probe 
to  resonance at 46MHz. T he  probe is m atched to the 50 fl impedance o f the high power
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Figure 3-2: Schematic Diagram of the NMR Spectrometer
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transm ission line and is tuned to be purely resistive a t 46 MHz. This maximizes the 
power being transm itted  to  the probe and minimizes the reflected power. The kW  rf 
pulse applied to the copper coil generates the time dependent m agnetic field which cou­
ples to  th e  nuclear spin polarization. After the pulse, the spin magnetization transverse 
to  the  s ta tic  field induces a  small voltage (~  1 /m ilt)  in the coil, which is detected as 
free induction decay (FID ) during d a ta  acquisition. The tem perature of the probe is 
controlled by nitrogen gas flowing through the probe. The gas tem perature is regulated 
by a  non-inductively wound heater in the probe body. The tem perature is precisely 
adjusted  and m aintained to 0.01K by a  PID feedback tem perature controller (Model 
DRC-91CA LakeShore Cryogenics Inc.). A platinum resistance sensor is included in the 
probe head and situated  about 1 cm from the sample. The tem perature gradient across 
the sam ple is estim ated to  be approximately 0.4 °C.
T he microvolt FID signal first passes through a  wideband pre-amplifiers before being 
frequency-modulated back to  30 MHz and further amplified in the receiver. A pair of 
quadra tu re  detectors demodulate the signal a t the 30 MHz interm ediate frequency, 
yielding in phase and out of phase audio signals a t  channel A and B. These analog 
signals are  digitized by the LIBRA system. Since the dwell time is determined from a
10 MHz clock (in the  LIBRA unit), the timing resolution is 100 ns.
T he  30 MHz is used as an intermediate carrier frequency in most of the components. 
This m akes the spectrom eter broadband and prevents any coherent leakage at the Lar- 
mor frequency which would interfere with the NMR signal detector. The Macintosh
11 CX com puter which runs MacNMR software is interfaced to  the pulse programmer. 
This provides easy tim ing control of the entire experiment: duration, frequency, ampli­
tude and  phase of the  rf  pulses, acquisition param eters such as dwell time, number of 
points and  the receiver phase.
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3.2 Pulse Sequences
In order to  measure the various deuteron relaxation rates, multiple pulse sequences 
m ust be used. In principle, pulse sequences can be designed to  monitor tim e evolution 
of any of the eight independent operators describing the spin system: I x , I yt /* , QXt 
Qy, Q x, D x , D y. The longitudinal operators for Zeeman order ( / , )  and quadrupolar 
order (Qz) are of special interest, and their measured relaxation times are denoted by 
T \ z  and T \ q  respectively.
All pulse sequences can be divided into four generic parts: preparation, evolution, 
mixing, and detection [29], Before the first pulse, the spin system  is in therm al equilib­
rium, corresponding to a  Boltzmann population distribution between its energy levels. 
The preparation pulses create the appropriate population distribution or phase coher­
ence to  be investigated. The evolution period allows time for th e  system to evolve under 
some Hamiltonian of interest or return to  therm al equilibrium. The mixing pulses are 
chosen to create observable single quantum coherences (Ix , Q x , I y or Qy) which are 
detected during acquisition of the FID. In the following sections in this chapter, the 
time evolution of the density m atrix under the pulse sequence will be calculated using 
the tables given in Appendix A.
3.2.1 Quadrupolar Echo (QE)
The probe typically takes about 20 to 30 usee  for the rf coil to recover after a  high 
power pulses (kW atts). During this unavoidable dead time, it is impossible to  record 
the FID and significant points a t the beginning of the FID are lost. This is particularly 
devastating in solids, where wide bandwidth is needed. Fortunately, the quadrupole- 
echo technique can overcome this technical problem.
The QE comprises a  pair of consecutive 90° pulse with 90° phase shift, separated 
by an interval t \ .  Detection begins at time T2 following the second pulse. T hus, this 
sequence is denoted by (90° -  n  -  90° -  r 2 -  A C Q - )  [30] [31]. A rf voltage is applied
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across the coil a t  the Larmor frequency, v0, with an amplitude uq =  7 .B1 and phase 
x. The pulse w idth tp is adjusted so that uqip =  90°. S tarting with a spin system in 
therm al equilibrium, the 90° pulse rotates the magnetization into the X-Y plane, and 
creates detectable single quantum  coherence from Zeeman order. The density m atrix 
immediately after the pulse is
p(0+) =  e x p ( - i I x90o)I t exp(iIx90°) = - J y (3-94)
The density m atrix  evolves for a  period of tim e T \  due to the first-order quadrupole 
Hamiltonian,
P(Ti )  = -[cos(ujQTi)Iy -  s iniuQT^Qx]  (3-95)
and oscillates between I y and Qx . After the 90° pulse, the density m atrix is given by
p (ti ) = -[cosfwQrjJ/y + sin(uQTi)Qx] (3-96)
During the tim e t 2 , the density matrix again evolves under the  first-order quadrupole
coupling.
p ( n  + T2) = -cos(i>jQTi)[cos(LJQT2 ) Iy-s in(wQT2)Qx]  (3-97)
- $ in ( u Q T i ) [ c o s ( u Q T 2)Q z +  sin(u}Q T2)Iy]
Thus, a t tim e t2 =  r i ,  all oscillations refocus such that
/>( 2 r j )  =  p {  0 + ) =  - J y (3 -9 8 )
Provided th a t  the  dephasing effect due to the T2 relaxation during pulses and the
evolution tim es n  and r2 are neglected, time evolution of the signal a t tim es (2 ri +  t )
should be identical to the FID following a  single pulse. This pulse sequence together 
with the tim e evolution of relevant spin operators is illustrated in Figure (3-3).
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Figure 3-3: Quadrupole-Echo Pulse Sequence (QE). At t= 2 r i , / y is refocused to m axi­
mum intensity. The FID propagates as if it started a t this moment.
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In practice, imperfections, such as flip angle, phase errors, quadrature imbalance 
and D.C. offset etc, lead to  spectral artifacts. One practical way to minimize these is 
to use a  phase cycle in the sequence. In order to  illustrate how this compensate to 
imperfections, we consider a  second pulse sequence (0° -  ti — 90£ — t- i — A C Q —), where 
9 represents the first pulse deviating from a  perfect 90°. Here the phase of the second 
pulse is shifted by 180°. The density m atrix  a t time 2t\ is
p (2 ti)  =  -cos0 [cos(w qti)/x +  sin(wgTi)Qy] — sin9Iy (3-99)
The difference in p (2 ri) between the first and the second sequence is the sign in the 
cosB term  of the above expression. Using a  two step phase cycle (keeping the  acquisition 
phase fixed), this term  is cancelled by adding signals from each steps. Thus, if the first 
pulse is not exactly equal to 90°, the undesired Js and Qy terms are removed. In all our 
experiments we use an eight step phase cycle which includes all possible combination 
of the  first and second pulse phases while keeping their quadrature phase relationship. 
This phase cycle is given in Table (3-1).
Table 3-1: Phase Cycle for Quadrupole Echo Experiment (QE)
90° 90° ACQ
X y X
X y X
X y X
X y X
y X y
y X y
y X y
y X y
3.2.2 Non-Selective Inversion Recovery (IRQE)
In order to  make the inversion recovery sequence work with deuterons, a  quadrupole- 
echo pulse pair (QE) is used to detect the signal after an initial 180° inversion pulse.
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T h e  180° pulse inverts all the spins from therm al equilibrium and
p(0+) =  e » p ( - i / r 180°) I z exp(iIs 18Q°) (3-100)
=  - h
A fter the inversion pulse, the spins re-establish thermal equilibrium; this recovery is 
characterized by the  spin lattice relaxation tim e, T\z-  The density m atrix afte r recovery 
tim e T  is,
p(T)  = I s [ l - 2 e x p ( ~ ~ ) }  (3-101)
By measuring the  tim e evolution of p(T ) as a  function of the relaxation delay, T , the 
relaxation time T \ z  can be accurately determined. The diagonal elements of p(T)  m ust 
first be converted to  observable single quantum  coherence, and the QE sequence is
used to  refocus the single quantum  coherence and avoid spectral distortions. The time
evolution of relevant spin operators is illustrated in Fig. (3-4).
In practice, a  thirty-tw o step phase cycle is used in IRQE experiment and is shown 
in Table (3-2).
Table 3-2: Phase cycle for Inversion Recovery with Quadrupole-Echo Detection (IRQE). 
T h e  complete 32-steps phase cycle is obtained by repeating the 8 steps shown here, with 
th e  phase of the initial pulse incremented by 90° every 8 steps.________________
180° 90° 90° ACQ
X X y X
X X y X
X X y X
X X y X
X y X y
X y X y
X y X y
X y X y
In  order to have efficient inversion over the entire frequency spectrum, it is essential 
th a t  the 180° pulse have a  uniform excitation profile. For wide solid state  2H NM R spec­
tra , this needs to  be carefully considered. For instance, polyethylene has a  quadrupole
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180°x 90x 90y
Figure 3-4: Inversion Recovery Pulse Sequence with Echo Detection (IR Q E). The par­
tially relaxed Zeeman order is refocused by the quadrupole-echo pulse sequence.
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coupling constant of approximately 169 kHz. W ith a 180° pulse of 3.2 ftsec, the band­
w idth covered is ±78 kHz and severe problems still exist in getting adequate inversion 
a t the shoulder (/? =  0° and v q  =  100 kHz) of the  powder pattern . To some extent, the 
problem of spectral coverage can be compensated for by using composite pulses [32], 
[33]. The 180° pulse is replaced by a  composite comprised of three pulses,
[90°]* -  [9O°k±90o -  [90°]* (3-102)
T he phase (f) m ust be cycled through x , y, x,  y on successive scans in order to  suppress 
artifacts arising from undesired coherences. Each 90° pulse is substituted by a  composite 
pulse of the form
[135°]ff -  [9Oo]0+18oo -  [45°]s (3-103)
where 0 is chosen for each pulse to  preserve the refocusing of single quantum  coherence. 
Phase cycling of these pulses is similar to  that of simple 90° pulses.
3.2.3 Selective Inversion Recovery
Selective inversion is highly useful for studying ultraslow motion. If the molecular 
m otion is faster than the  non-selective T \ z ,  the inverted spins can jum p to orientations 
(quadrupole frequencies) outside the excited region (hole). This results in the  hole 
recovering a t a  rate  faster than given by the non-selective T \ z  and the  difference can 
be used to determine the jum p rate. The selective inversion recovery quadrupole echo 
sequence is basically the same sequence as IRQE, except th a t  the 180° pulse is now
replaced by a  long single low intensity pulse. The pulse length is on the order of several
hundred microseconds to  a few milliseconds, corresponding to  an excitation bandwidth 
of a  few kHz.
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3.2.4 Conventional Jeener-Broekaert (JB)
The conventional Jeener-Broekaert sequence (JB) [9] [34] [35] creates both Zeeman 
and quadrupole order. By monitoring the sum and difference m agnetizations (SAD), 
bo th  the Zeeman order relaxation time T \ z  and quadrupolar order relaxation tim e r ig  
can be measured simultaneously [35]. This conventional JB  sequence consists of three 
pulses 90$—r  -  45° —T  -  45°, including a  preparation interval r  and a  relaxation delay 
T .  The density m atrix  analysis of the sequence is as follows. Before the first pulse, 
the  density m atrix is a t therm al equilibrium, p(0) =  Ix. The first 90$ pulse produces 
a  density m atrix p(0+ ) =  —I y. The precession of spins system under quadrupolar 
Ham iltonian for a tim e r  gives
p ( r“ ) =  -cos(w Q r) I y +  sin(wQr) Q x (3-104)
The first 45$ pulse creates both quadrupolar order and double quantum  coherence (Dx ),
_
p (r+ ) =  -co s (w g r)  I y +  sm (w gr) [—— Q z +  - D x) (3-105)
If the sample has a discrete distribution of quadrupolar doublets, then r  can be chosen to 
optim ize the  quadrupole order and uqt  — (n + %)n for one particular spectral frequency
WQ.
p ( r ~ )  =  Qx (3-106)
P(t +) =  ^  QZ + \ D X (3-107)
For a  given r ,  the excitation profile in Fig. (3-6) shows th a t it  is highly frequency
selective. I t  is impossible to  uniformly excite a multiline liquid crystal or a  powder
pa tte rn  for solids [11] [12].
During the relaxation time T , the spin system tries to  reestablish therm al equilib­
rium . Zeeman order is partially restored and the quadrupolar order Qz and double
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L
Figure 3-5: Conventional Jeener-Broekaert Three Pulses Sequence (JB). B oth  Zeeman 
order and quadrupolar order are preserved in the  FID.
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Figure 3-6: Excitation Profile of Quadrupolar Order Generated by a  Conventional 
Jeener-Broekaert Sequence. Excitation delay r  equals to 5 /isec.
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quantum  D x , decay exponentially to zero a t characteristic times T \q  and Td q  respec­
tively. Thus, after the relaxation time, the density matrix becomes
P t j  + T ' )  =  / , ( » )  [1 -  ^  Oz (3-108)
+ |  -D*
A fter the third 45£ pulse,
/)(r  + r + )  =  [ l - e x P( - ^ - ) ] [ i / . +  ^ / J  (3-109)
, a/3 , T  1 V 3 _  .
+T elp(- [4e<'  T  1 + T w
Normally the double quantum  term  is suppressed by the phase cycle. Both Zeeman 
order and quadrupolar order are converted into observable single quantum  coherences 
by the final 45“ pulse.
p(r  + T+)  = [ l - e x p ( ~ ) } ( ^ = I x) + e x p ( ~ ) ( ~ Q x ) (3-110)
As discussed in Chapter (2.5), the Zeeman order and quadrupolar order can be 
observed as the sum and difference of the peaks in the doublet. By varying the relaxation 
delay T , the recovery of Zeeman order and quadrupolar order can be simultaneously 
m onitored. However, we cannot apply any refocusing pulses to overcome the dead tim e 
problem after the last pulse if both I z and Qz operators are kept. Since the FID is 
digitized immediately after the last pulse, the beginning part of the FID  is missing and 
this causes a  distortion and phase artifacts in the Fourier transform  spectrum .
Moreover, Eq.(3-110) shows th a t the coefficient for the Zeeman order of ( ^ - )  will 
limit the  dynamic range of magnetization intensity. This compromises the accuracy of 
the T \ z  m easurement.
To optimize sensitivity, accuracy and dynamic range of the T \q m easurem ent, the  
m agnitude of the quadrupolar order created by the first two preparation pulses must be
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maximized. However, if there is more th an  one quadrupolar doublet in the spectrum , 
the optim um  condition u q  =  (n. +  ^)tt cannot be satisfied for all components of the 
spectrum . This is also impossible for a  continuous distribution of quadrupolar coupling 
splittings u q  in a polycrystalline powder sample. Thus, frequency selective excitation 
of quadrupolar order cannot be optimized in many cases of practical interest. Also the 
I y term  from  Eq.(3-105) gives rise to an observable signal, cos(<jjQT)cos(u>QT)Iy and 
c o s {u Q T ) s in ( u )Q T )Q x , during acquisition. The phase cycle usually used to suppress 
these undesired signals is tabulated in Table (3-3). The pulse sequence and relevant 
spin operators are illustrated  in Fig. (3-5).
Table 3-3: Phase Cycle for Jeener-Broekaert Experiment (JB )
90“ 45° 45“ ACQ
X y X X
X y y y
y X X X
y X y y
x y X X
X y y y
y X X X
y X y y
3.2.5 Broadband Jeener-Broekaert (BBJB)
The conventional Jeener-Broekaert sequence does not provide a uniform excitation 
profile, and this causes severe distortions in spectra of solids and liquid crystals. In 
order to do a  relaxation study  on a sample with a number o f discrete splittings, 2uQi 
the experim ent must be repeated with different r  optimized for each doublet. This is 
tedious and tim e consuming.
The broadband Jeener-Broekaert sequence was first proposed by W imperis and Bo- 
denhausen ([10],[36]).
90“ - 2 t -  67.5j -  2 r  -  45“ -  t  -  4 5 ° -  (3-111)
The advantage which this multipulse Broadband Jeener-Broekaert sequence has over the
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conventional JB  sequence is that it provides a more uniform excitation of quadrupole 
order over a  significantly wide frequency range. Figure (3-7) dem onstrates th a t  the 
bandw idth o f the  BBJB excitation profile can be controlled by changing the excitation 
delay r .  Also, the  excitation profile has no nodes; one side of the spectrum  is up and the 
o ther is down. This enhances the dynamic range of the experiment, increases sensitivity, 
and reduces experimental tim e. W ith th is improvement, the 7\<p relaxation tim e across 
a  continuous quadrupolar frequency distribution (broadband powder pattern of solids) 
can be m easured accurately [13].
A new version of the  broadband Jeener-Broekaert sequence w ith echo detection 
was proposed by Hoatson [11]. This new version retains the broadband excitation of 
quadrupole o rder and adds (45 | - 1 — 9 0 |)  mixing pulses to refocus the single quan­
tu m  coherence. Acquisition begins a t th e  echo maximum and spectral distortions are 
eliminated. A  thirty-two step  phase cycle, as listed in Table (3-4), was implemented to 
preserve only th e  quadrupolar order. T he  BBJB pulse sequence is illustrated in Fig. 
(3-8),
90° - 2 r  -  67.5£ -  2 r  — 45° -  t  -  45° -  T  -  4 5 | -  n  -  90* -  r 2 -  ACQ  (3-112)
The excitation profile demonstrates th a t the four pulse preparation (pulses 1, 2, 3 
an d  4) creates quadrupolar order uniformly across the spectrum. During the relaxation 
tim e T , quadrupolar order decays exponentially. Then the 45§ and the  90 | pulse (5 and 
6) are used to  create and refocus the detectable single quantum coherence.
The time evolution of the  density m atrix  is briefly discussed as follows: A fter the 
first 90£ pulse (1) and the preparation period 2 r, the density m atrix  is
P ( 2 t ~ )  =  - c o s { 2 u } q t )  I y +  s i n ( 2 u Q T ) Q x (3-113)
A fter the second 67.5£ (pulse 2) and another preparation period 2r ,  quadrupolar order
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Figure 3-7: Excitation Profile of Quadrupolar Order Generated by a  Broadband Jeener- 
Broekaert Sequence. Solid, dotted  and dot-dashed lines represent excitation delay r  
equal to 2, 5.5 and 9.2 //sec respectively.
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is created,
I
p(4r“ ) = [ - cos2( 2 u q t ) -  - j =  s i n 2(2 u Q r)]  I y 
+ cos(2cjqt) s in (2 o jQ T ) ( l  -  — ) Q x 
+ s i n ( 2 u QT ) [ ^ ^ Q z -  ^ = A r ]  (3-114)
However, the excitation profile is highly frequency selective and is similar to th a t from 
the conventional JB  sequence shown in Fig. (3-6). After the fourth  pulse, 45°, the 
density operator becomes
p (5 r+ ) =  {[ cos2(2u q t ) +  —  s in 2(2u>QT)] sin(wQr) (3-115)
1  ^
s in (2wQT) C0S(UQT)}(— +  2-°*)
- { [  c o s 2 ( 2 w q t )  +  - ^ =  s i n 2 ( 2 w Q r ) j  c o s(u q t ) 
v 2
+  2 v ^  s i n ( 2tjJQT)  s i n (u Q T) )  h  
+ ^ ( f  “  - j = )  c o s ( 2 u q t )  s i n { 2 u Q T ) Q x
Although the entire phase cycle is too complicated to  consider here, the principle can 
be illustrated. By changing the phase of the second, third and fourth pulse (2, 3 and 4) 
as follows,
90° -  2 r -  67.5° -  2r -  45£ -  r  -  45£ (3-116)
it can be shown th a t Qz and D x term  change sign, while I y and Qx are invariant. Thus, 
we can cancel I y and Qx terms by appropriate phase cycling. T he double quantum  
coherence Dx is removed by phase cycling the refocusing echo. In sum m ary, appropriate 
phase cycling ensures th a t only the Qz term is left after the relaxation delay T .  So, 
a fter the waiting tim e T ,
p (5 r +  T ~ )  = {[ cos2( 2 u q t )  +  s tn 2(2a?or)] stnfw ^r) (3-117)
v2
1 \/3 y
~ 2 ^ / 2  s i n ( 2w<? r ) c o s ( u / q t - ) } ( - — e x p { - — )
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T he second im portan t feature of this experiment is the echo form ation produced by 
the  la s t two mixing pulses (5 and 6). The sequence
45 | ~  t i  -  90* -  t 2 -  A C Q  (3-118)
m ust b e  considered. Before applying the 45£, the density m atrix  is p (5 r +  T ~ )  =  Qz. 
The effect of the 4 5 | is,
,H5r +  T + ) =  + ^ Q s (3-119)
Following this pulse, spins precess freely for a time r i ,  a 9 0 | pulse is applied and the 
spins precess again for a  time r2. This gives
p (5 r +  T - h r 1 + r 2) =  ~ Q Z -  ^~-Dx +  (3-120)
\/3 — COs(uqTi) [cOs(uqT2 )Q p -  sin(u>QT2 ) I x ]
— — sin(u>QTi) [cos(w q T2)Ix +  $in(ojQ T2)Q v\ (3-121)
If r 2 =  r i ,  we have the echo maximum.
p (5 r  +  T  +  2 n )  =  ~QX -  ^ D x -  ^ Qy (3-122)
Notice th a t this mixing scheme reproduces the same density m atrix  as immediately 
following the 4 5 | pulse, Qy> (there is a change in sign) and it is independent of the 
value uiQ .
P hase  cycling the  45° and 90° pulses (5 and 6) ensures th a t only Qv is retained. For 
Qy) th e  density m atrix  elements p i2 and p23 are opposite in sign and represent tw o phase 
coherences along the  y-axis with anti-phase. Thus, the  echo maximum is observed as a 
zero crossing in the quadrature (”B” ) channel. The acquisition phase has to be flipped 
by 180° here. This gives another two permutations for the pulse phase. Note th a t  the 
final 45° and 90° pulses (5 and 6) m ust be kept in phase in order to  refocus quadrupolar 
order. Since the Qx we want to monitor after time T  is symmetric about th e  z-axis,
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we can ro ta te  the phase of these two pulses (5 and 6) to y or y. The detectable single 
quantum  coherence acquired is Qx instead of I x and so the acquisition phase has to  be 
shifted by 90°. Hence we have another two perm utations. Also for the same reason, 
we can ro ta te  the phase of the four pulses preparation sequence among s ,  y  and  y, 
giving another four perm utations. Summing all these perm utations gives a  th irty  two 
step phase cycle.
Table 3-4: Phase Cycle for Broadband Jeener-Broekaert w ith Echo Detection
90° 67.5° 45° 45° 45° 90° ACQ
X y y y X X X
X y y y y y y
X y y y X X X
X y y y y y y
X y y y X X X
X y y y y y y
X y y y X X X
X y y y y y y
X y y y X X X
X y y y y y y
X y y y X X X
X y y y y y y
X y y y X X X
X y y y y y y
X y y y X X X
X y y y y y y
y X X X X X X
y X X X y y y
y X X X X X X
y X X X y y y
y X X X X X X
y X X X y y y
y X X X X X X
y X X X y y y
y X X X X X X
y X X X y y y
y X X X X X X
y X X X y y y
y X X X X X X
y X X X y y y
y X X X X X X
y X X X y y y
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9 0 x  67.5°y 45y  4 5 y  45x 90°x
Figure 3-8: Broadband Jeener-Broekaert Sequence with Echo Detection (BBJB).
3.2.6 Two Dimensional Exchange Experiment
T h e  two dimensional exchange pulse sequence proposed by Schmidt et.al. [7] [37] 
[38] [39] [40] is designed to study slow molecular motions in solids. I t  is based on the 
conventional Jeener-Broekaert or ’’spin alignment” three pulses sequence. As described 
previously, the conventional JB sequence is frequency selective and for arbitrary  r  pre­
serves both  Zeeman and quadrupolar order. However, the  two dimensional exchange 
experim ent was designed to collect Zeeman order and quadrupolar order using two sep­
a ra te  pulse sequences in part, to  avoid dead time problems. As discussed previously, 
because they are preserved separately, refocusing pulses can be included only if two dif­
ferent sequences are used. In this section, two such sequences will be discussed briefly, 
they are denoted as the cosine and sine two dimensional spectra respectively. The 
prim ary motivation is to  collect a  hypercomplex two dimensional d a ta  set. A linear 
combination of these two 2-D spectra gives an absorption mode 2-D- spectrum . The 
phase cycle required for the cosine and sine experiments are listed in Table (3-5) and 
(3-6) respectively.
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Table 3-5: Phase Cycle for the cosine experiment. The complete 16-step phase cycle 
is obtained by changing the phase of all pulses and receiver by 90°, 180° and 270°
respectively.___________________________________________________________________
90° 54.7° 54.7° 90° ACQ
y y y x y
y y y x y
y y y x  y
y_____________ y______________ y_____________ x_______________ y______
Table 3-6: Phase Cycle for the Sine Experiment. The complete 16-step phase cycle 
is obtained by changing the phase of all pulses and receiver by 90°, 180° and 270°
respectively.___________________________________________________________________
90° 54.7° 54.7° 90° ACQ
y x x x y
y x x x y
y x x x  y
 y_____________ x ______________ x____________  x_____________ y______
The pulse sequence for the cosine spectrum is,
90° -  U -  54.7g -  Tm -  54.7° -  t  -  90° -  r  -  t2 (3-123)
Initially, the spins are a t therm al equilibrium. After the first 90£ pulse, p(0+ ) =  Ix . 
A fter the second pulse 54 .72,
P ^ t ) =  + y | / « ]  cos(w iti) +  [ \ f ^ Q y ~ \ J \ D v\ ) (3-124)
Here the  single quantum  Ix and Qy are removed by the phase cycling. In order to do 
this, the phases of both the second pulse and acquisition have to be ro ta ted  by 180°. 
T he double quantum  coherence Dy is phase-cycled out during the refocusing echo to
ensure th a t only the  I z survives. Zeeman order is created after the first two pulses. At
the  end of the mixing time Tm,
p{ti + T ~ ) ~  ^  J , cosfuqti) exp(Tm/ T lZ ) (3-125)
A fter the third pulse 54.7J
Pih  +  ? £ )  =  ^  cosfaqf,) [~=IZ +  I x] (3-126)
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As discussed in the  quadrupolar echo section, we can apply a  two step phase cycle,—r  -  
90£ — r  —t 2 and —r  -  90 | — r  -  <2» to phase cycle out the I z term . During acquisition 
tim e i2,
2 2 
p ( h  +  Tm +  2 r  +  i2) =  ~ cos(£jjix) cos(u2t2 ) I x +  -  cosfu?!^) sm (w 2t2) Q y (3-127)
O
where Ix and Q y term s correspond to detectable FID. Note th a t a t the echo m axima 
t2 =  0> the last two pulses reproduce the density m atrix as immediately after the  mixing 
pulse.
p{h + Tm +  2 r) =  |  cos(wt/! )IX (3-128)
For the cosine sequence, the FID is
< S  >= T r { p l + } =  |  cos(witi) cos(ui t2) exp(Tm/ T \ z ) (3-129)
and the  corresponding Fourier transform,
F c{lju u>2) =  f  r d t ^ e - ^ e ' ^  < S >  (3-130)
Jo Jo
Consider the complex Fourier transform  in the t 2 time domain.
POO
jFe(w2) =  / dt2 e~,wtl cos(ui t2) e~Tmt TiZ (3-131)
Jo
1  r # 2 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  j h ___ 1
2 [R l  +  (w +  oj2y  +  R l  +  (W -  u>2y 1
4 1  r ( «  +  ^ )  , -  m )  1 . „ 2 v
2 iZj + (w +  o/2)2 i i2 + (w — W2)2 1 J
where i i 2 =  1 ( T 2 is the characteristic rate for transverse relaxation in the t 2 time
dom ain. Since the real part is absorptive while the imaginary part is dispersive, only
the  real part is kept and the imaginary part is set equal to  zero. Using the notation,
=  Rl  + ( J + w 2y  (3*133)
A~ = R2
2 R l  + ( u - u 2y
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to represent the  doublet in the ij  time domain, the Fourier transform  in the time 
domain is analogous to  th a t in t%. Thus we have
T & y )  = A t + A i  (3-134)
Keeping only the absorptive component of the cosine experiment,
^ c(wi,w2) =  +  (3-135)
So, a  hypercom plex data  set in the double frequency domain (complex d a ta  for each 
frequency axis) is constructed.
T he pulse sequence for the sine spectrum is similar to  the cosine except for the 
relative pulse phases:
90“ -  <i -  54.7 | -  Tm -  54.7“ -  r  -  90“ -  t  -  (3-136)
Initially, the  spins are at therm al equilibrium. After the first 90y pulse, />(0+ ) =  I x . 
A fter the  second pulse 54.7?,
l  [ 2  \FL 
P ^ t )  -  cosfw ^i) -  [ -Q y + - Q t  +  - y D x ]  a in ^ i* ! )  (3-137)
The single quantum  Ix and Q v are removed by incrementing both the second pulse and 
acquisition by 180“. The double quantum Dx is phase-cycled out during the refocusing 
echo, so only the  Qz survives. Quadrupolar order is created after the first two pulses. 
So a t  the  end of mixing time Tm ,
p(t l +  Tm) =  —\ j ^  Qz a in(w iii) exp(~Tm/TiQ)  (3-138)
A fter the th ird  pulse 54.7£,
Pfa  +  ^m ) =  •sin(witi) [y -Dx +  ^ Q y] (3-139)
As discussed in the broadband Jeener-Broekaert sequence, we can apply a phase cycle, 
- r  -  90“ — r  —t 2— and - r  -  90? -  t  - t 2 , to  phase out the double quantum  coherence
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D x . During acquisition time t2,
2 2
p(t i +  Tm +  2 r  + t2) = -  s in ( u i i i )  s in (u2t2) h  ~  g s in (w itj) 005(072/2) Qy (3-140)
Note th a t a t  t% =  0, the last two pulses produce the density matrix identical to that
immediately after the th ird  pulse.
p(t  1 +  Tm) =  —-  sin(w i/i) Q y (3-141)
For the sine sequence, the FID is
2
<  5  > =  T r { p l * }  =  -  sira(wifi) s77i(o7iZ2) e~Tmf TiQ (3-142)
o
and the Fourier Transform is
■Fa(o7l t a;2) =  J ™  d h d h e - ^ e - ^  < S >  (3-143)
Fourier transform ation in the the t2 tim e domain yields,
^ 1(072) =  f dt2 e~mti 510(072/ 2) e~Tm/ Tl<? (3-144)
J o
_  ]_ r (CU 4~ OJ2)_________ (07 -  Q72) .
2 l i i 2 +  (07 +  072)2 R l  +  (07 -  OJ2)2
_ j_  f ________________82______ 1
2 R \  +  (07 + 072)2 R \  -f (07 -  072 )2
Since the real p a rt is dispersive and the  imaginary part is absorptive, only the imaginary
part is kept and the real part is set equal to zero. The Fourier transform in the  Zi time
domain is analogous to th a t in the t2 tim e domain. We use the same notation in Eq.(3- 
133) and obtain ,
^ ( w i )  =  - | [ 4 - A r ]  (3-145)
Hence for the  sine experiment, we have
^(07!,072) =  -  i  ( A t  -  Ai )(A+ -  A 2 ) (3-146)
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By subtracting the sine spectrum from the cosine spectrum , a purely absorptive two 
dimensional spectrum  is obtained along the diagonal while the anti-diagonal terms are 
cancelled out.
Jr(wi,w2) =  ^c(wi,W2) -  F , ( cjU U2)
= + A D ( 4  + A;) + (A+ -  AD(4+ -  -4J)]
=  \ l . A t A t  + A i A ; )  (3-147)
Note th a t the Zeeman order is recovering while the quadrupolar order is decaying 
during the  mixing tim e. If these two relaxation times do not differ greatly, their sum 
will give us an absorptive 2D spectrum with no significant anti-diagonal. The flip angles 
of the second and th ird  pulses are particularly chosen to  be 54.7° in order to  make the 
sine and cosine signals equal in am plitude if the Zeeman and quadrupolar relaxation 
rates are the  same. This is crucial for cancelling the anti-diagonal peaks.
If ultra-slow motion occurs during the mixing time, the  precession frequencies uq 
and u?2 in the two dimensions will not be equal. This gives rise to cross peaks, which 
are revealed as an elliptical ridge pa tte rn  for a  well-defined motional trajectory. The 
tra jectory  geometry is obtained by measuring the length of semi-major axis (b) and 
semi-minor axis (a); the jum p angle 6 is given by | tanfl[ =  6 /a [7],
Chapter 4
Binary M ixture of Liquid Crystals
There has been considerable interest in understanding the behaviour of nem atic 
liquid crystals. In these system, there is long range orientational order and molecular 
m otion is anisotropic. For understanding effects of m otion on NMR param eters, the 
motions are best characterized by corresponding spectral densities. Several different 
m ethods have been employed to  determine the spectral densities accurately. These 
m easurem ents include selective and non-selective Zeeman relaxation tim es T \ z  [41] [42], 
decay rates of multiple quantum  coherence Tdq  [43] [44] and Jeener-Broekaert (JB ) spin 
alignment experiments for T\q [45] [35]. The Jeener-Broekaert sequence can be used 
to  simultaneously m easure T \ z  and T \ q from sum and difference (SAD) intensities of 
the quadrupole doublets components on either side of the spectrum. One lim itation of 
this m ethod is th a t the  phase cycle needed to  preserve both Zeeman and quadrupolar 
order in this experiment precludes the use of echo during detection scheme. Since the 
FID is acquired imm ediately after the pulse, there are pulse breakthrough problems, a 
large degree of first order phase shift is necessary and significant baseline distortions. 
More im portantly, the  frequency discrimination of the pulse sequence results in less than 
optim al generation of quadrupolar order. Thus, the  dynamic range of some doublets 
is inevitable and may be zero. W ithin a  multiline spectrum , it is often necessary to  
repeat the  entire experiment with different excitation delays, this is tim e consuming aiid 
tedious. These two disadvantages have been discussed in detail in C hapter (3.3.4) and in 
sum m ary they preclude the accurate measurements of relaxation times in polycrystalline 
solid. The powder p a tte rn  has a  continuous distribution of quadrupolar frequencies and 
it is impossible to excite efficiently within the conventional J-B sequence.
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A solution to these problems has been discussed in Chapter (3.3.5): a  broadband JB 
sequence (BBJB) allows uniform excitation of quadrupolar order in a  powder lineshape 
and measurement of T \ q is possible. The phase cycle maximizes quadrupolar order 
because it  fully suppresses Zeeman order [11] and a refocusing pulse can be used to 
generate an  echo detection. This ensures th a t partially relaxed spectra w ith minimal 
baseline distortion and no first-order phase correction can be obtained. The m ost signif­
icant advantage of the BB JB technique is the  generation of uniform quadrupolar order 
for all frequency components, see Fig. (3-7) for the excitation profile. Thus, T iq  can be 
m easured with maximum dynamic range across the entire lineshape. This technique can 
be combined with the standard  inversion-recovery (IRQE) m ethod of measuring T \ z  to 
obtain  the  spectral densities with greater precision and accuracy.
The T \ z  and T \ q  relaxation times are m easured by m onitoring the decay of the  Zee­
m an and quadrupolar order. For the inversion recovery experim ent, the m agnetization 
is given by
M ( T )  =  Af(oo) -  [Af(oo) -  M(0))e~T/ Ttz (4-148)
where M (T ) is sum of the  magnetization intensity of both doublet components after a 
tim e delay of T , M (oo) is the  value for the  longest delay T  corresponding to  therm al 
equilibrium spectrum, and M (0) is the intensity immediately after inversion. For the 
quadrupolar order,
m{T)  =  m( 0)e~T^  (4-149)
where m ( T )  is the difference in magnetization intensity for quadrupolar intensity of each 
quadrupolar doublet (± t/g )  after a time delay T  and m(0) is the difference intensity 
im m ediately after the creation of quadrupolar order.
In the conventional Jeener-Broekaert sequence, the Zeeman order and quadrupolar 
order are measured from the  spectrum by taking the sum and  difference of the peak in­
tensities of each quadrupolar doublet respectively. In the BBJB and IRQE experiments,
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they are m easured separately. In all experiments, peak intensities were determined by 
searching for an intensity maximum between two selected points on either side of the 
peak. These selected points were also used to  calculate a  local baseline using linear 
interpolation. This local baseline was subtracted from the peak maximum to ob tain  the 
m agnetization of th a t doublet component.
For Txz-, a  three param eter least square fitting routine using Levenburg-M arquardt 
algorithm  obtains the slope, R i z  (R \ z  =  I /T 12), of the semi-logarithmic decay curve 
of m agnetization as a  function of delay time. For Tig, a  two param eter fit is used to 
obtain i i ig  { R \ q =  1 /T ig ). The fitting algorithm weights points by their amplitudes 
in the decay curves. As a  result, the T \ z  and T ig  values are a  good approxim ation to 
the initial slopes. The routine makes no a ttem pt to  measure m ulti-exponential decays 
but this type of behaviour would be apparent in the semilogarithmic plots.
The relaxation delay list has to be optimized to ensure tha t th e  measured intensities 
are evenly spaced on the  semi-logarithmic decay curve for a t least one decade. In liquid 
crystals and solids, there are large differences between T \ z  and T ig . The two experim ent 
m ethod (IR Q E /B B JB ) offers an advantage over SAD in tha t two different relaxation 
delay lists can be optimized independently. This results in significant reduction of 
system atic errors in measuring the relaxation times. The delay list also has to  be 
optimized for the  wide variation in relaxation times expected for different peaks in a 
multilines liquid crystal spectrum  and for different points on the  powder p a tte rn  of a 
solid. I t  is necessary in such cases to  use a  long relaxation delay list, which includes all 
the optim ized times for different lines. In this case, the measurement time is long.
In th is C hapter, the IR Q E/B BJB technique will be compared with the conventional 
Jeener-Broekaert approach quantitatively. The accuracy of the  relaxation tim es and 
individual spectral densities will be quantitatively evaluated. For a  fair comparison of 
accuracy based on the same to ta l acquisition tim e, twice as many scans are accum ulated
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Figure 4-9: S tructure of 5CB-de (top) and lC B -d n  (bottom ) w ith definition of the 
molecular axis systems.
for SAD as for either BBJB or IR. The sample used to evaluate the methodologies is a  
binary liquid-crystal m ixture of the nonmesogenic compound 4-methyl-4'-cyanobiphenyl 
(1CB) and the nem atic liquid crystal 4-n-pentyl-4'-cyanobiphenyl (5CB). The motiva­
tion for determ ining the spectral densities is to  use them to characterize molecular 
motion in this anisotropic fluid. A previous study of 1CB/5CB system , [46] m easured 
deuterium quadrupole splittings as functions of tem perature and concentration. The 
results showed th a t the nonmesogenic solute 1CB causes little or no perturbation to  the 
orientational order of the  liquid crystal 5CB. Our concern here is to  determine whether 
a  similar result is true  for molecular motion.
The m otion of solute probe molecules has frequently been used to  infer dynamic 
properties of the  liquid crystal solvent. A powerful way to  investigate the validity of 
this assum ption is to  determine the effect of solute concentration dependence on the 
relevant m otional param eters. This Chapter reports measurements o f the tem perature
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dependence of the individual spectral densities, ./ifw,,) and J 2(2a>o), for deuterons a t 
selected sites on both molecules. Concentrations of 10 and 25 mole percentage of 1CB 
in 5CB are investigated. The results for 1CB, and for the C\  deuterons in the  5CB alkyl 
chain, are interpreted using the third-rate model [1] of molecular motion. This provides 
three independent ro tational correlation times and activation energies.
4.1 Experim ental E rror and Accuracy
For the  25 mol% 1CB:5CB mixture, Table (4-7) gives the tem perature dependence 
of quadrupole splittings, T \ z  and T \ q ,  obtained from techniques (SAD and IR /B B JB ). 
The error limits quoted in this table are 67% confidence limits (one standard  deviation) 
determ ined as part of the  nonlinear least-squares fitting procedure. Thus, they provide 
an objective estim ate of the precision of the T12 and T \ q  obtained by the  two m ethods. 
As explained in Chapters (3.2.2) and (3.2.4), the dynamic range of the IRQE experiment 
is 2.83 times th a t of SAD. Thus the statistical uncertainty in the fitted T \ z  is expected 
to  be smaller for this experiment. Table (4-7) shows th a t this is indeed the  case, bu t 
the differences in precision are relatively small, presumably because the signal-to-noise 
ratio  in bo th  experiments was excellent. As explained in C hapter (3.2.4) and (3.2.5), 
there is no difference in dynamic range between SAD and BBJB. Thus, the  precision of 
these two measurements is theoretically identical.
Figures (4-13), (4-14), (4-15), and (4-16) show typical semi-logarithmic plots of re­
covery curves of Zeeman order and decay curves of quadrupolar order for bo th  arom atic 
and m ethyl deuterons of 1CB. Only the methyl deuteron shows noticeable deviation 
from single exponential recovery, especially a t short T  values. This is due to  effects of 
dipolar coupling. D istortion of the SAD recovery curves is more severe than  those of 
the  BB JB and this indicates the complete phase cycle used in the BBJB experiments is 
more successful in canceling artifacts.
T he relative accuracy of the two methods is more difficult to  quantify, since this
■fkHz9 M S ' . M g P >
T i o (BBJB)
Tmseci _
28.2°C
1CB-ME 37.4 82±1 74+4 4711 48+3
1CB-AR 6.9 9.8±0.1 9.0+0.5 12.510.4 14.010.6
5CB-1 51.6 18.0±0,6 15.9±0.4 15.710.4 15.310.4
5CB-4 25.6 64+2 59±1 62+1 6712
5CB-5 18.4 209+8 215±4
23.3°C
16015 151+1
1CB-ME 40.9 77±2 89±6 71+4 5715
1CB-AR 8.3 7.910.1 5.0+0.7 10.210.2 10.0+0.2
5CB-1 56.4 17.6+0.5 13±1 16.310.4 13.110.3
5CB-4 29.1 54±1 59±2 9015 4512
5CB-5 20.9 186±4 200+6 
18.0°C
341173 109+6
1CB-ME 44.4 79±2 76±1 50+5 4016
1CB-AR 9.7 6.0+0.1 6.0+0.1 8.410.3 8.510.2
5CB-1 59.8 13.8±0.4 13.6±0.4 16.910.6 13.810.1
5CB-4 31.7 46±1 44+1 54+4 49.0+0.2
5CB-5 23.1 164±5 113.1±.2 
12.9°C
143110 111+13
1CB-ME 46.6 91±6 70+1 45+3 2713
V1CB-AR 10.5 6.4+0.3 4.810.1 6.410.2 6.510.2
5CB-1 63.0 14.9±0.7 10.7+0.8 14.6+0.5 12.7+0.1
5CB-4 34.4 41+2 31+2 45+3 44.2+0.4
5CB-5 25.0 174±11 14813 
9.6°C
113+9 12511
1CB-ME 48.0 88+3 78110 4311 2911
1CB-AR 11.1 4.8±0.2 4.210.3 4.901.03 5.210.2
5CB-1 64.7 12.1±0.3 11.110.3 12.4+0.1 11.6+0.2
5CB-4 36.3 36+1 31+1 39.4+0.5 37.010.3
5CB-5 26.1 146±4 135+1 120+1 120.210.2
Table 4-7: Q uadrupolar splittings and relaxation rates for specific deuterons in 1CB:5CB 
m ix tu re  as a  function of tem perature. These results ate for th e  25 mol% of 1CB in 5CB.
I ms
10 mu
C3> (w4) ( 5 )  (5) (3 )
( 2 ) (2 )
500 ms
20 -20
k H z
Figure 4-10: Partially  relaxed spectra from an  IRQE experiment for 25mole% 1CB:5CB. 
Relaxation delays (T )  are listed to  the left of each spectrum. Echo detection was used 
to obtain  distortion-free spectra. Spectral assignments associated w ith peaks labeled 
1-5 are as follows: (1) 5CB-1, the  alkyl chain Ci-methylene; (2) lCB-M e, methyl group 
of 1CB; (3) 5CB-4, the C4 chain methylene; (4) 5CB-5, methyl group of 5CB; and (5) 
1CB-AR, arom atic ring deuterons 'of 1CB.
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10 ms
45 mm
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—\y~
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Figure 4-11: Partially relaxed spectra from aB B JB  Experiment for 25mole% 1CB:5CB. 
Relaxation delays (T )  are listed to  the left of each spectrum. Echo techniques were used 
to  obtain distortion-free spectra.
10 ms
20 ms
500 ms
30 - 1 0 -20 -3 0
Figure 4-12: Partially  relaxed spectra from a  SAD experiment for 25mole% 1CB:5CB. 
Relaxation delays (T) are indicated on the left of each spectrum. Pulse breakthrough 
and  large linear phase shifts introduce serious baseline distortions.
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Figure 4-13: Semi-logarithmic plots of normalized recovery curve of Zeeman Order for 
the arom atic deuterons of 1CB in 25 mole% 1CB:5CB m ixture. Filled symbols indicate 
da ta  from  IRQE experiments and the solid lines represent best fits obtained by nonlinear 
regression to  give T \ z . Open symbols and dashed lines denote similar results from SAD 
m easurem ents.
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Figure 4-14: Semi-logarithmic plots of normalized decay curve of quadrupolar order for 
the  arom atic deuterons of 1CB in. 25 mole% 1CB:5CB m ixture. Filled symbols indicate 
d a ta  from BB JB  experiments and the solid lines represent best fits obtained by nonlinear 
regression to  give T \q . Open symbols and dashed lines denote similar results from SAD 
m easurem ents.
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Figure 4-15: Semi-logarithmic plots of normalized recovery curve of Zeeman Order for 
th e  methyl deuterons of 1CB in 25 mole% 1CB:5CB m ixture. Filled symbols indicate 
d a ta  from IRQE experiments and the solid lines represent best fits obtained by nonlinear 
regression to give T\z> Open symbols and dashed lines denote similar results from SAD 
m easurem ents.
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Figure 4-16: Semi-logarithmic plots of normalized decay curve of quadrupolar order for 
the m ethyl deuterons of 1CB in 25 mole% 1CB:5CB mixture. Filled symbols indicate 
da ta  from  BB JB experiments and the solid lines represent best fits obtained by nonlinear 
regression to  give T i q . Open symbols and dashed lines denote similar results from SAD 
measurem ents.
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Figure 4-17: Systematic errors introduced by baseline distortions. T he computer cal­
culates peak intensities from a  zero value determined by linear interpolation between 
specified endpoints. Selecting a  wide baseline region (1 -* 4) gives significantly different 
results from a  narrow one (2 —► 3). If the sign of the peak is the same as the sense of 
curvature, th e  calculated intensity is always too laTge. If the peak and its  associated 
baseline have the opposite sense, the calculated intensity is too small. W hether this 
affects the sum  m agnetization (and hence T \z )  or the difference m agnetization (T jq) 
depends on whether the distortion is (A) symmetric or (B) antisymmetric with respect 
to  zero frequency.
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requires identification and determ ination of both random and system atic errors. Con­
fidence limits delivered by the fitting routine provide an estim ate of the  random errors 
(and reproducibility), but system atic errors cannot be determined unless true values of 
the measured quantities are known. This is never the case for relaxation times; how­
ever, realistic estim ates can be obtained by plotting the experimental values against a  
physically relevant param eter and looking for deviations from a sm ooth curve. In this 
case, tem perature is the intuitively obvious independent variable.
Since our u ltim ate goal is to  in terpret the relaxation d a ta  in term s o f motional mod­
els, it is appropriate to  determine the individual spectral densities J i(w 0) and J2(2u0) 
and to  investigate the accuracy of these derived quantities rather than  the  raw relax­
ation times. This is done using Eqs. (2-64) and (2-65). Well-established procedures [47] 
[48] may be used to  propagate the  random errors in measured values of T \ z  and T \q  
and since Eqs. (2-64) and (2-65) are linear and well conditioned, there is little magnifi­
cation of uncertainty in the resulting spectral densities. However, system atic errors in 
the measured relaxation rates are also reflected in the spectral densities. These errors 
are manifested as the deviations from the smooth tem perature dependence obtained by 
a  simple polynomial fit to the individual data.
The static quadrupole coupling constant for arom atic deuterons is taken to  be 182 
kHz, in accord w ith values reported for similar compounds [49] [50]. For a sta tic  methyl 
deuteron, a  QCC value of 169 kHz is appropriate [49] but here it is further reduced by 
motional averaging by a factor of | ( 3c0S2/ ? - l ) , where the angle /? is between the methyl 
spinning axis and the C-D bonds. Assuming tetrahedral geometry, the principal axis of 
the  averaged quadrupole tensor is directed along the methyl spinning C zv  axis, and the 
averaged quadrupole coupling constant is reduced to  56.3 kHz. Implicit in this motional 
procedure is the  assumption th a t the methyl spinning motion is too fast to  contribute 
to  spin-lattice relaxation [51]. Figures (4-18) and (4-19) show Ji(u>0) and J 2(2w0) as a
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function of inverse tem perature, for both the arom atic and the m ethyl deuterons of 1CB 
in the 25 mole% sample. The vertical error bars were calculated by propagating the 
uncertainties in relaxation times given in Table (4-7). In favorable cases, the arom atic 
J\ plot, Fig. (4-18a), the  two methods yield equivalent results, the difference between 
the dashed and solid curves is essentially within random  error bars. However, it  can be 
seen from Figs. (4-18b) and (4-19a-b) th a t the two m ethods give significantly different 
results for spectral densities a t different deuterated sites. In general the  SAD d a ta  show 
greater deviations from their smoothed curve, indicating th a t this technique is more 
sensitive to  system atic error.
The m ajor source of systematic error in the SAD experiments is associated with 
the baseline artifacts. W ith  a  curved baseline, as illustrated schematically in Fig. (4- 
17), the  com puted intensity depends on the choice of the endpoints which define the 
search window. W hen the baseline roll is symmetric about zero frequency, Fig. (4- 
17A), the difference magnetization (T iq) is subject to system atic error while the sum 
m agnetization (T iz )  is unaffected. For an antisymmetric distortion, the lower one in 
Fig. (4-17B), the opposite is true. These errors can be of either sign depending on 
the relative sense of peaks and the curvature of the baseline, and their magnitude 
depends on the  intensity of the peak and the extent of baseline distortion. To quantify 
this source of error, peak intensity measurements were made as a  function of search 
window w idth for the outerm ost doublet (1 position of 5CB) in Figs. (4-12) (4-10) 
and (4-11). These peaks are reasonably intense and are well resolved. Baselines were 
drawn using windows of ±20, ±30, and ±65 points (with digital resolution of 156 
H z/point). The T \q values (and percentage uncertainties) reported by the fitting routine 
were 13.5ms (±0.8% ), 13.3ms (±1.1%) , and 11.2ms (±7.3% ), respectively. The larger 
statistical uncertainties are presumably due to the  non-exponential behavior of decay 
curves obtained from an incorrect baseline interpolation, and the 17% spread in best-fit
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T xq values is unacceptably large. Similar measurements of T \ z  using the same search 
windows yielded 13.7ms (±2.6% ), 13.8ms (±2.5% ), and 13.5ms (±7.7% ). Thus, for this 
particu lar d a ta  set, th e  precision and accuracy of T \ z  aTe not as severely compromised as 
those of T \q . In order to  obtain the individual spectral densities, linear combinations of 
the  relaxation times are  used and thus systematic errors in either relaxation tim e affect 
the  accuracy significantly. Since peak intensities, baseline errors, and the sym m etry of 
the  distortion differ from line to  line and from spectrum  to spectrum , both the sign and 
th e  m agnitude of the  system atic errors in T \q and T \ z  determined by the SAD technique 
are unpredictable. All the  SAD d a ta  summarized in Table (4-7) were obtained w ith the 
smallest possible window (± 2 0  points or less), in an effort to  ensure the  minimum 
possible error. Both the  IRQE and BBJB experiments use echo detection and therefore 
baselines are essentially flat. The choice of the width of the search window was not as 
critical and no dependence of the error on this param eter was observed.
4.2 Orientational Order Param eters
A brief description is given to  introduce the orientational order param eters, S zz and
S x x  “  ^V V  i which describe nematic liquid crystals. The uniaxial order param eter, S gt, is 
zero for a  randomly oriented isotropic liquid and has a range from 1 to —5 , indicating 
completely aligned rods parallel to  or perpendicular to the nem atic director. T he order 
param eter, Sxx — Syy, describes the anisotropic molecular ordering about the  director. 
In order to describe the  order in the laboratory frame it is convenient to  use W igner 
ro ta tion  matrices to  relate reference frame fixed in the molecule or director frames to  the 
laboratory  fixed frame. The number of transform ation steps required depends on the 
m otion and the complexity of the molecule. In a  high magnetic field, the diam agnetic 
susceptibility anisotropy causes the liquid crystal director to  align with the  external 
m agnetic field B 0. Thus, in the oriented uniaxial nematic phase, the transform ation 
between laboratory fram e and liquid crystal director (x) fram e is redundant. In the
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Figure 4-18: Spectral densities of arom atic deuterons in 1CB solute derived from  SAD 
(open triangle) and IR Q E/B B JB  (filled circle) measurements. J\(u>0) is shown in (a), 
while (b) gives J2{2u/0) values. Dashed lines for the SAD d a ta  and solid lines for the 
IR /B B JB  d a ta  are second-order polynomial fits and were used to  interpolate values for 
use in subsequent motional analysis.
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Figure 4-19: Spectral densities of methyl deuterons in 1CB solute derived from SAD 
(open triangle) and IR /B B JB  (filled circle) measurements. Ji(w0) is shown in (a), 
while (b) gives Ja(2w0) values. Dashed lines for the SAD data  and solid lines for the  
IR /B B JB  d a ta  are second-order polynomial fits and were used to interpolate values for 
use in subsequent motional analysis.
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molecule fixed frame, the long axis through the arom atic rings is taken as the z-axis. 
Because the 1CB molecule is rigid, the angle between th e  molecular fixed frame (m) 
and th e  principal axis system (P ) is fixed and  time-independent. Thus, we only need to 
use a  two-step transform ation: a  time independent transform ation from  the PAS of the 
deuteron EFG tensor to  the molecule fixed frame (a mp, 0 mp, 7fflp) and a  tim e dependent 
transform ation from the molecule fixed fram e to the director x-frame (c^mi
= ^  DoK(o!xm, (3xm,'fxm) >  •Dfto(a mp) Anp)7mp)-^0l (4-150)
K
The <  >  notation represents time-averaging of all the motions of the long molecular 
axis abou t the liquid crystal director. A fter expanding th e  product of Wigner ro tation  
m atrices, the quadrupolar splitting is given by,
2vq =  — — [Szz(3cos 0mp — 1) +  (*Sj;e -  Syy)siT00mp cos2amp] (4-151)
where
1 3
S Zz  P x m  — 1] >  and S x x  ~ S y y  = <  “ s i n ? P x m  c o s 2 o t xm  >  (4-152)
The quadrupolar coupling constant is the tim e average o f  all the m otions which do not 
contribute to the molecular axis fluctuation.
If th e  EFG tensor of arom atic deuterons is assumed to  be axially symmetric and the 
principal component is coincident with the  C-D bond, 0 mp = 60° and a mp =  0°, 180°. 
For m ethyl deuterons, rapid motion about the  C^v axis averages the  quadrupole cou­
pling tensor and intrinsic asymmetry param eter q and leads to pmp = 0°. Using Eq.(4- 
151) for the 1CB arom atic and methyl deuteron quadrupolar splittings gives two linear 
equations and the order param eters Szz and Sxx -  Syy can  be determined. Error limits 
are listed in Table (4-8) and (4-9) for various tem peratures [47][48].
Since 5CB is a  flexible molecule, the alkyl chain can exist in different conformations. 
This makes determining the order param eter S zz from Eq.(4-151) impossible. However,
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the deuterons at the C\  location maintain a constant angle (109.47°) relative to  the 
molecule z-axis fixed in  the arom atic ring. Thus, the  uniaxial order param eter S zz for 
5CB in th e  mixture was estimated by a  published correlation of magnetic susceptibility 
anisotropy data  of pure 5CB with quadrupolar splitting of the C\ deuteron [52] [53]. 
The erro r limits quoted in Tables (4-8) and (4-9) reflect approximations implicit in this 
procedure.
4.3 Description of Molecular Motion
For th e  25 mol% ICB:5CB m ixture, Table (4-7) gives the tem perature dependence 
of quadrupole splittings, T \z  and T jq , obtained from techniques (SAD and IR /B B JB ). 
The tem perature dependence of quadrupole splittings, order param eters and spectral 
densities for aromatic and methyl deuterons of 1CB and for alkyl chain C\ deuterons 
of 5CB values for bo th  the 25 mol% and 10 mol% samples are tabulated in Table 
(4-8) and  (4-9). Spectral densities for 1CB at both sites, for both concentrations, at 
all tem peratures, are plotted against reciprocal tem peratures in Figs. (4-20) and (4- 
21). Sm ooth  curves are second-order polynomial fits to  the d a ta  for each concentration 
and were used to obtain interpolated values which facilitate comparison with motional 
models. For each position of 1CB, the ratio ( J i j fo )  is plotted as a  function of S Zi of 
1CB, in Fig. (4-22). W ithin experimental error, neither the tem perature dependence 
of the  spectral densities nor the dependence of their ratios on order param eter show a 
significant concentration dependence. This implies not only th a t the restoring potential 
experienced by 1CB is the same for the two mixtures but also th a t the anisotropic 
ro ta tional motion of 1CB is independent of whether neighbouring molecules are 1CB or 
5CB.
T he tem perature dependence of spectral densities was analyzed using the th ird  rate 
model [1] which assume th a t the long axis of a rigid, symmetric rotor undergoes small- 
step ro ta tiona l diffusion in a  uniaxial restoring potential. The diffusion tensor is assumed
TEMP
(°C)
LINE s a &z z  .
(5CB)
s  b® z z  t 
(1CB) S f ic V
J l ( « o )
(PS)
J 2 t 2 ( l > o )
(PS)
1CB-ME 153±4 27 ±1
28.2 1CB-AH 0.597±0.002 0.443±0.002 0.215 ±0.003 54±2 39 ±1
SCB-1 50±1 20+1
1CB-ME 100±6 44+2
23.3 1CB-AR 0.643±0.002 0.464±0.002 0.242±0.003 67±1 48±1
5CB-1 48±1 22± 1
1CB-ME 143±14 32±4
18.0 1CB-AH 0.673±0.002 0.526 ±0.002 0.270±0.003 81 ±3 67±1
SCB-1 47±2 31 + 1
1CB-ME 160±12 19+5
12.9 1CB-AH 0.692±0.002 0.552± 0.002 0.286 ±0.003 107 ±3 53+4
SCB-1 54+2 26 + 2
1CB-ME 165±3 2 0 + 2
9.6 1CB-AR 0.702±0.002 0.569±0.002 0.298±0.003 139±1 72±5
SCB-1 63±1 33+1
1CB-ME 223±16 43±9
2.6 1CB-AR 0.730±0.002 ’ 0.587±0.002 0.306±0.003 167 ±7 81 ±24
SCB-1 72±1 45±1
Table 4-8: Spectral densities of 25 mot% 1CB:5CB m ixture (IR Q E /B B JB  experiments). 
“Estim ated from m agnetic susceptibility d a ta  as described in  the tex t. 
b Determ ined from 1CB quadrupolar splittings given in Table 2 by m ethods described 
in [46],
TEMP
<°C)
LINE s  a  ° z z  ,
(5CB)
s zzb
(1CB)
s  - s  b 
™ a<® )
J l ( U 0 )
(PS)
j 2 ( 2 u o )
(P S)
1CB-ME 153±5 39*2
28.2 1CB-AR 0.579*0.002 0.421 ±0.002 0.205±0.003 45±4 45±2
5CB-1 47±1 24±1
1CB-ME 152±3 36*2
23.3 1CB-AR 0.628*0.002 0.478 ±0.002 0.237*0.003 69*2 62±4
5CB 52±1 27±1
1CB-ME 152±2 58±4
18.0 1CB-AR 0.666*0.002 0.511 ±0.002 0.257*0.003 91*2 57±6
SCB-1 5S±1 22*1
1CB-ME 159*7 35±3
12.9 1CB-AR 0.687*0.002 0.544±0.002 0.279*0.003 107±4 72*3
5CB-1 58±2 33 ± 1
1CB-ME 151*9 29*3
9.6 1CB-AR 0.698 *0.002 0.561 ±0.002 0.289 ±0.003 139±3 59±5
5CB-1 59±1 29*1
Table 4-9: Spectral densities of 10 mol% 1CB:5CB mixture (IR /B B JB  experiments). 
“E stim ated  from m agnetic susceptibility da ta  as described in the  text.
^Determined from 1CB quadrupolar splittings given in Table 2 by methods described 
in [46].
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Figure 4-20: Tem perature and concentration dependence of spectral densities for aro­
matic deuterons in 1CB are shown in (a) Ji(w0) and (b) J2 {2 l>0) respectively. Solid 
circles and open triangles refer to the  25 mol% and 10 mol% m ixtures respectively. 
Solid lines (for 25 mol%) and dashed lines (for 10 mol%) are second-degree polynomial 
fits used to  interpolate the  data.
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Figure 4-21: Tem perature and concentration dependence of spectral densities for m ethyl 
deuterons in 1CB are shown in (a) J\(w0) and (b) J 2 (2u)0) respectively. Solid circles 
and open triangles refer to the 25 mol% and 10 mol% mixtures respectively. Solid lines 
(for 25 mol%) and dashed lines (for 10 mol%) are second-degree polynomial fits used to  
in terpolate the data.
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Figure 4-22: Dependence of spectral density ratios J 1 / J 2 , of 1CB for (a) arom atic and 
(b) m ethyl deuterons, on the  1CB order param eter Szz. Solid circles and open triangles 
refer to  the  25 mol% and 10 mol% mixtures respectively. Solid lines (for 25 mol%) and 
dashed lines (for 10 mol%) joining the points are m eant to  guide the eye. These is no 
concentration dependence within experimental error.
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Figure 4-23: Arrhenius plots for correlation times rQ (circles), (squares) and (tri­
angles) of 1CB. Using the  th ird  rate  model as described in the tex t, these are determined 
separately for the (a) 25 mol% and (b) 10 mol% solutions.
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Table 4-10: Motional correlation times for 1CB in 25 mole% 1CB:5CB.
They are determ ined from the  third rate  model described in the tex t.
“— indicates th a t no combination of correlation times could be found which fit these 
data  within experimental error.
EX PT Ta (PS) Tp (ps) T'l (ps) P
T  = 25.3°C 
=  0.468
SAD
B B JB /IR
600 ±  30 
700 ±  210
805 ±  80 
740 ±  75
405 ±  15 
450 ±  25
0.00
0.25
T  =  21.0°C  
Szz =  0.504
SAD
B B JB /IR
__ a
690 ± 190 770 ±  90 600 ±  40 0.30
T  =  16.7°C 
Szz = 0.532
SAD
B B JB /IR 725 ± 175 825 ±  70 750 ±  35 0.30
T  =  12.6 °C  
S zz =  0.555
SAD
B B JB /IR 840 ± 240 975 ±  80 900 ±  50 0.40
Table 4-11: Motional correlation times for 1CB in 10 mole% 1CB:5CB.
They are determined from th e  third rate  model described in the tex t, using d a ta  from 
IR /BBJB experiments.
ra (ps) Tp (ps) r-y (ps) p
T =  25.3°C  1010 ± 6 0  800 ±  10 419 ± 1 4  0.15
Szz =  0.4527
T  =  19.2°C 1237 ±  30 875 ±  20 670 ±  30 0.35
Szz =  0.5068
T  ~  12.6°C  1120 ±  75 960 ±  14 958 ±  20 0.50
Szz =  0.5475
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to  be diagonal and tim e independent in the director fixed coordinate system. The
correlation tim e ra refers to  diffusional motion of the long molecular axis about the
director, while 773 describes m otion about any axis perpendicular to the director.
A th ird  correlation time, r7 is needed to account for motion about the molecule-fixed 
sym m etry axis. Torchia and Szabo [54] have calculated the  correlation functions. For 
this motion,
TKK'(t) = SKK,e ~ m  for A  =  1,2
=  &KK1 for I (  =  0 (4-153)
where k  is the probability of a  jum p from one site to another. Here the  correlation 
function is independent of K ,  In the  limit of small-step rotational diffusion, the number 
of sites goes to  infinity. The exponential correlation functions become
I V k '( 0  =  8KK'e~K2kt for K  =  1,2
= &KK' for K  — 0 (4-154)
In this case, T u f t)  has a  correlation time equal to  1 fk ,  which is four tim es longer than  
th a t  for r 22(/). The th ird  rate model encompasses both strong  collision and small step 
diffusion and it includes single exponential functions for both  T n  and r 22 with different 
decay rates ki  and fc2. These rates are related by an adjustable param eter p:
k 2 = (3 p + l)& i (4-155)
The param eter p  is used to  characterize this m otion further; it  ranges from  p  = 0 in the 
strong collision limit to  p — 1 for small-step rotational diffusion. The strong collision 
limit corresponds to  discrete jum ps with equal probability among N equally populated 
sites around the jum p axis.
For the  methyl deuterons of 1CB, the principal component of the motionally-averaged 
EFG  tensor is coincident with the molecular C sv  symmetry axis. Thus, m ethyl deuteron
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relaxation depends exclusively on the correlation times ra and 773 (not r7 and p). In 
practice, rQ and 773 were derived from the J\ and J 2 of the m ethyl group. For the aro­
m atic deuterons, the EFG tensor is oriented a t 60° to the long molecular axis and the 
relaxation is dom inated mostly by rotation about the  molecular axis. W ith fixed ra and 
Tp obtained from the  methyl d a ta , r7 and p were varied to m atch the arom atic J\ and 
J2  values. Calculations were then repeated with r7 , p, and the  refined values of rQ and 
Tp were used to  ite ra te  until consistent results for both arom atic and m ethyl deuterons 
were obtained. E rror limits were established by determining a  range of correlation times 
centered on the best-fit values, which reproduced the spectral densities for both posi­
tions w ithin the experimental uncertainties. These error limits are two to  three times 
larger than  those associated with fitting the d a ta  from only one molecular site. Table 
(4-10) gives correlation times obtained in this manner from both SAD and IR /BBJB 
d a ta  sets for the 25 mol% m ixture. For tem peratures except 25.3°C, it was impossible 
to  find a  consistent set of correlation times to  reproduce the tem perature dependent 
SAD da ta . Since the relaxation rates obtained by SAD suffer from serious systematic 
error, no further a ttem p t was m ade to use the SAD data  to  verify the third ra te  model. 
For th e  10 mol% m ixture, correlation times obtained from fitting the IR /B B JB  data  
are tabulated  in Table (4-11).
T he tem perature dependencies of r0 , rp and r7 of 1CB in both  10 and 25 mol% 
m ixtures were determined from IR /B B JB  experiments and the  results are shown in 
Fig. (4-23). Although the errors limits are large and the tem perature range is small, 
the Arrhenius plots for all three correlation tim es are linear. D ata  from the  25 and 
10 mol% mixtures show that the correlation times are independent of concentration 
within experimental error. Moreover, rQ is essentially tem perature independent. The 
activation energy of rp was found to be 15 ±  9 k j/m o l for the 25 mol% and 10.1 ±  0.2 
k j/m o l for the 10 mol% mixtures. The activation energy of r7 was much larger, 38 ±  5
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and 46 ±  7 kJ/m ol for the 25 and 10 mol% mixtures, respectively.
In a  uniaxial nematic phase, the restoring potential is independent of the  Euler 
angle a . For the tem perature range studied here, the Szz values of 1CB vary from 0.44 
to  0.56. This order param eter range describes the depth of a  cylindrical symmetric 
restoring potential which is much greater than the therm al energy kT. A vanishingly 
small activation energy for a  motion is expected since this motion does not involve a 
change in restoring potential. Intuitively, motion altering the  angle /? would be expected 
to  have a  high activation energy; this contradicts the experimental results. One possible 
explanation is th a t if this motion consists predominantly of librations near the  bottom  
of the well, the measured activation energy E a(.Tp) would not correspond to the  strength 
of the restoring potential. A similar explanation was advanced to  account for relaxation 
of other solute molecules in nematic phases [55], and it is probable tha t th is holds for 
the 1CB:5CB binary mixtures.
At first glance, the relatively large activation energy for 7  motion (motion abou t the 
molecular axis) is surprising. However, the biaxial order param eter Sxx — S yv for 1CB 
(given in Tables (4-8) and (4-9)) is large. This suggests th a t motion about this axis 
m ight be hindered. Molecular biaxiality is completely ignored in the third ra te  model 
and the present results suggest that more detailed models are necessary to explain the 
results. Progress in this problem may involve inclusion of a  biaxial term in the  restoring 
potential or solving the fully anisotropic rotational diffusion equation.
No a ttem pt was m ade to  analyze the relaxation d a ta  of the C4 and C 5 position 
because of the complicated conformational dynamics of the alkyl chain. However, the 
deuterons in the C\ position is rigid and has a  fixed angle (109.47°) with respect to  the 
molecular axis. Thus, its relaxation depends on all three correlation times in the  third 
ra te  model. Hence the problem is under-determined; only two experimental param eters, 
Ji  and J 2 , from a  single site are available for fitting. In order to  constrain the number
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of param eters, ra and rp were set to be equal and p  was given an arbitrary  value. Then 
a grid o f values for r7 , and tq = rp was obtained th a t reproduced the experimental J\ 
and J 2 w ithin their errors. These calculations were repeated for a range of p  values. In 
this m anner, it  was found th a t  for both  25 and 10 mol% samples, tq  and Tp are 1900 
±  300 ps independent of tem perature; r7  varies from 225 ps a t 300 K to  360 ps a t 285 
K giving an activation energy of 26 ±  7 kJ/m ol, while p  varies between 0.8 and 1.0 over 
this tem pera tu re  range.
It is interesting to note th a t  rQ and rp are longer for 5CB than for 1CB. Presumably, 
the extended alkyl tail of 5CB (e.g. the size of the molecules) makes molecular motions 
slower. Approximately equal values of r7  for 5CB and 1CB may be a  result of similar 
cross sections in the plane normal to the  long molecular axis, as shown in Fig. (4-9). 
In isotropic fluids, there is a  good correlation between the rate of reorientation about a 
given axis and the asym m etry of the perpendicular cross section [56], and the present 
results suggest that a  similar empirical relationship may also hold in anisotropic media.
The large values of p  found for 5CB indicate th a t motion about the long axis of 
this molecule proceeds prim arily by small-step rotational diffusion. This is in distinct 
contrast to  1CB, for which small p values imply a discrete distribution of angle jum ps 
about the  long axis. Thus, even though the values of r7 are comparable for 1CB and 
5CB in th e  binary m ixture, it would be a  mistake to  conclude tha t the  motion of 1CB 
provides accurate information about the  liquid crystal 5CB.
The activation energy o f r7 for 5CB is lower than th a t for 1CB, which is astonishing 
at first glance. However, if the 7  motion is restricted by a  biaxial term  in the ordering 
potential, th is result implies th a t biaxial ordering in 5CB is weaker th an  in ICB. For a 
low concentration of 5CB in a  nematic m ixture (55 wt% EBBA:ZLIU32) [57], {Sxx- S yy) 
values were calculated for each of the 27 conformers; these were found to  be significantly 
smaller th an  the values reported for IC B . Thus, the conformational averaging of the
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alkyl chain effectively reduces the influence of biaxial ordering. A similar result has also 
been reported in the nematic phase of a  FLOC: p-xylene binary m ixture [58]. The low 
activation energies reported here for 7  motion of 5CB is conceivably generic behaviour 
for m ost low molecular weight nematic liquid crystals.
4.4 Conclusions
This chapter has discussed the technical advantages of performing the combination 
of inversion recovery and broadband Jeener-Broekaert experiments for measuring relax­
ation rates of Zeeman and quadrupolar order. This advantage was dem onstrated by 
comparison to  the standard previous m ethod of measuring both relaxation rates simul­
taneously using a  single conventional Jeener-Broekaert experiment. The improvement 
in T ig  accuracy is more pronounced than th a t of T\z-  The use of a  refocusing echo pulse 
in bo th  IRQE and BBJB experiments means th a t the measured relaxation rates are less 
susceptible to  system atic errors. However, the most significant technical improvement 
is the use of a  composite pulse sequence to  generate a  uniform broadband excitation 
profile.
T he combined IRQE and BBJB experiments obtain sufficiently accurate da ta  to  per­
m it a  critical evaluation of the third rate  model [1] in nematic liquid crystal (1CB:5CB) 
binary m ixtures. A crucial feature of the self consistency of the analysis is th a t  the same 
set of m otional correlation times is required to  reproduce the experimental spectral den­
sity d a ta  from two positions on the ICB molecule (methyl and arom atic deuterons). The 
uncertainty in param eters is larger by a  factor of two to three than th a t would result 
from fitting  d a ta  for a  single deuteron site. Since the results are statistically significant, 
the  relatively large uncertainties may reflect the presence of small residual system atic 
errors in the  spectral densities or they may be indicating an inherent lim itation of the 
th ird  ra te  model. A more complete theoretical description would include molecular
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biaxiality explicitly and solve the fully anisotropic rotation diffusion equation. Alter­
native approaches, such as extension of the generalized Langevin theory [59] to  off-axis 
deuterons, should also be explored.
Concentrations can influence spectral densities of both component molecules in or­
dered fluids in two fundam entally different ways: either by modifications of the  restoring 
potential or by changes in bulk properties such as viscosity which are known to  affect the 
ro tational correlation times. Modification of th e  restoring potential would of necessity 
alter the sta tic  order param eters, and this is n o t observed for the 1CB:5CB mixtures 
studied here [46]. The fact the spectral densities are independent of concentration im­
plies th a t the molecular m otion is also concentration independent in the liquid crystal 
m ixture. This conclusion is not contingent upon the validity of any particular model 
used to  extract correlation times from the measured relaxation rates.
Chapter 5
Simulation and Motional Models
For deuterons, the dominant spin relaxation mechanism is the quadrupole interac­
tion between the nucleus electric quadrupole moment and the electric field gradient 
tensor. In order for the spins to relax back to  therm al equilibrium, the  fluctuating time 
dependent in Eq.(2-36) must have frequency components a t u 0 and 2w0 in order to  
cause stim ulated emission of radiation. As the molecule reorients itself in an anisotropic 
medium, the averaging o f the EFG tensors reflects the anisotropy of th e  motion. Thus, 
by studying the deuteron relaxation behaviour, we can obtain  information about molec­
ular m otion. In order to  understand the  orientation dependence of relaxation, it is 
necessary to  transform the  deuteron quadrupolar coupling tensor from its  principal axis 
system (P ) to  the lab fram e (I). It is necessary to decompose this using multiple Euler 
ro tations. The number of steps required depends on th e  model of m otion. In general, 
we use th ree  transform ations and adopt the Rose’s y-convention [21] for Euler angles. A 
time independent transform ation from the  principal axis system (P ) where the deuteron 
E F G  tensor is diagonal to  a molecular fixed frame (m ) fimp(amp,/3mp,7 mj,). Next, a 
tim e dependent transform ation from th e  molecular fram e to  a crystal fixed fram e (x)
*s defined. Finally, a time independent transform ation from 
the crystal frame to the LAB frame (/) Slix{cth,Pix^7tx) is used to describe crystallite 
orientation in the powder pattern. In the  following derivations, we neglect the intrinsic 
electronic asymmetry of the EFG tensor, since r) for deuteron is negligible, typically < 
0.1.
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The components of the EFG tensor in the laboratory frame can be expressed as
~  (5-156)
LK
Recall Eq.(2-58) for the definition of reduced spectral densities of m otion in the LAB 
frame as the  Fourier Transform of the correlation function,
=  6 , f CMM'(.T)e~xMw°rdT (5-157)
Jo
where
C W ( r )  =  ^ { [ ^ ( O )  -  T & T ^ r )  -  T ^ ]* )  (5-158)
The ensemble average value T lM in Eq.(5-158) ensures tha t the T lM  fluctuates about 
zero so th a t  the correlation function goes to  zero as time goes to  infinity. For a  single 
deuteron, it was shown in Chapter (2.4) tha t M  =  M The denom inator (T%)2 in 
Eq.(5-158) ensures th a t the spectral densities of motion are independent of interaction 
strength  (Q C C ). This is crucial because the motional information should not depend 
on the  spin relaxation mechanism.
Any m otional model can be characterized by correlation functions which can be 
represented in terms of W igner rotation matrices in the LAB frame (/). The three step 
transform ation gives,
CW m (t) =  ^ 2  D ‘ML{9.ix)D}4L>{^ix) (5-159)
LKL'K'
{D*LK(Slx m  ™ (^ " ))) ^ K o i ^ ' r n p ) ^ K ' o ( ^ m p )
Now we redefine the spectral densities and correlation function in the  crystalline fixed 
frame (x),
= j f°° C LL'{T)e~m “°TdT (5-160)
where
=  ^([H L fffftzm tO )) -  D l K (Q,xm)][DvK'(ttxm(.T)) ~  Dt,'K>(Slxm)]}(5-161) 
KK>
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Substituting this into the reduced spectral densities,
Jm (M oj0) = £  dML(Plx)dML'(Plx)^L~L^ ‘i‘I J l L‘ (M u0)
LU
dKoiPmpW K'oiPmpW W -K'^P  (5-162)
Here the  fljj. term s define how the spectral densities in the LAB fram e depend on the 
orientation of a  crystallite in a  powder spectrum . The correlation function in the  crys­
talline domain C w (t ) depends on motional models and will be derived for particular 
models in the  following sections of this chapter and in Appendix (B).
5.1 Sixfold Jumps
This model of molecular motion assumes nearest neighbour jum ps between six
equally populated sites. This is an appropriate description of Hexamethylbenzene
(HM B), as described in Chapter 6, which ro tates about a C6V axis normal to  the ring 
plane. However, before describing the sixfold jum ps for HMB, it is necessary to  consider 
rapid ro tation  of the methyl groups. In this simple case, the methyl groups are assumed 
to  be ro tating  too rapidly cause significant relaxation. This averaging obviously reduces 
the  interaction strength (Q C C ), and gives an averaged field gradient pointing along 
the m ethyl spinning axis. Thus, the averaging of the  EFG tensors by the m ethyl group 
m otion is given by
^ 1 /(0  =  £  ^M L{^lx )D LK (^xm [t))Tx  (5-163)
LK
W ithout any threefold motion,
r 0m =  £  D'oN{nmp)T*N (5-164)
N = - 2
We want the  K  =  0 term  since this is the projection of the EFG tensor in the PAS on 
the C3V axis. For the methyl group, this is the tetrahedral axis. The intrinsic electronic 
asym m etry param eter is included in this calculation. After some algebra, it is found
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that
T ?  =  \ I ~ ( Q C C )  [i(3cos2/?mp -  1) +  ^ i n V mpco527mp] (5-165)
If methyl rotation, is assumed to  proceed by jum ps among three symmetrically disposed 
sites, then
i=0N=-2
(5-166)
T he three equiprobable tetrahedral sites are labelled by index j  = 0 ,1 ,2 , and these all 
have the same /?mp b u t different 7mp =  0°, 120°, 240° respectively. Here we assum e the 
EFG  tensor spends equal amount of time in each site.
Com paring Eq.(5-165) with (5-167), the fast threefold methyl motion averages out the 
intrinsic electronic asym m etry param eter t} in the PAS and motionally narrows the 
quadrupole coupling constant to - 1 /3  of the PAS value. As a  result, th e  EFG is 
cylindrically symmetric with the principle direction along the  Czv  molecular axis.
In HMB, the dynamics around the sixfold axis must also be considered. We use 
the  definition of reduced spectral densities and correlation function in Eqs,(5-160), (5- 
161) and (5-162). For this model, only one time dependent transform ation ( flxm(t)) 
is required. Because the motion is cylindrically symmetric, only the azim uthal angle 
a im (t) is time dependent, not f3xm and y xm. The cylindrical symmetry also implies that 
the  effective EFG tensor T $  =  0 for all K  ^  0. Only two Eulerian angles are needed to 
specify the motion: a xm(t) and 0xm. The correlation functions in the crystal fixed (x) 
fram e C i v  simplify to ,
(5-167)
C l l ' ( t )  =  ^ d L o i P  x m  )dv o(/3 xm (5-168)
LL<
i W r )  =  {eiLaim^ e ~ iUaxm^ )  
N N N
= E E (5-169)
j=l t=l n=2
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Correlation functions of this form have been obtained by Torchia and Szabo [54] for the 
case of six equally-populated sites (p?v =  g for all i), with nearest neighbour jumps. 
Details of how to  solve the kinetic exchange m atrix  to  obtain for eigenvalues (An) and 
eigenvectors are given in Appendix (B). For sixfold jumps the  correlation functions 
are
T w { r )  =  e- 4*«W  L = L'{mod  6) (5-170)
where ke is th e  jum p rate constant for jumping between site j  and sites j  ±  1.
In this particu lar case, the correlation function restricts L — l !  and this means th a t 
the  spectral densities given in Eq.(5-162) depend upon the powder angle (3ix but not 
7 ( l . This is a  result of the sixfold nearest neighbour jum ps being cylindrically symmetric 
w ith respect to  the crystalline domain z-axis. In Appendix (B) the correlation functions 
are used to  derive the spectral densities,
3fc6
,(3*6)2 +  wj. 
3&6
s in2Pix ( 1 +  co$2Ptx ) (5-171)
(1 + 6cos2j3ix + cos4j3ix)
L(3 ke)2 + (2u>0)2j
Thus, given a  particular orientation @{x (frequency) in the powder line shape and jum p«
ra te  J\  and  J 2 can be calculated explicitly.
5.2 Simultaneous Sixfold and Threefold Jumps
In the previous section, nearest neighbour jum ps between six equally populated 
sites of a benzene ring were discussed. We want to  investigate molecular motion in solid 
Hexamethylbenzene (HMB), where the methyl groups are simultaneously undergoing 
fast threefold jum ps. This m otion reduces the interaction strength  (Q C C ), but may 
also cause significant relaxation. In order to describe simultaneous threefold and sixfold 
jum ps, we need two time dependent transformations. We assume th a t  the sixfold jumps 
of the  benzene ring and the m ethyl threefold jum ps are uncorrelated. This assumption is
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convenient because the averages of the two Euler angles can be independently evaluated 
in the  Redfield lim it. W hether this assumption is physically justified will be qualitatively 
discussed in C hapter 4 and 7.
In both threefold and sixfold motions, only the the azim uthal angle a ( t)  is time 
dependent. Molecular geometry gives the angles flxm = 90° and  Pmp = 109.4712°. The 
cylindrical sym m etry of the sixfold motion means tha t 7Jm is irrelevant and can be set 
equal to  zero. However, for the sixfold-jump correlation functions, we have to  sum over 
the  index K  because the threefold-jump cross-correlation term s do not all vanish [54] 
[60]. From equation Eqs.(5-159) and (5-160),
JLL' ( M lj0) =  £ KK, r  dre~iM"°T (5-172)
Jo
(ei*«fflp(0)e- i t f 'Qmp(r) )dKO(0mp)dK'O(0mp)
For a  sixfold-jump motion of the benzene ring, we use the T m  from Eq.(5-170). For 
jum ps between three equally-populated sites, Torchia and Szabo [54] have shown th a t,
Yk k , =  (e«A'“ n,P(o)e -.-/c 'Qmp(r)^ _  !  K  _  K ' =  o
= e - 3 h r  K  = A" = ± 1 ,± 2
K  =  l t K ’ = - 2  
K  =  - 1 ,  A" =  2 
I< =  2, K ' = - 1  
K  =  - 2 ,  K '  =  1 (5-173)
where k3 is the jum p  rate.
Using the m ethods outlined in Appendix B, the spectral densities for simultaneous 
sixfold and threefold motion are
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1 *?Jk
*(«„) =  | (5-174)
+i(l - te-fc + 4^-fe)(fa^ 3+u,g
+^-sm2/?i-(1 +  cos2/3fr)
2
r 1 3fce 1 3*6 +  3*3 1
24 (3*6)2 +  w2 +  9(3fc6 + 3 * 3)2 + w 2 J
« * * )  =  (5-175)
1 - •  2/3 / 'I  . 2 /J  \ *6 4* 3*3V ' W i ^ W i r a r t w
+1(1 + 6 cos20is + cos4Ptc)
, 1 3*6 1 3*6 -f 3*3 .
24 (3*6) 2 +  (2w0)2 +  9 (3*6 +  3*3)2 +  (2w0)2j
Similar to the sixfold motion, the spectral densities J j  and J 2 in th is model do not
depend on powder angle ylx, This means that for one transition of the  powder pattern ,
each frequency has only one relaxation rate.
5.3 Simultaneous Sixfold and Threefold Jumps Including Distorted EFG  Tensors 
Here we refine the  previous model of nearest neighbour jumps betw een equally pop­
u lated  sites for ring rotation and threefold methyl jum ps. This is necessary because in 
HMB the  simulated spectral densities and experimental results do no t agree well. The 
ex tra  feature in this model is the distortion of the six methyl EFG tensors away from 
planar symmetry [7]. It is assumed th a t  they are tilted  above and below the ring, and 
also th a t  they bend away from the bisectors of the C-C-C angles in th e  benzene ring. 
This distorted EFG geometry is tabulated  in Table (5-12) and illustrated in Fig. (5-24). 
N ote th a t  such distortions do NOT require any distortions of bond angles [61].
Firstly, we examine how the sixfold motion of such distorted tensors contributes to  
the  observed < Q C C  >c{} and induced asymmetry param eter T he < QCC >ef f  
and Tjej y are the values obtained from the spectrum when it is m otionally averaged by 
combined methyl ro ta tion  and sixfold motion with distorted geometry. The LAB fram e
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Figure 5-24: Distorted Benzene Ring Diagram
Table 5-12: Euler Angles for the D istorted EFG Principal Axis Frames
_____________ 2k _______________/%m
1 0° 90°
2 60° +  e 90° -  6
3 120° -  c7 90° -  6
4 180° 90°
5 240° +  e 90° +  6
6 300° -  e  90° -f 6
tensor com ponents are given by,
23 =  E 2?o i(fli* )sE 2?Io (n*m (< ))2om (5-176)
L D j= 0
Here we keep only axially symmetric term  T™ because th e  u ltrafast threefold m otion 
averages ou t the  m agnitude of QCC in PAS and makes the  intrinsic electronic asym ­
m etry param eter zero, T)me =  0. This axially symmetric averaged tensor is denoted by 
<  Q C C  > me* The time-dependent Euler angle ft£m(0i is averaged over the  six differ­
en t sites j ,  assum ing th a t the  molecule spends equal tim e in each site. If 6 is set to  
e ', the term s w ith  L = ± 1  vanish. Then, the <  Q C C  >tf] tensor does n o t have to  be 
re-diagonalized. Averaging over six sites gives
< T l0 > =  ^ < Q C C > m e h ^ c o s 2p l x - l ) \ s i n H - h i  (5-177)
' ’me s in 2(itxcos2’)tx[l — cos26{cos2e +  \Z3sin2e)]
T he first term  with 1  =  0 can be associated with the m otionally reduced <  Q C C  > tJ} ,
while the second term  with L  =  ±2 leads to  a  motionally induced effective asym m etry
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param eter We compare the  tensor <  Tj >  with motional averaging in Eq.(5-177)
zene ring is solely responsible for the observed asymmetry r)e]) in the  spectrum  and 
further motionally reduces the <  Q C C  > me by a  factor of \sin2S -  | |  to  give the  m ea­
sured <  Q C C  >tSJ value. When both  6  and e are equal to zero, the geometry is perfect 
and norm al C6v  m otion gives <  Q C C  >eJ!= |  < Q C C  >me, and i)tf}  =  0 . The sixfold 
jum p m otion simply reduces QCC by one half and because of uniaxial symmetry, it 
would no t induce any asymmetry param eter rj.
Now let us discuss the combined sixfold and threefold jum p motion with distorted 
geometry.
in the  crystalline fixed frame (see Eqs.(5-160), (5-161) and (5-162)), and Appendix (B), 
some algebra shows th a t
to the tensor T l0 in the  following equation representing the observed <  Q C C  >c/f and
We then  obtain
< Q C C > ,„ = <  Q C C > m, (5-179)
y r[l — cos2tf(cos2 e +  i/3sin2e)] (5-180)
As indicated by Eqs.(5-179) and (5-180), the sixfold motion around the distorted ben-
I s  (5-181)
r is 9  <3 . rvLK  t=0
Running indices i and j  label the sites for threefold and sixfold jum ps respectively.
Using the  previous definitions of spectral densities Jl l '{M u}0) and correlation functions
{[•^Ltf^smfO)) -  i?i^(fl*m)][-DL'/r'(^im (T)) “  D y K ^ x m ) ] )  =  (5-182)
6 6 6
i = l j = l n = 2
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where gives the angle between the  molecular frame and the crystalline fram e for 
site i. An and  U(n are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the kinetic exchange m atrix 
respectively and can be found in Appendix (B). For nearest neighbour sixfold jum ps, 
the exchange m atrix is
- 2 1 0 0 0 1
1 - 2 1 0 0 0
0 1 - 2 1 0 0
0 0 1 - 2 1 0
0 0 0 1
<M1 1
1 0 0 0 1 - 2
Equation (5-182) shows th a t the correlation function of sixfold jum ps with distorted 
geometry consists of weighted sums of exponentials determined by the eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors. Moreover, with sixfold jum ps around a  distorted benzene ring, the L  ^  V  
terms cannot be neglected and these cross-correlation term s give rise to dependence 
in the spectral densities J\  and J2. The expectation value of the W igner rotation 
matrices for the  threefold motion is exactly the same, as simple as before in E q.(5-173). 
Clearly since the summation has 625 term s, there is no simple analytical form for the 
Ji(w^) and J 2(2w0) compared to the previous models. A com puter program was written 
to numerically evaluate the spectral densities.
5.4 The Effects of Zeeman and Quadrupolar Relaxation on Simulated 2H Quadrupole 
Echo Lineshapes
In C hapter (2.6), the use of quadrupole echo lineshapes for detecting slow to imme­
diate m otions was discussed. In this section, we will describe how to  include the effects 
of Zeeman and quadrupolar relaxation on simulated 2H quadrupole echo lineshapes. 
The possibility of detecting slow motions of the methyl C3 V axis by m easuring spin 
relaxation tim es in the presence of fast methyl rotation will be explored. Bisphenol-A
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polycarbonate (BPA-PC) provides a  good example where fast m ethyl rotation within 
the  Redfield limit is m odulated by libration of the  Csv  axis in the slow to interm ediate 
regime.
If an inversion pulse is inserted a t tim e T  prior to  the quadrupole echo, then the spec­
trum  J(w , 2r,Pix, 7 |i ) for a  powder angle (/?ix,7,.r ) from Eq.(2-84) has to be multiplied 
by a  factor due to relaxation of Zeeman order [28].
/ ( u>,2t , T , / ^ )7J  =  [I -  2e - T/ r * z < ^ * > ] /(io ,2r,/3 ,x, 7 J  (5-184)
For quadrupolar order, the partially relaxed spectrum  for a  single crystalline domain 
may be obtained by a  similar expression
/ ( £u ,2 r ,7 1,/?/l)7 ll) =  e - T/ :ri<3('5' ^ )  /(a>,2r,/3,E, 7J  (5-185)
The powder angle dependence of T \ z  and T \q for these lineshapes can be calculated 
using Redfield formalism being discussed in chapter (2.5).
Since a  quadrupole echo is applied in both the  IRQE and BBJB sequences to  mea­
sure relaxation times ( I \z )  and ( T \q ) ,  the partially relaxed spectra  of Zeeman and 
quadrupolar are determined not only by the relaxation times, but also by the lineshape 
change due to  slow m otion during the echo detection sequence. T hus, for the  methyl 
group of BPA-PC, the intensity of each frequency ( v q )  in the partially  relaxed powder 
p a tte rn  is determined by both the powder angle dependence of the  spectral density 
functions and the change in lineshape due to slow libration of th e  Cay axis. M otion 
in the  slow and interm ediate regime contributes little  directly to relaxation . However, 
because the libration alters the lineshape, the m easured relaxation times for one fre­
quency (i/q) in the powder pattern  are the average contribution from  deuterons with 
different librational site frequencies. This certainly leads to multi-exponential decays 
and it is very different from the case without slow motion. In o ther words, the slow 
m otions serve to modify the relaxation time anisotropy determined by the fast motion.
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Having discussed how the change in lineshape can contribute to the  relaxation time 
m easurem ent of Zeeman and quadrupolar order, we will discuss how to simulate par­
tially relaxed lineshapes. In the simulation program, a  pair of refocusing pulses is 
placed after the  relaxation period of both Zeeman order and quadrupolar order to  
mimic the exact experimental condition. The second pulse is fixed to  be a  90® pulse 
which complex-conjugated the transverse magnetization. The flip angle and phase of 
the  first pulse is chosen to  mimic either the quadrupole echo or Jeener-Broekaert echo 
as desired. For Zeeman order, the first pulse is assumed to  be a  90y such th a t it creates 
single quantum  I x from Zeeman order. For quadrupolar order, it is assumed to  be a  
45* pulse so th a t it creates single quantum  Qy from quadrupolar order. Following the 
discussion of solid echoes and spin alignment echoes in Chapters (3.2.1) and (3.2.5) 
respectively, the  spin operators of interest for both cases are Ix and Qy and they evolve 
as sinusoidal waveforms during the evolution period between pulses. The second pulse 
inverts the imaginary component Qy but has no effect on the real component Ix . At 
the top of the echo, whether I x or Qy is completely refocused depends on the initial 
spin sta te  immediately after the first pulse. For refocusing Zeeman order, the initial 
spin sta te  has to  be /*; while for quadrupolar order, it has to  be Q y. An initial spin 
s ta te  of I x is implemented by setting the magnetization along the (real) x-axis, while 
for Q y, the m agnetization is set along the (imaginary) y-axis. For /* , both transitions 
are of equal sign {pn  =  p2 3)- For Qy, a  problem arises because p i2 and p 23 are of 
opposite sign. Although only one transition is considered in the simulation program 
(semi-classical equation), this transition can have different initial condition depending 
on site orientation (precession frequency). For example, we can set the  initial spin sta te  
along the +y- axis for positive precession frequency, and along the -y -a x is  for negative 
precession frequency.
In order to  solve the Stochastic Liouville equation for the  quadrupole echo lineshape,
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we have to construct the m atrix (iJl +  K )  first. The site frequencies in the laboratory 
fram e (I) required for the diagonal elements of fl are calculated from the EFG tensor 
components in the PAS (p) using a  three step W igner rotation transform ation.
TU J =  (5-186)
LK
Successive rotations (a 3 ,/?3, 73) and ( a a>/?a»7a) can be related to  a  single rotation 
(a ,/? , 7 ) by means of closure relations for the first-rank Wigner ro tation m atrix elements 
[27]. T he Euler angles (a ,/? ,7 ) represent all site angles relative to  the crystalline fixed 
fram e (x ) and these angles together with the powder angles Jf[x are used to  calculate 
the W iger rotation m atrix  elements.
The order of rotations in the transformation sequence is im portant because of the 
noncom m utative natu re  of the Euler transformations. The difference is obvious when 
a  fast m otion is incorporated with a  slow motion. An illustrative example is provided 
by the  motions of BPA-PC, where the slow libration motion with small jum p angle 
is described by the first transform ation while the fast motion with large jum p angle 
is described by the second transform ation. One powder pattern  with the equilibrium 
QCC determined by motional narrowing over the fast motion is obtained from the 
sim ulation. However, when the order is reversed, several overlapping powder patterns 
are seen. This occurs because the slow motion reduces the threefold symmetry of the 
m ethyl group spinning. The simulation program offers the flexibility of altering the 
order of transform ation.
The libration m otion of the axis is modelled either as equally probable jumps 
among a  limited num ber of sites or as jumps only between nearest neighbour sites. 
The la tte r  model is an approximation to  small step rotational diffusion when the jum p 
angles are  small. Combining methyl rotation with libration of the C^v  axis then leads 
to  four different models depending on whether or not the libration and methyl rotation 
are assumed to be correlated.
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W hen th e  jum p rates for methyl rotation and libration differ by many orders of 
m agnitude, the  assumption of uncorrelated processes is highly plausible. Physically, 
we can assume th a t the jum p motion in one frame is not statistically correlated to  the 
m otion of the  other frame. However, when the jum p rates differ by only a couple of 
orders of m agnitude, the  assumption of uncorrelated processes may not be true. These 
correlated jum p motions are referred as ’’concerted” jumps. The Redfield formalism 
require the constituent motions in the model to be uncorrelated with each other. The 
Stochastic Liouville equation offers greater flexibility since there is no lim itation in 
constructing the kinetic m atrix for the combined motion. The following table itemizes 
these four models for easy reference and the figure illustrates librational model; jumps 
around four equi-probable sites in a solid cone .
Table 5-13: Motional Models for BPA-PC
Model Description of model
1 uncorrelated, nearest neighbour jumps
2 uncorrelated, equi-probable jumps
3 correlated, nearest-neighbour jumps
4 correlated, equi-probable jumps
The kinetic m atrix  k  for each motion is filled up according to the constraint of 
microscopic reversibility, =  Y l /k i j ,  where k{j represents jum p rate from site j  to  site 
i and m eans j  ^  i. For example, with four-site jum ps (”equi-probable jum ps” ) in
Figure 5-25: Jum ps around 4 equi-probable sites in a  solid cone.
a  cone as illustrated  by Fig. (5-25), the ra te  m atrix  is
(
\
—3*a ka ka *q
ka —3*o k a ka
*o ka - 3 * a ka
*0 ka ka -3* . /
(5-187)
where ka is th e  (libration) jum p rate of the C$v  axis. For the case of nearest-neighbour 
jum ps in the sam e cone, the rate  m atrix  becomes
/ \
(5-188)
- 2 * a ka 0 ka
*o - 2 * o *o 0
0 ka - 2 * „ *o
ka 0 k a - 2 * ,\
T he kinetic m a tr ix  for threefold methyl rotation is
/  \
- 2A3 *3 *3
*3 - 2 * 3  *3
*3 *3 —2*3
\  /
where *3 is the  threefold methyl jum p rate about the C^v  axis.
(5-189)
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The kinetic m atrix  for th e  combination of these two motions can be calculated by a 
direct product m ethod [27]. How this m atrix  is filled up depends on the motional model 
listed  as in Table (5-13). For instance, if the first and second motion are the four site 
libration of m ethyl Cay axis and  threefold methyl rotation respectively, a  12x12 m atrix  
K  is created for the  combined motions. This is composed of 16 3x3 block matrices (A,  
B  and C) as shown in Eq.(5-190).
K  =
\
(5-190)
/
/  \
A B  C B
B  A  B C
C  B  A B
B  C  B A
How to fill up th e  off-diagonal block m atrices B  and C depends on the  model. Each 
off-diagonal block represents librational jum ps. Off-diagonal elements of these blocks 
correspond to concerted jum ps as defined above. Thus for Models 1 and 2, B  and C 
contain diagonal elements only. (Note th a t for models 1 and 3, C  =  0). The required 
m atrices for M odel 2 are
/
B  = C D =
k a 0 0
0 k a 0
0 0 k a
{Model 2) (5-191)
For correlated m otions, all th e  elements of the off-diagonal matrices B  and C are filled 
up with the concerted jum p ra te  kc as shown in Eq. (5-192).
' k  * .
B  = C E =  kc k c kc (Model 4) (5-192)
kc kc ^
T he diagonal block m atrices in Eq. (5-190) represent exchange due to  the threefold 
m ethyl rotation. Since diagonal elements of the on-diagonal block m atrix  A have to
\
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fulfill microscopic reversibility, they differ for the four models. In Model 1, m atrix  A  is
/
A 1 =
For Model 2, it is
A 2 =
- 2 k3  -  2ka 
k3
—2fc3 — 3 ka
k3
k3
ka
- 2 k3 -  2 ka 
k3
k3
- 2 ka -  3fca 
k3
k3
k3
—2 k3 — 2 ka
k3
k3
—2ka — 3 ka
For Model 3, it is
For Model 4, it is
motion.
-2fc3 - 6 k c ka k3
M  = k3 -2ka  — 6kc ka
\ k3 ka ~2ka — 6fcc
/ \
-2k3 - 9kc ka k3
A 4 = k3 —2 k3 — 9 kc k3
I k3 k3 - 2 k3 -  9ke
le summarizes how to  fill up the 12x12 m atrix Ii
Model no. A B C
1 D 0
2 a 2 d D
3 A3 E 0
4 a 4 e E
(5-193)
(5-194)
(5-195)
(5-196)
(5-197)
where 0 represents the null m atrix.
Chapter 6
Hexamethylb en zene
In nem atic liquid crystals and single crystals, use of deuteron NM R to  m easure the  
spectral densities is well developed and detailed information on molecular dynamics can 
be extracted. To described complicated motional models with many adjustable param ­
eters, it is im portan t to  obtain  a  sufficient number of independent measurem ents. Only 
three spectral densities can in principle be measured: Jq(0) from transverse relaxation 
tim e m easurem ent, J\{u0) and </2(2w0) from longitudinal relaxation times m easurem ent. 
W ith a  single crystal, a goniometer can be used to ro ta te  the crystal with respect to  
the LAB fram e. This allows the  spectral densities to be collected as a function of ori­
entation, thereby increasing the  information content of the experimental data. This 
is time-consuming and tedious process since experiments must be repeated for m any 
orientations.
Single crystals are usually difficult to  obtain, and most solids are in polycrystalline 
powders. This offers a great advantage in studying solids. Instead of observing a 
single doublet splitting, we observe a  superposition of a  large number of doublets, a  
Pake powder pattern . This is tan tam ount to observing all possible crystal orientations 
a t once. W ith  the help of the  broadband excitation sequences for bo th  Zeeman and 
quadrupolar order, it is possible to study  orientation dependent relaxation in generic 
powder patterns.
The purpose of our study of Hexamethylbenzene (HMB) was to  determine w hat 
information could be extracted from relaxation of the powder pattern .
Molecular m otion in HMB has been extensively investigated by proton ([62][63][64]) 
carbon ([14][65]) and deuterium  ([15][7]) NMR spectroscopy. At room  tem perature,
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proton and carbon spectra and dipolar relaxation are dom inated by rotation about the 
six-fold axis {Cev) normal to the ring plane. Tem perature dependent line shape anal­
ysis of carbon [65] and deuterium [66] revealed that this motion proceeds by nearest 
neighbour jum ps. The methyl rotation is fast enough to  fully average the  quadrupole 
coupling tensor [15]. Further motional averaging over the six-fold rotation reduces the 
quadrupole coupling constant by an additional factor of two. Early measurements [15] 
of the 2H  spin-lattice relaxation times (T \z) ,  a t two specific points on the  powder line 
shape, confirmed th a t the dominant relaxation mechanism was six-fold jum ps. Low tem ­
perature  deuteron two-dimensional (2D) exchange measurements [7] dem onstrated the 
existence of slow motion and determined th a t the ridge pa tte rn  has three-fold symmetry.
A t room tem perature, the HMB powder pattern  has a  significant non-vanishing 
asym m etry param eter, rj — 0.07. This agrees with previous research on the  quadrupole 
echo lineshape a t 135 K [67] and two-dimensional exchange spectra a t 143 K [7]. This 
implies the  symm etry of the methyl group is lower than threefold. Motional averaging 
over three or more equivalent sites is supposed to give a  zero asymmetry param eter. 
Moreover, the  effective (motionally averaged) quadrupole coupling constant measured 
from the the powder pattern  is smaller than the expected value. The expected value 
is calculated by multiplying the intrinsic QCC by a  factor of 1/6: this is due to  the 
combined motional-narrowing from methyl group rotation (1 /3 ) and the ro tation of the 
molecule about Cev  (1/2)- It is possible th a t electronic asym m etry of the planar aro­
m atic ring could destroy the threefold symmetry of the methyl group rotation [61]. Very 
small distortions from ideal tetrahedral geometry are sufficient to  account for both  the 
finite rj and anomalously small quadrupole coupling constant. At higher tem perature, 
motional-narrowed of the spectrum  methyl group is complicated by sixfold jum p about 
the Cgv  axis. Even if the methyl tensor is non-axially symmetric, averaging over six 
equivalent sites results in a  quadrupole coupling tensor which is axially symm etric. The
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finite asymm etry param eter observed can only be due to averaging of the methyl motion 
over inequivalent sites on the aromatic ring. It has been proposed th a t the principal 
axes of the deuteron EFG tensors, which is averaged over fast methyl spinning, are 
d istorted  both parallel and perpendicular to the ring plane [7]. The model shown in 
Fig. (5-24) is certainly not unique and many different two param eter models can be 
used to  fit the experimentally determined QCC and rj, It is im portan t to  realize tha t 
the  methyl group rotation axes do not have to  be bent out of the ring plane [7].
This chapter is devoted to  the experimental verification of the validity of models 
o f the  HMB m otion suggested by previous research [7] [15]. Our approach is new and 
uses the dynamic information provided by the orientation dependent spectral densities 
J \  and Ji  in a  polycrystalline powder. Fast m otion (Redfield) is best investigated with 
relaxation techniques because the quadrupole echo line shape and two-dimensional slow 
exchange are insensitive to  motions with correlation times in this range.
The distorted geometry of the  EFG tensors, suggested by Schmidt et.al. [7] from 
th e ir 2-D exchange experiment, is given in Table (5-12) and illustrated in Fig. (5-24) . 
In discussing our experimental results, four different models will be compared. These 
models were discussed in detail in Chapter 5 where they were used to  simulate partially 
relaxed spectra and to  derive spectral densities. In Model 1 the methyl rotation is 
assum ed to  be too fast to  contribute to relaxation, and the six-nearest-site jum ps is 
exclusively responsible for relaxation. In Model 2 the assumption th a t  methyl rotation 
is too  fast to cause any relaxation is abandoned, and threefold jum ps are explicitly 
included in the correlation function expressions. In  Model 3 only in-plane distortion of 
the  EFG tensors is incorporated into the simultaneous threefold and sixfold description. 
Finally in Model 4 both parallel and perpendicular distortions of the EFG tensors are 
incorporated into Model 2.
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6.1 Relaxation Time Results and Accuracy
Partially  relaxed spectra, obtained after initial non-selective inversion or broadband 
excitation of quadrupole order, are shown in Figs. (6-26) and (6-27), respectively. It 
is interesting th a t even after 900 msec relaxation delay, quadrupole order is still visible 
a t the outer edges (/?{x =  0°) of the powder p a tte rn  while m agnetization from  all other 
orientations has decayed to zero, Fig. (6-27). Clearly the anisotropy in relaxation times 
across the lineshape is larger for T\q than for T \ z  (Fig. (6-26)). This occurs because the 
anisotropy o f J \ ( u 0) is opposite in sign to  th a t  of and in the sum  of spectral
densities which determines T i z  there is cancellation. Considering the anisotropy of 
T iz  alone is thus intrinsically less sensitive to  the  details of the molecular motion than 
comparing b o th  spectral densities.
Experim ental T \z  and T\q were obtained a t ambient tem perature for approximately 
20 different frequencies across the powder pa tte rn . A three param eter fit was used 
for T \ z  and a  two param eter fit was used for T \q as described in C hapter (4). The 
HMB results are summarized in Table (6-14). Typical logarithmic decay curves for 
Zeeman order, for three specific frequencies (indicated by arrows in Fig. (6-26)) are 
shown in Fig. (6-28). Since HMB-di8 has an excellent signal to  noise ratio, it was 
possible to  follow the recovery curves well into the second or th ird  decade. The straight 
lines in Fig. (6-28) are the best (non-linear) least square fits to  single exponential 
decays using Levenburg-Marquardt algorithm . Over the first decade of recovery the 
multiple exponential character of the decays is scarcely noticeable, and would certainly 
not be detectable in samples with lower signal to  noise ratios. No a ttem p t was made to 
determine or interpret the multiple exponential nature  of relaxation in th is study.
To compare experimental results with simulations, the initial excitation profile was 
calculated as a  function of quadrupolar frequency, uq, and the effects o f finite pulse 
power were included by exact diagonalization of the Hamiltonian. Partially  relaxed
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spectra were then generated for the identical set of delay times (T ) used in the ex­
perim ents, and were analyzed with the same computer programs used to  determine the 
experim ental Tjz  and T \q values. This is to ensure th a t the multiple exponential natu re  
of the relaxation will be treated  identically in both experimental and simulated data . 
Representative semi-log recovery functions for Model 2 simulations of T iz  and T \q are 
shown in Fig. (6-30) and (6-31) respectively.
Com parison of Figs. (6-31) and (6-29) show th a t the multiple exponential behaviour 
of the sim ulated recovery curves is qualitatively very similar to th a t of the experimen­
tal da ta . T his provides convincing evidence that the effect is real and not associated 
with artifac ts, such as an improperly determined baseline. In bo th  the experiments 
and the  simulations, multiple exponential behaviour is most pronounced at frequencies 
near the  horns (pix =  90°) of the powder pattern . It is more pronounced for T jq , 
(Figs.(6-29) and (6-31)). According to  Eqs. (5-178-5-180), crystallites with Euler an­
gles fi\x satisfying the constraint, sin2 =  3/(3 -  r ) c o s 2 ~ f i x ) ,  will resonate a t the horn 
frequency 2u q  =  - ( 3 /8 )  <  e2Qqzz}h  > „ / / .  Given the  effective asym m etry param eters, 
rjejj =  0.07, the range o f fitx values represented in the  horns is 81° — 90°. J \ ( u 0) is 
a  very rapidly varying function of jSix in the horn region, so it is to  be expected th a t 
the largest range of distinguishable exponentials in T iq  will be observed for these fre­
quencies. A t the center of the powder pattern , 2vq =  0, the corresponding range of 
allowed (J{x is much narrower, 53.8® <  (3ix <  55.7°, and recovery curves for T \z  and T \q  
(both theoretical and experimental) are well represented by single exponentials ou t to  
the second and third decades.
In previous studies of HMB [15], the molecular m otion responsible for spin relaxation 
has been assumed to be six site reorientation (Model 1). Problems arise when we 
attem pt to  use sixfold jum ps to simultaneously fit the orientation dependence of the 
experimental results of both  J i and J 2 , as shown in Fig. (6-32) and Fig. (6-33). While
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there  is some arbitrariness in choosing the best fit, no unique Ag exists which matches 
all our experimental results. A compromise (mean) value, of k 6 = 3 .9xl09 a- 1 , was 
therefore selected and the sim ulated anisotropy in J\ and J<i is included in Fig. (6-
34). The lack o f quantitative agreement was sufficient to justify exploring alternate 
descriptions of m otion responsible for the relaxation behaviour.
In Model 2 the  assumption th a t  the methyl rotation is fast enough not to  contribute 
to  relaxation is abandoned, and correlation functions for jum ps about the  C zv  axis 
a re  explicitly included in the calculation. These results are illustrated in Figs. (6-
35), (6-36) and (6-37) and the agreement between the experiment and sim ulation is 
significantly improved. In Fig. (6-35) the simulation reproduces the experim ental J\ 
values perfectly w ith rates A3 =  5 .0xl0n  s -1  and A6 =  3.5x10® a-1 . The J i  results 
a re  accurately reproduced with the  same value of A3, but they require a  different rate 
fo r six-fold jum ps, Ag =  4.2x10s s _1, see Fig. (6-36). Again, no unique k& exists 
which can simultaneously fit the  orientation dependence of bo th  spectral densities J\ 
a n d  J 2 . For this description of simultaneous motion, a  compromise (m ean) value, of 
Ag =  3.85x10® s “ l , was therefore chosen for Fig. (6-37). The uncertainty in this Ag 
ra te  is of the order o f 18%, significantly smaller than  that for Model 1 which was about 
29% . Clearly these errors represent inherent inadequacies the model used to  describe 
th e  motion, not the  systematic or random errors in analysis of the data. The main 
po in t of interest here is tha t for simultaneous six-site and three-site motion (Model 2) 
th e  actual rate  of sixfold jumps, kg, is decreased by an order of magnitude from the  best 
fit value for six-site motion alone (Model 1). There appears to  be little sensitivity to 
th e  methyl jum p ra te  ka, once it  is faster than 1011 a-1 , and thus this value is a  lower 
lim it.
As discussed previously, the low tem perature 2-D exchange spectrum revealed two 
ridge patterns, implying tha t slow motion about the ring norm al proceeds by jumps
I l l
among two different sets of three sites [7]. The geometric distortions defined in Table 
(5-12) were found to  be consistent with this reduced symmetry. The 2-D experiment 
probes only th e  slow motion and provides no details of the fast dynamics of the methyl 
groups. Thus, simulation of the 2-D exchange spectra used a  motionally averaged 
m ethyl quadrupole coupling tensor and it was assumed th a t the m otional narrowing 
due to  threefold spinning of methyl group is complete. Agreement of Model 2 and the 
experimental d a ta  dem onstrate tha t it  is essential to include contributions to relaxation 
from methyl ro tation. This has been explicitly included in Models 3 and 4.
In Model 3 simultaneous threefold and sixfold jumps including in-plane distortions, 
e =  e7 =  1.17°, have been considered and the best fit spectral densities are shown in Fig. 
(6-38). In Model 4 which includes both in and out-of-plane distortions, e =  e7 =  1.20° 
and 6 =  2.5° and the best fit spectral densities are shown in Fig. (6-39). It is im portant 
to  remember th a t the distortion parameters used in these simulations are constrained 
to  yield agreem ent w ith the observed spectrum <  e2qzzQ / h  > ej j =  22.7 kHz and asym­
m etry param eter q =  0.07. As indicated in Eq. (5-179), the out-of-plane distortions 
S is responsible for the observed quadrupole splitting while in-plane distortion (e and 
£7) only influence the asymmetry param eter t?. The methyl D-C-D bond angle /?3 and 
the  static quadrupole coupling constant < e2qzzQ lh  >0 can both be adjusted slightly 
to  improve the  fit to the spectral density data while retaining exact agreement w ith the 
equilibrium sta tic  spectrum.
It is evident tha t the simulations including in plane distortions (Model 3) are less 
successful th an  those with no distortion (Model 2). Model 4 is more successful at 
reproducing the  anisotropy of both spectral densities J\  and J 2 , especially across the 
center of the  spectrum  and near the  horns. At the shoulders =  0 of the powder 
pa tte rn  none of the models gives quantitative fits to the experiment for J 2 , but Models 
2  and 4 provide the best agreement. Since Model 2 cannot account for the observed
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asym m etry param eter, it is rejected in favor of Model 4.
Additional simulations show th a t with minor changes in the static  param eters 
< e2qzzQ /h  >0 and /?3 , the out-of-plane distortion 6 can be as large as 5° without 
significant change in the lit to the spectral density data. Thus, the geometric distor­
tion required to fit our room tem perature spectral density d a ta  is significantly smaller 
than 10 — 15° required to account for the ridge patterns in the low tem perature 2-D 
experiment [7]. A decrease in S with increasing tem perature is consistent with faster 
motion and smaller population differences for the three methyl conformations. It would 
be interesting to see whether simulations of fa and fa based on the use of variable 
populations of methyl group conformations, yield improved fits to experimental data.
At room  tem perature, our best fit to  Model 4 gives a jum p rate k&. In the notation 
of Tang et.al. [15], this corresponds to a  correlation time rc =  1/3&6 =  1 .5 x l0 "9 s. This 
value is reasonably close to the extrapolation of Tang’s da ta  to 298 K, r c =  l .lx lO -9 s. 
The model used by Tang el.al. to describe the low tem perature experiments ignores 
contributions of methyl rotation to Zeeman relaxation. However, in the tem perature 
range they investigated these are probably too small to be a  m ajor source of error. 
Most likely, the m ajor source of discrepancy between our value of r c and th a t Tang 
el.al.’s is th a t the extrapolation of their data  to room tem perature ignores tem perature 
dependent librational averaging of the quadrupole coupling tensor.
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6.2 Conclusions
This chapter demonstrates that th e  analysis of 2H-NMR relaxation data o f polycrys­
talline m aterials, such as HMB, can provide accurate orientation dependent individual 
spectral densities. The spectral density anisotropies allow detailed information about 
the m otion to be determined: the trajectories, geometry, jump ra te s . This methodology 
provides comparable information to  orientation dependent relaxation time m easure­
ments on single crystal samples. T he advantage is time; only one experim ental data 
set is necessary. W ith  complicated motional m odels, involving m any ro ta tional rates 
and geometric param eters, the <7i and  J i  anisotropies are indispensable because they 
provide m ore independent experimental data. T his overdetermines the problem  and 
validates using more parameters in the  motional description.
This chapter presents the first measurement of simultaneous threefold and  sixfold 
jumps in polycrystalline HMB. Our ambient tem perature result, fc6, agrees reasonably 
well w ith  previous measured values [14]. Moreover, the  same m odel of geometric distor­
tion required to account for ridge pa tte rn s  observed in low tem perature 2-D experiments 
[7] is successful in producing fits to  the  equilibrium spectrum a n d  spectral densities 
anisotropy simultaneously.
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Figure 6-26: Experim ental partially relaxed spectra of Zeeman order as a  function of 
the  relaxation delay. A quadrupolar echo is applied after a  180° inversion pulse.
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Figure 6-27: Experim ental partially relaxed spectra of quadrupolar order as a function 
of the  relaxation delay. A broadband Jeener-Broekaert sequence with refocusing echo 
is used.
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Table 6-14: Experim ental relaxation times T \z ,  T \q  and the corresponding spectral 
densities J i ( u 0), J2(2u0) of HMB
i/q (kHz) T i z  (ms) 2 \q  (ms) Ji(u>0) (ps) J2(2wo) (ps)
0.537 39 ± 1 49 ± 5 16.0 ± 1 .5 11.0 ± 0 .5
0.928 40.2 ±  0.4 47 ±  2 16.7 ± 0 .7 10.5 ±  0.2
1.905 40.6 ± 0 .4 47.5 ±  0.6 16.6 ±  0.2 10.4 ±  0.2
2.881 41.5 ± 0 .5 48.2 ±  0.3 16.4 ± 0 .1 10.2 ± 0 .2
3.858 43.0 ± 0 .7 48.0 ± 0 .2 16.39 ± .0 7 9.7 ±  0.2
4.834 45.3 ±  0.8 48.0 ± 0 .2 16.39 ±  .07 9.0 ±  0.2
5.810 49.0 ±  1.0 48.0 ±  0.2 16.42 ±  .07 8.0 ±  0.2
6.785 54.5 ± 1 .0 47.4 ±  0.2 16.63 ± .0 7 6.7 ±  0.2
7.665 62 ± 1 46.0 ±  0.2 17.10 ±  .07 5.3 ±  0.2
8.740 62.0 ± 1 .4 47.4 ±  0.2 16.63 ±  .07 5.4 ±  0.2
9.035 59.7 ± 1 .6 49.3 ±  0.3 16.0 ±  .01 5.9 ± 0 .3
9.325 53 ± 2 53.5 ±  0.3 14.74 ±  .08 7.5 ±  0.4
9.715 36.3 ± 1 .7 66.0 ± 0 .5 11.93 ± .0 9 13.3 ± 0 .8
10.21 28.4 ±  1.0 81.0 ± 0 .4 9.72 ±  .05 18.4 ±  0.7
10.70 26.4 ± 0 .6 90.0 ± 0 .5 8.76 ± .0 5 20.2 ± 0 .5
11.67 25.0 ± 0 .6 106 ±  1 7.45 ±  .04 21.8 ± 0 .6
12.65 24.2 ±  0.5 127 ± 1 6.21 ±  .05 23.0 ± 0 .5
13.63 23.4 ± 0 .5 160 ± 1 4.93 ±  .03 24.0 ±  0.5
14.60 22.8 ±  0.4 218 ± 2 3.62 ±  .03 25.0 ± 0 .5
15.58 22.2 ± 0 .4 361 ± 6 2.18 ± .0 4 26.0 ± 0 .5
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Figure 6-28: Semi-logarithmic plots of experimental recovery curves of Zeeman order
as a  function of relaxation delay T . Experimental da ta  are shown in symbols and the
solid lines are the best non-linear least squares fit corresponding to  the given T i^s.
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Figure 6-29: Semi-logarithmic plots of experimental recovery curves of quadrupolar
order as a  function of relaxation delay T .  Experimental data  are shown in symbols and
the  solid line is the best non-linear least squares fit corresponding to  the given T\q .
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Figure 6-30: Semi-logarithmic plots of simulation recovery curves of Zeeman order as a
function relaxation delay T . Simulated data  are shown in symbols and  th e  solid lines
are th e  best non-linear least squares fit corresponding to  the given T i z s -
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Figure 6-31: Semi-logarithmic plots of simulation recovery curves o f quadrupolar order
as a  function of relaxation delay T .  Simulated d a ta  are shown in sym bols and the solid
line is the best non-linear least squares fit corresponding to the given T \ q .
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Figure 6-32: For m otional model 1: simple sixfold jumps about the ring norm al a t rate
k&. T he experimental d a ta  are denoted by symbols and the simulation by solid lines.
The jum p  rate k& is selected for the best J \  fit.
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Figure 6-33: For motional model 1: simple sixfold jum ps about the ring normal a t rate
k $ ,  The experimental da ta  are denoted by symbols and the simulation by solid lines.
T he jum p ra te  k e  is selected for the  best fit.
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Figure 6-34: For motional model 1: simple sixfold jum ps about the ring normal a t rate
fee* The experimental da ta  are denoted by symbols and the  simulation by solid lines.
T he jum p ra te  k e  selected is a  compromise between the best J \  and J 2 fit.
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Figure 6-35: For motional model 2 with simultaneous six and three site jum ps, the
experim ental d a ta  are denoted by symbols and the  simulation by solid lines. T he jum p
rates Ag and fc3 are selected for the best J \  fit.
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Figure 6-36: For motional model 2 with simultaneous six and three site jum ps, the
experimental d a ta  are denoted by symbols and the simulation by solid lines. T he jump
rates k& and &3 are selected for the best J i  fit.
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Figure 6-37: For motional model 2: simultaneous sixfold and threefold site jum ps. The
experimental d a ta  are denoted by symbols and the simulation by solid lines. T he  jum p
rates k §  and k $  are compromises between the best J \  and J 2 fit.
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Figure 6-38: For motional model 3: simultaneous threefold jum ps and sixfold jum ps 
around the ring normal with only in-plane (e =  e/ =  1.17°) distortion The experimental 
d a ta  are denoted by symbols and the simulation by solid lines. The best simulation 
corresponds to  <  e2qzxQ /h  >a= 161.95 kHz and =  112.5°.
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Figure 6-39: For motional model 4: simultaneous threefold and sixfold jum ps around 
the ring normal with in-plane (e =  if  =  1.17°) and out-of-plane distortions (£ =  2.5°). 
The experimental d a ta  are denoted by symbols and the simulation by solid lines. The 
best simulation corresponds to <  e2qzzQ /h  >0— 162.57 kHz and 03 =  112.5°.
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Chapter 7
Bisphenol-A Polycarbonate
It has long been believed th a t the  bulk mechanical properties of glassy polymers 
are related to  rapid local restricted m otion polymer segments. However, precise under­
standing of the connection between local structure and dynamics and bulk properties 
remains an elusive goal. Polycarbonates provide an outstanding example of glassy poly­
m ers where local m otions result in technologically useful bulk properties.
Bisphenol A polycarbonate (BPA-PC) has a  glass transition tem perature (Tg) at 
150°^ and a  melting tem perature (Tm) a t 267°C. The high (Tg) indicates difficulty 
in torsion of the backbone bond (low flexibility) and is consistent with the  high im­
pact strength of the polymer. In fact, BPA-PC exhibits high impact resistance over a 
tem perature range of more than 250°C below the glass transition tem perature (Tg).
Dynamic mechanical, dielectric and NMR measurements are widely used to  correlate 
molecular structure and motions with bulk relaxation behavior. NMR techniques have 
been especially useful for defining the structure and the dynamics a t the molecular level 
because well developed theories relate measured quantities directly to molecular motion. 
Comparatively speaking, dynamic and mechanical studies do not possess such a  theory 
to  substantiate the  assignments of molecular motions.
Hlers and Breuer [68] first studied the  dynamic mechanical behaviour of BPA-PC. 
They suggested the 7 -relaxation a t —97°C is responsible for the toughness of BPA- 
PC  a t low tem perature. Later Reding et.al. [69], Nielsen [70], and Tomikawa and 
Fujim oto [71] a ttribu ted  the 7 -relaxation to  motion of the carbonate group and  a  second 
process, the /?-relaxation, to motion of the  phenylene group. Their interpretation agreed 
w ith  the dielectric work of Muller and Huff [72], and Krum and Muller [73]. However
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Bussink and  Heijboer [74] assigned the 7 -relaxation to small molecular displacement 
around the  O-C-O link. This motion does not involve the carbonate group and thus 
contradicted previous investigations. All these arguments were based on the  notion 
th a t the  large dipolar moment of the carbonate group accounted for the difficulty of 
torsional m otion. Despite th e  controversy, it  seems unlikely th a t  any motion of th e  small 
carbonate group could fully account for the remarkable ductility of BPA-PC. Also, it is 
difficult to  conceive the ability of the carbonate to  undergo motion independent of the 
phenylene group because of steric hindrance.
Broad-line NMR and dielectric studies of M atsuoka and Ishida [75] suggested th a t 
restricted m otion of the phenylene group coincides with restricted motion of the car­
bonate group. This conclusion is im portant because macroscopic ductility can now con­
ceivably be attribu ted  to the high chain mobility. Further studies by Garfield [76] using 
broad-line NM R suggested th a t  methyl group ro tation  is cooperative with restricted, 
cooperative m otion of the phenylene and carbonate group.
There is an extensive literatu re  dealing w ith the nature of the  phenylene group 
motion in BPA-PC. In principle, each of the phenylene rings can undergo internal ro ta ­
tion, either by discrete jumps ( “tr-flips”) or by restricted ro tational diffusion about the 
oxygen-phenylene-carbon axis. Also, the two phenylene rings and the isopropylidene 
group m ight move as a  unit. This idea received supporting evidence from IR  dichroism 
measurem ents [77], broad-line NM R measurements [78], cross polarization magic angle 
spinning [79], and 13C line shape, and proton relaxation studies [80] [81] [17]. Also 
dielectric activity supported th e  idea th a t the carbonate group moves along w ith the 
phenylene group. Motion of the phenylene groups about the oxygen-phenyl- carbon axis 
involves a  larger fractional volume and moment o f inertia b u t is primarily intramolec­
ular in na tu re . Motion of the entire monomer unit, however, involves a  substantially 
larger am ount of inertia and is essentially intermolecular in nature.
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While there is general agreement th a t phenylene groups execute m otions which are 
well approxim ated by sudden jt flips about the carbon-phenylene-oxygen axis, consid­
erable controversy rem ains regarding the  mechanism of this motion and  its relation 
(if any) to bulk properties. Spiess el.al. [3] conducted detailed studies o f phenylene 
group motion using 2H NMR, and concluded that the ir-flips are not mechanically ac­
tive per sec., bu t serve instead as an “indicator” of an unspecified mechanically active 
process. They in terp ret spin alignment da ta  of deuterated methyl groups in BPA-PC 
[3] as evidence for a fixed C-CH3 bond direction on timescales as long as 50 msec. This 
argues against the role of limited angle, backbone fluctuations as a  source of impact 
resistance or mechanical relaxation. On the  other hand, 13C measurem ents o f Schaefer 
el.al. [82] suggest th a t  backbone fluctuations are of central importance in determining 
bo th  the mechanical properties of the  polymer and the  distribution of phenylene flip 
rates. According to  th is picture, s truc tu ra l and morphological heterogeneity leads to 
a  distribution of rates and amplitudes of restricted backbone chain m otion, such that 
there  are occasional fluctuations in free volume which are large enough to  accom modate 
a  phenylene flip.
This chapter is devoted to the investigation of the deuteron spin-lattice relaxation of 
the  methyl group in bisphenol-A polycarbonate in the tem perature range from  -25°C  
to  125°C. The aim is to  see whether measurements of the anisotropy of T \z  and T \q  
are  sensitive to  any m otion in addition to  the ubiquitous methyl spinning. In the 
next section, we recall briefly some theoretical aspects of the  motional m odels. The 
experim ental results will be presented and compared with the predictions from  these 
m otional models within this tem perature range.
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7.1 Experim ental M ethods
CQCD
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Figure 7-40: Molecular structure of bisphenol-A m onomer unit
T h e  polycarbonate of bisphenol-A (BPA-PC) an d  its corresponding monomer were 
generous gifts from  Dr. Jacob Schaefer (W ashington University, St. Louis). Both 
sam ples were deu terated  at both  th e  methyl group an d  phenylene ring. However, only 
the  relaxation tim es of the methyl deuterons were measured. Signal from deuterons a t 
the  phenylene ring was suppressed by pulsing rapidly compared to  th e  long phenylene Ti 
relaxation. Relevant experimental param eters are: 90° pulse w idth  1.6 {is ; dwell tim e, 
8.33 fis  (spectral w id th , ±60 kHz); 1 K complex d a ta  points acquired with quadratu re  
detection; recycle delay, 40 msec to  100 msec depending on tem perature; 5K scans for 
m onom er and 12K scans for polymer. D ata acquisitions were always started  30 m inutes 
after th e  tem perate stabilized w ith in  0.1 K.
For both  the polym er and monomer, two separate experiments were performed, bo th  
w ith  quadrupolar echo detection: a  standard inversion-recovery sequence (IRQE) and 
a  composite-pulse broadband version of Jeener-Broekaert (BBJB)[12J. In  the BB JB 
sequence, an  excitation  time of 11 {is was chosen to  provide wide enough excitation for
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the  entire powder pattern . A tem perature range from 248K to 398K was covered in 
these experiments.
For the  polymer, a  pure absorption 2-D slow exchange spectrum  were obtained 
using a  sixteen step phase cycle to  suppress quadrature Images and other artifacts [7]. 
In  addition, selective inversion both on and off resonance was done to  monitor the 
relaxation tim e T i#  within a  narrowly selected frequency range. A low power 90° pulse 
of width 400(is was used. These experiments were performed to verify the existence of 
slow motion a t various tem perature between 248K and 300K.
Partially  relaxed spectra, obtained from IRQE and BBJB, were acquired to  measure 
the  T i z  and T ig  relaxation time. Delay times for relaxation in these sequences were 
carefully chosen such th a t the recovering magnetizations are evenly-spaced in the decay 
curve w ithin the first decade. T iz  and T ig  were obtained at 25 different frequencies 
across the powder pattern , using a three param eter fit for T iz  and two param eter fit 
for T iq  w ith a  Levenburg-M arquardt algorithm [12]. The same delay times were used 
in simulations to generate partially relaxed spectra and the same chi-square fit program  
was used to  extract the “theoretical" T jz  and T ig  from simulated decay curves.
7.2 Experim ental Results and Discussion
The powder patterns for the BPA polymer and monomer are illustrated in Figs. (7- 
44) and (7-45) respectively. The monomer powder pattern  shows th a t the static asym­
m etry param eter q is zero within experimental error, ±0.01. This means the threefold 
m ethyl ro ta tion  maintains Cay symmetry in the monomer. The polymer powder pattern  
manifests overlapping spectra having different bu t very close <  e2qzzQ /h  > e/ /  values, 
and  suggests tha t a distribution of methyl rotation rates k3 , leading to  different extent 
of motional narrowing, is possible. As indicated in Fig. (7-43), the <  e2qzzQ /h  > e/ /  
measured from  the static  spectrum  of the monomer is larger than  th a t from  the polymer 
over the entire tem perature range of this study. Besides, the polymer shows a stronger
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Table 7-15: Molecular Motional Models for BPA-PC
Model Description of model
1 Simple threefold m ethyl rotation
2 Threefold m ethyl ro tation with a  distribution of jum p ra te  k3
3 Modify Model 2  by the libration of methyl C3y  axis on the 
surface of a  cone. Both motions are assumed to  be within Redfield 
limit and uncorrelated.
4 Threefold m ethyl ro tation  modulated by the libration of methyl 
C3y  axis which moves on triangular surface as shown in 
Fig. (7-42). The motions are assumed to  be ’’uncorrelated” and 
treated  using the Stochastic LiouviUe equation.
5 The same as Model 4 except the C3v  axis moves on the surface of 
a cone as shown in Fig. (7-41)
6 The same as Model 5 except the C3v  axis moves within a  solid 
cone as shown in Fig. (5-25).
7 The same as Model 5 except tha t these two motions are ’’correlated” .
tem perature dependence than  the monomer. For the monomer, the simple threefold 
methyl rotation accounts for the  motional narrowing. The smaller <  e2qiz Q /h  >ej j  
for the polymer obviously indicates the existence of some o ther motions in the poly­
m er backbone which affect the  Csv methyl rotation axis and contribute to  motional 
narrowing of the spectrum. A ttem pts to  fit relaxation da ta  using models with multi­
ple modes of motion for the polymer are  therefore justified. Libration of the  C3V axis 
is a  promising candidate, and whether it  is the fast or slow motional regime will be 
investigated.
All the models investigated in this study are itemized in Table (7-15) for easy ref­
erence. The labelling of models in this table is not related to Table (5-13). In Model 1 
the methyl rotation accounts for relaxation. The correlation function for the threefold 
ro tation about the C3v  axis, described by a  single correlation tim e, is explicitly written
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in Eqn. (5-173). The best fit for the BPA monomer at 303K in Fig. (7-46) indicates 
th a t this model predicts the BPA methyl motion well since a  unique k3 predicts both  
J i and J 2 anisotropy. Similar successful fits within a  tem perature range from 288K to  
373K were achieved and this yielded an activation energy of 19.2±2.0 kJ/m ole from the  
Arrhenius p lot in Fig. (7-47). The large value is expected because two methyl groups 
are attached to  the same carbon in BPA, and the methyl rotation is therefore hindered.
For the  polymer, Model 1 predicts the  J 2 anisotropy well between 348K to  398K 
but not J \  as shown in Fig (7-48). I t  fails most obviously to  predict the  rather flat J \ 
anisotropy. A t lower tem peratures, bo th  J \ and J% are inaccurately predicted.
In Model 2 a  distribution of methyl ro tation  jum p rates is included. This accounts for 
the well-known distribution of correlation times, which is especially prevalent in glassy 
systems. A  log-Gaussian distribution covering two orders of m agnitude is included in 
this model. Nine evenly-spaced points in the distribution, including the maximum, were 
sampled and the simulated partially relaxed spectra are weighted superpositions of the 
FID generated by each point of the distribution. Including more points increased the 
simulation tim e but did not change the results. This model predicts a larger uncertainty 
in spectral density anisotropy because of the multi-exponential decay of the FID. In 
the relaxation time measurement, the semilogarithmic plot of the recovery curve as a 
function of relaxation delay was fit using the Levenburg-Marquardt algorithm which 
weights points by their amplitude. As a  result the relaxation tim e determined by this 
non- linear procedure is actually a  close approximation to the initial slope. Due to the 
lim itation o f signal-to-noise, it is usually not feasible to  follow the recovery curves down 
to the second and third decade. Thus, it is difficult to measure or observe the  slow decay 
components, the points from the slow side of the distribution. Hence, the  best mean ks 
values a t all tem peratures for this model are higher than  the corresponding single value 
from Model 1. The procedure does not excel in probing the distribution of correlation
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tim es. Moreover, this model does not significantly improve the predictions as compared 
w ith  Model 1. This clearly indicates th a t  a  distribution of correlation tim es due to  the 
inhomogeneity in localized interactions is not sufficient; some additional motions m ust 
be influencing m ethyl relaxation. In Models 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 the m ethyl rotation is 
m odulated by the libration of the C3y  axis. This reflects the backbone m otion of the 
polym er chain.
In Model 3 the  C3y  axis is assumed to  undergo libration as shown in Fig.(7-41). The 
t ip  of the C3y  axis diffuses over a  restricted surface on a  cone, characterized by a time 
independent half angle 80 (/3xm =  80) and an arc, -<j>0 < asm(t) < <f>0. T he libration 
is assumed to  be within the Redfield regime. In addition, a  log-Gaussian distribution
Figure 7-41: Libration of the m ethyl C3y  axis on the surface of a  cone
o f correlation times for methyl motion as described in Model 2 is retained. Correlation 
functions for restricted libration of the C3y axis have been derived by London and 
Avitabile [83] [26]. The solution in closed form is too lengthy to  be given here. In 
addition to causing spin relaxation, this motion leads to a  decrease in the  equilibrium
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average (sta tic) quadrupole coupling constant <  e2qzzQ /h  >ej j  according to
< e % ,Q /h  > B//=  |  <  e2qzzQ /h  > me [ - 1 ( 3 ^ 2 -  -  1)] (7-198)
where
<  e2qzzQ fh  > me= ^  <  e2qzzQ /h  >  (7-199)
where <  e2qzzQ lh  >  is the static QCC value. T he arc angle between 10.4° and 14.° 
within a  tem peratu re  range from 300 K to 398 K is calculated from Eq. (7-198) to 
give the observed equilibrium <  e2qzzQ /h  > e/ / .  Both the cone angle (20°) and the 
librational ra te  of the C zv  axis ka were treated as adjustable param eters. The same 
param eters of the log-Gaussian distribution in A3, mean and standard deviation, for 
each tem peratures were used as in Model 2. This model reproduces the J 2 anisotropy 
well bu t n o t J \.  Compared with Models 1 and 2  between 348K and 398K, Model 3 
improves th e  fit between the horns (/?jx =  90°). However, it still does not fit at the 
region between the shoulder edge (/?/x =  0°) and the  horn. For J 2 , this model is slightly 
better th an  Models 1 and 2, even though all three models give good predictions. At 
lower tem peratures, 300K to 323K, Model 3 gives a  reasonably good fit for J 2 alone. 
The diffusion ra te  of libration, ka, in the fast and interm ediate regime, does not provide 
the appropriate  profile for both J i  and  J 2 anisotropy. The best fits were obtained with 
ka reduced to  ~  102sec“ 1, but this slow jump ra te  violates the Redfield assumptions. 
Also, Eq. (7-198) is no t valid because this assumes complete motional narrowing in 
the fast m otional regime. In short, it  is necessary to  implement Stochastic Liouville 
calculations for the subsequent models.
In Models 4, 5 and 6 the Redfield assumption of the libration of Czv axis is aban­
doned, and the  three site methyl ro tation and its C zv  axis libration are assumed to  
be ”un cor related” as in Model 3. Since slow libration is considered, T \ z  and T \q 
anisotropy are  compared directly with simulations instead of calculating spectral density
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anisotropies. In Model 4 the  Csv  axis librates on a  triangular lam inar surface, defined 
by a  time-dependent Euler angle (3 only and it is illustrated in Fig.(7-42). T he other two 
Euler angles are taken as zero. In Model 5 the C$v axis librates on a  restricted surface 
of a  cone as described in Model 3. In Model 6 the Csv  axis diffuses freely within a  cone
Figure 7-42: Libration of the m ethyl C$v axis on a  triangular surface
defined by half-cone angle (5. It was found th a t the fa value for the best fit is scarcely 
dependent on librational param ters of Models (4, 5 and 6). This is expected because the 
m agnitude of relaxation times is dominated by the fast threefold jum ps, while the slow 
libration of the  jum p axis only serves to  average the orientational dependence of the 
relaxation tim es. The activation energy obtained for fa from 300K to  398K is 12.8 ±  1.0 
kJ/m ole. The best fit fa  values are slow, from 50 sec-1 to  1000 sec-1 . Compared with 
Model 3, between 323K and 398K, Models 4, 5 and 6 improve the T \z  and Tig fits, 
especially for T ig . The improvement in T \z  is not significant since Model 3 predicts it 
well too. For T \q anisotropy, these models predict a  smaller anisotropy and significant 
improvement can be seen a t the region between the shoulder edge and the  horn though 
it is still not a  perfect fit. A t tem peratures below 300K, poor prediction of both T iz
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and T iq  from these models indicates th a t  some other slow motions occur, outside the 
scope of these models.
To differentiate among Models 4, 5 an d  6 is difficult, especially between Models 4 and 
5, since none of them  can fit perfectly for both T iz  and T iq  anisotropy. The difference 
between Models 4 and 5 for the T \z  a n d  Tiq fits is too small to decide which one is 
be tter. This can be understood since these  models are similar; bo th  of them  allow the  
C zv  axis to move on a surface. The T iq  fits between Models 5 and 6 are very different; 
Model 5 fits b e tte r  between the horns while Model 6 fits better between the horn and 
the shoulder edge. This m ay suggest th a t  these two motions occur simultaneously. Due 
to  the  morphology of the polymer, some p a rt in the solid may have m ore intermolecular 
space to  allow the C zv  axis to move w ithin a solid cone while the o ther part in the solid 
is so closely-packed th a t th e  Czv  axis can move only on a  surface. T he overall reduction 
in T iq  anisotropy due to  slow libration is more obvious than T \z  anisotropy. This 
strongly indicates th a t measuring T \z  alone is not enough to detect the  presence of slow 
motion. Faster ka as well as larger half-cone angles for Model 6 and /2-angles for Model 
4, reduce the overall T \z  and  Tiq anisotropy. This is reasonable because a  larger solid 
cone or triangular lam inar surface means jumps between sites with larger difference in 
site frequency. Thus, the relaxation tim e for each splitting is an average of the relaxation 
times from different orientations. Likewise, a  faster ka enhances averaging. However, 
the half-cone angle for Model 5 does no t have much affect since it does not correspond 
to  a  larger volume. A larger arc angle fo r Model 5 reduce the overall T iq anisotropy 
significantly but n o t T \z-
As m entioned in C hapter (5.4), the  validity of our assumption th a t the threefold 
jum ps of the m ethyl group and libration o f its Czv  axis are ”uncorrelated" remains to  
be investigated. In Model 7, the three site  methyl ro ta tion  and libration of its Czv  axis 
within a  solid cone are assumed to be ’’correlated”. As we compare th e  T iq  anisotropy
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between Figs. (7-55) , (7-50), (7-53) and (7-58), the concerted jum p Model 7 definitely 
gives b e tte r prediction than Model 1, 3 and 6 respectively at 348K. For Model 7, the 
discrepancy between experimental and simulated data  a t the horn could be due to  the 
presence of a  distribution of methyl jump rates. This would lead to  an overlapping 
of powder patterns and the discontinuity a t the horn would be smoothed out. In the 
sim ulation of Model 7, no distribution of methyl jump ra te  was included because of long 
sim ulation times. The T \z  anisotropy fits for Model 7 are as good as those for Models 
1, 3 and 6. In short, Model 7 fits the experimental da ta  well w ithin experimental 
error limits and the  methyl jum p rates, the librational rate of the m ethyl C zv  axis 
and the  half-angle of the cone are 1.4xl09 s'*1, 1.4xl07 s-1 and 11° respectively. The 
cone is calculated by assuming th a t the libration motion contributes an ex tra  m otional 
narrowing factor (\cos(3( 1 +  cos/3)) to <  e2qxxQ /h  >e/ f .  Similar conclusions can be 
draw n over the tem perature range from 348K to 398K. This model gives an activation 
energy of 13.0 ±  0.8 kJ/m ole for the methyl threefold rotation.
For Model 6 to  have an equivalent best fit of relaxation time anisotropies as Model 
7, the  C’zv  axis librational ra te  has to  be 4.2xl07 s-1 , i.e., three tim es faster th an  for 
Model 7. Since both models yield comparable best fit results, the simulations cannot 
distinguish between them .
T he two-dimensional slow exchange experiments performed a t 248 K, 263 K and 283 
K, w ith mixing time Tm «  4ms, do not reveal any ridge pattern. This implies th a t slow 
m otion a t  low tem peratures does not occur in large jum p steps.
A t tem peratures from 248 K to  300 K, the relaxation rates i i i ^ ( = l /3 i z )  a t the 
Larm or frequency from the selective excitation experiments are faster than  those from 
the  non-selective inversion-recovery experiment. This indicates the presence of slow 
m otion within this tem perature range.
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Table 7-16: T iz for BPA-PC: non-selective inversion recovery vs. on-resonance selective 
excitation________________________________________________________________________
Temp (K) R iz(sel) ( s '1) R iz(non-sel) (s *)
300 175.6 ±  9.0 160.1 ± 4 .6
283 214.6 ±  5.9 140.2 ±  8.8
273 254.0 ±  12.0 220.1 ±  1.9
248 237.6 ±  14.2 202.0  ± 11.2
7.3 Conclusions
T his chapter reports the measurement of the  methyl deuteron relaxation times 
T \ z  and Tiq  in glassy bisphenol-A polycarbonate and its monomer unit, crystalline 
bisphenol-A. For the  monomer, threefold methyl rotation accounts for the  m ethyl group 
relaxation. However, for the polymer, methyl relaxation is not exclusively due to  the 
threefold methyl ro ta tion . Instead, the methyl rotation C3 V axis exhibits restricted 
lib ration  and the Stochastic Liouville equation describes the combined m otions better 
th a n  the Redfield formalism. Threefold methyl rotation and C3 V axis libration appear 
to  be  correlated. T he libration of the methyl C$v axis is best described by a  solid cone 
m odel with half-cone angle about 10°, and jump rate in the interm ediate regime ( 107 
s - 1 ). Since the libration axis attaches to  a  tetrahedral carbon atom which links up w ith 
th e  phenylene ring C\ — C4 axis, a  significantly large cone half-angle strongly indicates 
the  m ethyl rotation is not a  localized motion but influenced by the backbone motion 
due to  phenylene flip or other motion. This contradicts previous 2H m easurem ents us­
ing ring-substituted bisphenol units in polycarbonate ([84] [85]), but agrees with recent 
interpretations of 13C data  [82].
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Figure 7-43: <  e2qzzQ (h  > e/y values measured from the sta tic  spectra as a  function of 
tem perature for BPA-PC and its monomer. The symbols correspond to  experimental 
values and the  solid lines are second order polynomial fit used for interpolation.
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Figure 7-44: Equilibrium powder pattern  of bisphenol-A polycarbonate a t  348 K
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Figure 7-45: Equilibrium, powder pa tte rn  of bisphenol-A monomer a t  258 K
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Figure 7-46: Spectral density functions Ji(w 0) and J 2(2w0) anisotropy a t 303K for the 
BPA monomer. The threefold rotation of the methyl group is used for this best fit. The 
symbols denote experimental d a ta  and solid lines represent simulation.
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Figure 7-47: Arrhenius plot of the BPA monomer. The symbols represent the jum p 
rates kz  obtained from simulation and the straight line is the best linear regression fit 
to them . The activation energy calculated from the slope is 19.2 ±  2.0 k j/m o le
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Figure 7-48: Spectral density and J<i(2u0) anisotropy at 348K for the BPA-PC.
T he threefold ro ta tion  of the m ethyl group is used for this best fit. T he symbols denote 
experimental d a ta  and solid lines represent simulation.
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Figure 7-49: Relaxation tim e T \Z anisotropy of BPA-PC a t 348K. The threefold ro tation 
methyl ro ta tion  (Model 1) is used for this best fit. The symbols denote experimental 
d a ta  and solid lines represent simulation.
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Figure 7-50: Relaxation time Tiq  Anisotropy of BPA-PC at 348K. The threefold methyl 
ro ta tion  (Model 1) is used for this best fit. The symbols denote experimental d a ta  and 
solid lines represent simulation.
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Figure 7-51: Spectral density Ji(u)0) and J2(2w<>) anisotropy at 348K for the  BPA-PC. 
The combined uncorrelated three site jum ps of the m ethyl group and libration of its 
C3 V axis (M odel 3), using Redfield formalism, is used for this best fit. T he symbols 
denote experim ental d a ta  and solid lines represent simulation.
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Figure 7-52: Relaxation time T \z  anisotropy of BPA-PC a t 348K. The combined un­
correlated three site jumps of the methyl group and libration of its C sv  axis within a 
solid cone (Model 3), using Redfield formalism, is used for this best fit. The symbols 
denote experimental d a ta  and solid lines represent simulation.
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Figure 7-53: Relaxation tim e T iq  anisotropy of BPA-PC a t 348K. The combined un­
correlated three site jum ps of the methyl group and libration of its C zv  axis within a 
solid cone (Model 3), using Redfield formalism, is used for this best fit. The symbols 
denote experimental d a ta  and solid lines represent simulation.
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Figure 7-54: Relaxation Time T \z  Anisotropy of BPA-PC at 348K. The combined 
correlated three site jum ps of the  methyl group and libration of its C zv  axis w ithin a 
solid cone (Model 7), solving Stochastic LiouvlUe equation, is used for this best fit. The 
symbols denote experimental d a ta  and solid lines represent simulation.
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Figure 7-55: Relaxation Tim e 3\ q Anisotropy of BPA-PC a t 348K. The combined 
’’correlated” three site jum ps of the methyl group and libration of its C^y axis within 
a  solid cone (Model 7), solving Stochastic Liouville equation, is used for this best fit. 
The symbols denote experimental da ta  and solid lines represent simulation.
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Figure 7-56: Arrhenius P lot of the BPA-PC. The symbol represents the jum p rates A3 
obtained by simulation and the straight line is the  best linear regression fit to them . The 
activation energy calculated from the slope is 13.0 ±  0.8 kJ/m ole. Model 7 (correlated 
solid) is used
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Figure 7-57: Relaxation Time T \z  Anisotropy of BPA-PC at 348K. The combined 
’’uncorrelated” three site jum ps of the methyl group and libration of its C zv  axis within 
a  solid cone (Model 6), solving Stochastic Liouville equation, is used for this best fit. 
The symbols denote experimental d a ta  and solid lines represent simulation.
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Figure 7-58: Relaxation Time T iq  Anisotropy of BPA-PC a t 348K: The combined 
” uncorrelated” three site  jumps of the methyl group and libration of its  C zv  axis within 
a  solid cone (Model 6), solving Stochastic Liouville equation, is used for this best fit. 
T he symbols denote experimental d a ta  and solid lines represent simulation.
APPENDIX A
Evolution of Spin Operators Under the Effects of Pulses of Different Phase and the 
Nuclear Quadrupole Electric Field Gradient Interaction
Effect of the x pulses
O pera to r 0 e x p (—ip lx)0 ex p { ip lx)
I x I x
h cos(P)Iv + sin(P )Iz
h cos(p )I3 -  sin (P )Iy
Q x cos{f})Qx -  sin{(5)Dy
Q y cos[2P)Qy +  ^ sin(2/3)Qz +  \sin{2 f})D x
Q z | ( 3 cos2(p) -  1 )QZ -  & s in 2(p )D x -  & sin (2 P )Q y
D x (1 -  \ s in 2(P))Dx -  & s in 2(P)Qz -  \s in (2 P )Q y
D y cos(P)Dy +  sin(P)Q x
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Effect of the y pulses
Operator 0 ex p {~ ifily)0 exp {ifily )
Ix coa(P)Ix -  sin(/3)Iz
Iy Iy
Iz cos{f5)Iz + s in (fi)Ix
Qx cos(2(3)Qx -  ^ s in (2 /3 )Q z  +  $sin (20)D x
Qy cos(/3)Qy +  sin (P )D y
Qz |(3 c o s2(/3) -  1 )QZ -  & sin(2/3)Q x + ^ s in 2(@)Dx
D x (1 -  %sin2((3))Dx +  & s in 2(0)Q z -  \sin (2P )Q x
Dy cos{P)Dy -  s in (p )Q y
Evolution under first-order quadrupolar coupling
O perator 0 (0 ) 0 ( t )  =  exp(-i^ lu}tT2o)0(0)exp(iyJl(JtT2o)
Ix co s(u t)Ix -f s in (u t)Q y
Iy cos(u)t)Iy -  sin(u)t)Qx
Iz Iz
Qx cos(u>t)Qx + sin(u>t)Iy
Qy cos(u>t)Qy -  $ in (u t)Ix
Qz Qz
D x D x
Dy Dy
h i *  +  I x h
Izly  +  l y h
I 2 +  I 2 
J * iy  4" fy fj;
where n  _
'VX —
Qy =  
Qz =  
D x = 
Dy =
APPENDIX B
Correlation Function Calculations
In this appendix the general expression for correlation function in the crystalline do ­
main Cz,£/(r), given in Eq.(5-161), is evaluated for the three motional models discussed 
in C hapters (4.1-4.3). The 25 term s in the double sum, Eq.(5-160), can be reduced to  11 
by m aking use of the  symmetry relations C l u ( t )  =  =  ( “ l ) ^ ' + t ^ C - L ' - . L ( r ) .
The surviving term s are summarized in Table (B -l), where column entries for Jo, J \  
and J 2 are the coefficients which multiply the  spectral densities. T hey  are trigonom et­
ric functions of the  crystallite orientation 0ix , C  =  cos0ix and C = sin0\x . The E u ler 
angle y tx appears only in combination with cross correlation functions L /  V . I t  will 
be shown that these terms vanish for the sixfold jump motion in Chapters (4.1) a n d  
simultaneous sixfold and threefold jump m otion in Chapters (4.2), b u t must be re ta ined  
for the  model with distorted geometry in Chapter (4.3). In these models, flam =  &6 
and flmp “  D3 .
Table B -l: Powder Orientation Dependent Angular Factors for Spectral Density C alcu­
lations
Joo J2z(2wd)
Coo (1 /4)(9C 4 -  2C* +  1) (3/2 )C*SJ (3/8)5“
C n 3C2S 2 (1 /2 )(4C 4- 3 C 2 +  1) ( 1 /2 ) ( 1 - C 4)
C 22 (3 /4 )S 4 ( 1 /2 ) ( 1 - C 4) (1 /8 )(1  +  6C2 +  C 4)
co$ jlxCio •v/6C5(3C2 -  1) \ /6 C 5 ( l  -  2C 2) - V ( 3 /2  )CS*
cosyUC 12 3CS3 S 2(ZC2 - 1 ) (1 /2 )C S(C 2 + 3)
cos2ylxCo2 x/(3 /2 )5 :i(3C :i -  1) - V 6 C 2S 2 > /( 3 /8 ) ( l - C “)
cos2ytlC \- \ -Z C 2S 2 (1 /2 )5 2(4C2 -  1) (X/2)54
cosZylxC i - 2 3C 53 ~ 2C S3 (1 /2)C 53
cos4ytxC2-2 (3 /4 )£ 4 - (1 /2  )£ 4 ( l/8 )5 4
T he correlation functions for all possible K  and K 1 of the methyl spinning,
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(-Djco(£i3(0)) •C|K,'o(fi3(7‘)))> are given by Eq.(5-173). Thus, for simultaneous motions 
Cl l '( t ) becomes
CLL'{t ) =  |rf2O(/?3)l2 e - 3fc^ { ^ 2( n 6( 0 ) ) ^ 2(f26(r)))  (B -l)
+  |d -2o(/?3)|2 e"3*3T <Z£_2(fi6(0)) ^ - 2(fi6(r)))
+  |dio(/?3)l2 <T3*3r D V i (S16(t )))
+ |rf_10(/?3)|2 e"3*3T <-Di_i(nfi(0)) ^ _ i(n 6(r)))
+  \ d M ) \ 2 c“3fc3T (2>io(«e(0)) D u Q{fle(T)))
+  2 d M )  d - 20(A) e "3*3T (£>li(fi6(0)) Z?L.-2(n6 (r)))
+  2 rf_io(/?3) rf20(/33) e“ 3*3T <2?I_i(n6(0)) ^ 2(fis(r)))
This complicated expression can be evaluated in closed form for the simultaneous sixfold 
and threefold jum ps model using Eq.(5-170) to evaluate (fi6(0)) f?i,'/f'(fl6(T)))- 
This yields the following expressions for C oo( t ) ,  C n (r )  =  C - i - i f r )  and C22( r )  = 
C '-2- 2(r) :
Coo(t ) =  |  sin2p3 cos2p3 sin2p6 cos2p& e~3kiT +  ^  sin403 sin4p6 e~3k2r (B-2) 
C'iiCt*) =  |  (3 cos2p3 -  l ) 2 sin2pe cos2p6 e~3k6T o
3 3
+  ( t^  sin4p3 sin 4Pe (1 +  cos206) +  -  sin3P3 cosp3 sin3 p& cospe Id I
+  ^  sin2p3 c o s2P3 (4 cosApe — 3 cos2P6 +  1)] e~(fc6+3fcj*T (B-3)
C n (r )  =  ^  (3 cos2p3 -  l ) 2 sin4Pe e~3hr
3 3+  [ -  s in 3p3 cosP3 sin3P& cos0& +  -  sin203 cos203 sin206 (1 +  cos2/3s) 
o 4
+  ^  sin4p3 (1 +  6 cos2pa +  4 cos2p5 )] e-3 (*6+*3)T (B-4)
For HMB, p& =  90° and p3 =  109.4712°, these correlation functions then simplify to,
a » M  =  | e - 3fe'
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Cn(r) -  I e-(^+k,)r
(7
C22(T) = J ( |  e“ 3t6T + e-3te+*»>0
W ith the  powder angle dependence given in Table (B -l), the reduced spectral densities 
in the  LAB frame is calculated as follows:
J o( 0 )  =  ^(9 cos4fib  -  6 cos2Pix + 1 )  J o o (0 )
+  3 cos2fiix s in 2Pix J n (0 )
+  |a i » 4j0/x J22(0) (B-5)
g
J i M  =  2  s i n 2 f o *  c o s ^ P ix  Joo(w 0)
+  i  (4  cos4p ix -  3  co$2Pu +  1 ) J i i ( w 0)
+ i (1 - cos4p lx) J22(w0) (B-6)
3
J 2{2 w e) =  -  sin4p tx Joo(2o>0)
+  i ( l  -  cos4Pix) Jn (2u0)
+  ^ (c o s4Pix +  6cos2Pix +  1) J22(2u 0) (B-7)
where are the reduced spectral densities defined by Eq.(5-160). Moreover,
correlation functions for the sixfold jum ps can be recovered from Eq.(B-2)-(B-4) by
dropping all terms which are multiplied by the rapidly decaying function e~k3T.
For the  simultaneous sixfold and threefold jum p motions with a distorted C ev  geom­
etry, no such simple result is obtained . The correlation function for the sixfold jumps 
is best expressed using an orientational distribution function p (ft0), which is the  proba­
bility of finding the tensor a t orientation f t0. The conditional probability P ^ r j f t o ,  0) 
gives the probability of finding the tensor a t ft at time t =  r ,  given initial orientation 
ft0 a t t — 0. Then
(X>LJf(fis(0)) /3L'K'(fte(r))) =
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j d a 0 J d a  p ( a 0) p ( a iT\ a 0, o ) D iK {a0)D L<K<{a) (b-8)
Note th a t the subscript (6) on the Euler angles ft has been om itted for clarity.
W ittebort and Szabo [86] were the  first to determine this conditional probability. 
This formalism was la te r  extended by Torchia and Szabo [54] to  determ ine the condi­
tional probability of reorientation among a finite num ber of jum p sites in a solid.
For discrete jum p motion, the interaction tensor reorients itself as jum ps among a 
finite number of sites, N ,  the integrals over Euler angles in (B-8) can be replaced by a 
sum m ation over site orientations. T he orientation distribution probability pe9(i) gives
chance of finding the  tensor in site i and the conditional probability of finding the tensor
a t site j  a t t =  r  s ta rtin g  from site i  a t t =  0 is P ( j ,r ;  i,0 ). The correlation function 
can be expressed as,
(-0L/c(fi6(O)) -DL'tf'tfteM)) =
E  E  jW ,  r ;  i, 0 ) £ M ^ ( 0 ) ) i W ^ ( r ) )  (B-9)
i= l  j = l
where ftg is the Euler angle at site i. We assume th e  probability p,- satisfies a  set of N 
first-order differential equation,
N N
w  =  E f f « P i “ P . - E % - f  ( B -1 0 )
j = l  j = l
where K{j is the ra te  o f jumps from site j to site i and the symbol represents a  sum 
over j  for j  i.
For any of the m otional models, a  kinetic exchange matrix K  can be constructed. 
The diagonal element K a  is the sum of all rate constants which deplete population a t 
site i, K a  =  -  )0 ,j=i K ji-  Moreover the K ij must satisfy the condition o f microscopic 
reversibility KijPeq(j) =  KjiPcq{i)- In the case of an  equal populations of all sites, the 
m atrix  K ij is sym m etric. When K y  is symmetric, all its eigenvalues Xn are real and the 
corresponding eigenvectors Vn are orthonormal. For the situation K ij  is asymmetric,
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it is convenient to define a  symmetric m atrix, K -j = [87]. This allows the
differential equation to  be converted to  an eigenvalue problem, K U  = XU,  given the 
substitu tion  p,(f) =  C/,e-At. By solving for the exchange m atrix K  [86] [28] [88], we get 
th a t  conditional probability [86]
0) =  (B -ll)
}=1 i=1 n=2
and
(Z?lk(O s(0)) DL'K'i^eir))} =
£  £  W l j T W 1"  B J *  (fli(0)) D m W j f r ) )  (B-12)
t= l j'= l n=2
A sym m etric K , j  has a  zero eigenvalue and the corresponding eigenvector U 1, with 
all elem ents equal to  1, is related to the equilibrium distribution by U 1 =  [PegC1)]1^ 2- 
This vector is labelled as n  =  1 and is neglected in the summation sign because it does 
not contribute to relaxation.
In the  sixfold nearest neighbour jum p motion (with or without distorted geometry), 
the  kinetic exchange m atrix  is symmetric as shown in (5-183) . The eigenvalues are 
obtained by numerical diagonalization and the result, =  (0 ,3 ,1 ,4 ,1 ,3 ) , agree with 
the  analytic result given by Torchia and Szabo [54]. The column vectors of the following 
eigenvector m atrix U are the  corresponding eigenvectors [7 ,j] ,i =  1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 .
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In order to check th a t this procedure was free from algebraic errors, the spectral densities 
Jo, J \  and J 2 were evaluated numerically with 6 — e =  e7 =  0°. The results were found
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to  agree exactly with direct evaluation of the analytic formulae given in Eqs.(B-2)-(B-4).
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